BUILD A HEADPHONE CROSSFEED CIRCUIT

LEACH'S DOUBLE-BARRELED AMP -- PART II

DIGITAL TECHNIQUES PART II
AND IT'S WHAT GOES INTO HPM SPEAKERS THAT MAKES THEM SOUND GREAT ON EVERY PART OF THE MUSIC.
Most speaker companies try to impress you by describing the “wonderful” sound that comes out of their speakers.

At Pioneer, we think the most believable way to describe how good HPM speakers are is to tell you what went into them.

**THE HPM SUPER TWEETER:**
**SPEAKER TECHNOLOGY RISES TO NEW HIGHS.**

In many speakers, you'll find that the upper end of the audio spectrum is reproduced by an ordinary tweeter.

In HPM speakers, you'll find that the high frequencies are reproduced by a unique supertweeter.

It works by using a single piece of High Polymer Molecular film, (hence the name HPM) that converts electrical impulses into sound waves without a magnet, voice coil, cone, or dome.

And because the HPM supertweeter doesn't need any of these mechanical parts, it can reproduce highs with an accuracy and definition that surpasses even the finest conventional tweeter.

As an added advantage, the HPM film is curved for maximum sound dispersion. So unlike other speakers, you don’t have to plant yourself in front of an HPM speaker to enjoy all the sound it can produce.

**MID-RANGE THAT ISN'T MUDDLED.**

For years, speaker manufacturers have labored over mid-range driver cones that are light enough to give you quick response, yet rigid enough not to distort.

Pioneer solved this problem by creating special cones that handle more power, and combine lower mass with greater rigidity. So our HPM drivers provide you with cleaner, and crisper mid-range. Which means you'll hear music, and not distortion.

**WOOFERS THAT TOP EVERY OTHER BOTTOM.**

Conventional woofers are still made with the same materials that were being used in 1945.

Every woofer in the HPM series, however, is made with a special carbon fiber blend that's allowed us to decrease the weight of the cone, yet increase the strength needed for clarity. So you'll hear the deepest notes exactly the way the musician recorded them.

And because every HPM woofer also has an oversized magnet and long throw voice coil, they can handle more power without distorting.

**OTHER FEATURES YOU RARELY HEAR OF.**

Every HPM speaker has cast aluminum frames, instead of the usual flimsy stamped out metal kind. So that even when you push our speakers to their limit, you only hear the music and never the frames. In fact, our competitors were so impressed, they started making what look like die cast frames, but aren't.

HPM speaker cabinets are made of specially compressed board that has better acoustic properties than ordinary wood.

Their speakers have level controls that let you adjust the sound of the music to your listening area. And these features are not just found in our most expensive HPM speaker, but in every speaker in the HPM Series.

All of which begins to explain why, unlike speakers that sound great on only part of the music, HPM speakers sound great on all of it.

At this point, we suggest you take your favorite record into any Pioneer Dealer and audition a pair of HPM speakers in person.

If you think what went into them sounds impressive, wait until you hear what comes out of them.

*PIONEER*

We bring it back alive.
WHAT COMES OUT OF A SPEAKER IS ONLY AS IMPRESSIVE AS WHAT GOES INTO IT.
Avoid the high cost of digital recordings!

Denon now makes available two digital sampler albums, one classical and one jazz, for only $7 each suggested retail.

Selections from Denon's most popular albums are included on these new pressings. Both offer the clean, flat surfaces for which Denon is famous.

Cuts on Invitation to Denon Digital Classics (ST-6007) include excerpts from twelve different digital albums ranging from chamber and organ music to full scale orchestral.

Invitation to Denon Digital Jazz (ST-6008) features cuts by Archie Shepp, Billy Harper, Sonny Stitt, Dave Burrell and others.

The Denon Digital Samplers are available at finer record stores.

Distributed by:
Discwasher Record Division
1407 N. Providence Rd.
Columbia, MO 65201
Empire's EDR.9
The Phono Cartridge Designed for Today's Audiophile Recordings

Direct-to-Disc and digital recording have added a fantastic new dimension to the listening experience. Greater dynamic range, detail, stereo imaging, lower distortion and increased signal-to-noise ratio are just a few of the phrases used to describe the advantages of these new technologies.

In order to capture all the benefits of these recordings, you should have a phono cartridge specifically designed to reproduce every bit of information with utmost precision and clarity and the least amount of record wear.

The Empire EDR.9 is that cartridge. Although just recently introduced, it is already being hailed as a breakthrough by audiophiles, not only in the U.S., but in such foreign markets as Japan, Germany, England, France, Switzerland and Sweden.

What makes the EDR.9 different?

1. Within the cantilever tube, we added a mechanical equalizer. It serves two purposes: (1) to cancel the natural resonance of the cantilever tube, and (2) to improve the overall transient response of the cartridge. The end result is a stylus assembly that has a mechanically flat frequency response. The frequency response extends from the 20Hz to 35Hz with a deviation of no more than ±1.75 dB. No other magnetic cartridge has that kind of performance. We call this stylus assembly an "Inertially Damped Tuned Stylus" the refinement of which took over 6 years.

2. In order to reproduce a groove containing extreme high frequency musical overtones, the stylus tip must have small enough dimensions to fit within the high frequency portion of the groove. Yet, the smaller the stylus tip, the greater the pressure applied to the record surface and the more severe the record wear. In the EDR.9, we have responded to these conflicting requirements by developing a stylus that has the proper dimensions from side-to-side, a much smaller dimension from front-to-back, and a very large, low pressure degree of contact between stylus and groove top-to-bottom. The net result of this large contact area, which engineers call a "footprint," is that the stylus of the EDR.9 can track musical signals to the limits of audibility and beyond, yet has the lowest record wear of any cartridge presently available. The stylus shape of the EDR.9 is called L.A.C. for "Large Area of Contact."

3. Conventional cartridges exhibit radical changes in their frequency response when connected to different preamplifiers. This is because the load conditions—the amounts of capacitance and resistance provided by the preamp—vary tremendously from one preamp to another, and from turntable to turntable. Consequently, most phono cartridges, even expensive ones, have their frequency response determined essentially by chance, depending on the system they are connected to.

But the electrical elements of the EDR.9 have been designed to remain unaffected by any normal variations in load capacitance or resistance. Thus, the EDR.9 maintains its smooth frequency response and accurate transient reproduction ability in any music system, irrespective of loading conditions.

4. Then, as a final test of performance, we listen to every EDR.9 to make certain it sounds as good as it tests. At $200, the EDR.9 is expensive, but then again, so are your records.

For more detailed information and test reports, write to:

Empire Scientific Corp.
Garden City, NY 11530
fact:
the microphone
is your link
with your
audience

Take it from professionals
who wouldn't settle for less
A top-quality Shure microphone makes a measurable difference in upgrading sound. Now, Shure has added a new microphone designed to upgrade the appearance of your act, as well as the sound. The SM63 is a low profile (it won't obscure the performer's face), plus highly effective protection and low handling noise make it the perfect choice for on-camera applications. You'll find more Shure microphones than any other single brand in applications as diverse as live entertainment, radio and TV, hotel and auditorium sound reinforcement, churches and temples, Congress, legislatures and the White House, and public safety—anywhere that sound excellence is a prime consideration. Send for complete literature on all Shure professional microphones—including the new SM63. (Please let us know your microphone application.)

SM63
Omnidirectional
Dynamic
Microphone
Shure's new SM63 omnidirectional dynamic microphone measures just 3 11/16 in. long, 1 3/8 in. in diameter and weighs only 2 8 ounces with no compromise in Shure's standard of reliability. It offers twice the voltage sensitivity of our own SM61 (6 dB) and features a humbucking coil for superior rejection of electromagnetic hum (up to 20 dB better than competitive units) and an elastomer isolation shock mount for minimized handling noise. The new SM63 also features the Shure-developed VERAFLEX® dent resistant grille and a smooth satin finish perfect for on-stage and on-camera applications.

The Sound of the Professionals

Shure Brothers Inc., 222 Harley Ave., Evanston, IL 60204, In Canada: A. C. Simmonds & Sons Limited. Outside the U.S. or Canada, write to Shure Brothers Inc., Attn: Dept. J6 for information on your local Shure distributor. Manufacturers of high fidelity components, microphones, sound systems and related circuitry.
MEMOREX HIGH BIAS TEST NO. 5.

WHICH HIGH BIAS TAPE STANDS UP TO A GENRAD REAL-TIME ANALYZER?

The GenRad 1995 Real-Time Analyzer is among today's state-of-the-art devices for accurately measuring and displaying audio signals. That's why we used it to show that MEMOREX HIGH BIAS is today's state-of-the-art high bias cassette tape.

When tested at standard recording levels against other high bias tapes, none had a flatter frequency response than MEMOREX HIGH BIAS.

And, the signal/noise ratio of MEMOREX HIGH BIAS proved to be unsurpassed at the critical high end.

Proof you can't buy a high bias cassette that gives you truer reproduction. And isn't that what you buy a high bias tape for?

Is it live, or is it MEMOREX

For unbeatable performance in a normal bias tape, look for Memorex with MXC Oxide, in the black package.

MEMOREX HIGH BIAS

© 1980 Memorex Corporation
Memorex Audio Development Center, P.O. Box 988, Santa Clara, CA 95052, U.S.A.
Ina

Professional Magnification of Cutting the Groove

Recording engineers rely on the playback of the lacquer original. The simultaneous cutting and it back master-Stanton plays.

Therefore, the thickness between the recorded groove surfaces was reduced, leaving the center label area, as well as the outer edge, built up to prevent accidental contact between the upper groove surface of the lower disc and the lower groove surface of the upper disc. These thicker areas helped produce strong, rigid discs, but overall this meant that the records were made thinner than formerly. In addition, the air cushioning which takes place when the new records descend helps to eliminate damage. Some of the audiophile disc makers feel, however, that the thinner records are too prone to warp, though this problem has a variety of sources, e.g. too short a cooling cycle during pressing.

Older changers tracked so heavily that stylus and record wear were a problem, but tripping mechanisms have been so much improved that tracking forces of a gram or so are common, rivaling those forces obtainable on manual turntables. This means that record wear from this source will be kept low.

The Stanton 881 S is perfect for the playback of the master because it assures minimum wear of the lacquer groove through the patented Stereohedron™ stylus tip. The Stereohedron has exceptionally wide contact area for reduced pressure on the groove wall. And the 881 S tracks superbly because of its low dynamic tip mass.

Use of Record Changers

Q. My friend thinks that using her changer in its automatic mode will result in damage to her records, but I think that the label and outer edge of records are built up to prevent contact with the grooves of other records in the stack. — Name withheld

A. Because so many consumers were using record changers, the recording industry recognized the need to protect records from surface scratches when one disc fell on the one below. Therefore, the thickness between the recorded groove surfaces was reduced, leaving the center label area, as well as the outer edge, built up to prevent accidental contact between the upper groove surface of the lower disc and the lower groove surface of the upper disc. These thicker areas helped produce strong, rigid discs, but overall this meant that the records were made thinner than formerly. In addition, the air cushioning which takes place when the new records descend helps to eliminate damage. Some of the audiophile disc makers feel, however, that the thinner records are too prone to warp, though this problem has a variety of sources, e.g. too short a cooling cycle during pressing.

Older changers tracked so heavily that stylus and record wear were a problem, but tripping mechanisms have been so much improved that tracking forces of a gram or so are common, rivaling those forces obtainable on manual turntables. This means that record wear from this source will be kept low.

Multiple Speakers With Low-Power Amplifiers

Q. I have a 10-watt amplifier with 4, 8, 16, and 600 ohm output taps. I wish to feed not more than one watt (background music) to five to ten speakers in as economical a manner as possible.

How do I connect 10 speakers, each equipped with a line-to-voicecoil matching transformer? How should I connect 10 speakers with 8-ohm impedance not equipped with line transformers? — Name withheld.

A. The problem of how to connect ten speakers to a single amplifier is not difficult to solve, provided that the leads used to supply power to the speakers are short or are of heavy gauge. In your case, where 10 speakers are to be used, they can be connected in groups of five each. The impedance will be a bit low but not low enough to cause trouble.

Assuming you have 8-ohm speakers, connect four of them in parallel and then connect the next four in parallel. Each group of four speakers has an impedance of two ohms. Connect the two groups in series. You then have a total impedance of four ohms, and this is just about what is needed. The combination of speakers is connected between the four-ohm tap of your amplifier and ground.

In the case of loudspeakers equipped with line-to-voicecoil matching transformers, these transformers should take the form of those used for 70 volt line operation. It just so happens that with a 10-watt amplifier, running "flat out," the 600-ohm winding will produce 70 volts. Each speaker can be adjusted so that one watt will be fed to it merely by connecting it to the appropriate tap on the transformer. For best results, follow instructions which may be supplied with the transformer so that you will know to use the best combination of primary and/or secondary taps.

Gold-Plated Switch Contacts

Q. Are gold-plated switch contacts more effective than the conventional kind? — Mike O'Leary, Waiwaiula, Hawaii

A. Gold-plated switch contacts do not oxidize as do contacts made from some other materials and therefore switches which employ gold-plated contacts are very reliable. This reliability is especially important in low-level signal applications in which a minute amount of oxidation can mean high electrical resistance and hence improper operation of their associated circuits. (High-quality electronic keyboard musical instruments use such contacts.) It is not necessary to use switches of this kind in such applications as 117-V power circuits; oxidation is seldom a problem here.

If you have a problem or question about audio, write to Mr. Joseph Giovanelli at AUDIO Magazine, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036. All letters are answered. Please enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
From the grandest opera to the Grand Ole Opry, a lot of FM stations play a lot of different music yet still have one thing in common: the need for uncommonly accurate turntables. That's why so many FM stations use Technics direct drive turntables.

That professionals use Technics direct drive turntables is really not surprising. What is, is that now you can get professional performance in Technics quartz-synthesizer MK2 Series: the SL-1800 manual, the SL-1700 semi-automatic and the SL-1600 fully automatic.

As you can see, they all have impressive performance. But with Technics MK2 Series, you also get impressive advances in electronics. Like a quartz-synthesizer pitch control. As you vary the pitch it's instantaneously displayed by 13 LED's in exact 1% increments. That makes life easy.

So does the SL-1600 MK2's infrared disc-size sensor. Just place a disc on the platter, press the start button and immediately an infrared ray activates the micro-computer. Then the Technics precision gimbal-suspension tonearm automatically sets down in the lead-in groove.

And for double protection against acoustic feedback, Technics precision aluminum diecast base has a double-isolated suspension system. One dams out vibration from the base, the other from the tonearm and platter.

The MK2 Series. You don't have to be a radio station to afford performance good enough for a radio station.

Your next turntable should be as accurate as the ones many radio stations use.
Herewith another segment in my running audiobio (see Audio, Jan., 1980), otherwise known as "How I Fell Into Audio," recast and power-amped out of two short pieces I wrote for this mag back in the 1950s.

I left you in the middle of my two pick-up playback of a 78-rpm record, one pick-up acoustic, the other electric, using the two primitive phonograph portables I then had on hand as a college student. It was a kid's stunt, no more, but as always it seemed to presage much that has happened since in more professional audio terms. Vast (and unexpected) synthetic reverb, thanks to delay between the two needles in the same groove. Distributed frequency bands (not unlike the later Bell Labs two-band experiment) — scratchy, tinny highs from one machine, muddy, tubby bass from the other, for the combined "wide" range. Wider, anyhow. Accidental surround sound, too — out of one loudspeaker and one set of acoustic doors, both aimed randomly in different directions.

I was always the outrageous experimenter via whatever came my way, and always unofficially. Once when my mother was away I got into her kitchen — aged nine, maybe — and concocted a monumental dish that included absolutely everything from Old Dutch Cleanser to raw eggs, heaping tablespoons of flour, soap flakes, oatmeal, vinegar, Jello, and on down the line — I couldn't stop. Like a fine engineer, I was driven by some compulsion towards perfection. I am still the same, though my scope is now more limited. Make do (and more than do) with what you have at hand. That's always been my motto.

After a somewhat dismal year at the Great University, I moved on to another Great University which was pleased to have me if I didn't mind being a freshman all over again. No love wasted between universities in those days. So it was once again as a freshman that I roomed with an ultra-sophisticated young school friend who thought we really ought to have a big phonograph...
The 731Q is the finest turntable Dual has ever made.

There is always a special attitude at Dual about the turntable that is to represent the most advanced thinking and accomplishments of Dual's designers and engineers.

The materials, the care in manufacturing, assembly and quality control must exemplify all that has made Dual precision and reliability so highly regarded throughout the world.

And in every measure of performance, this model must set the standard by which other fine turntables are judged. Even more, it must make a significant contribution to the art of record playback.

This year, the quartz PLL direct drive 731Q, with its ultra-low-mass (ULM) tonearm and cartridge system, expresses our attitude perfectly.

If your other components and your record collection warrant consideration of such a turntable, we invite you to visit your franchised Dual dealer. And if you have a record that is warped to marginal playability, but too valuable to discard, bring it with you.

That's all you will need to share our attitude and sense of pride about the Dual 731Q.

For the complete ULM story, please write directly to United Audio
Real Power for the Real World:  
The Apt 1 Amplifier

Apt Corporation believes there's only one good reason to create a new product: a genuine need. The Apt 1 Amplifier is just such a product. With 3 dB of Dynamic Headroom, it can deliver as much as twice its 100w average power (20 Hz-.20 kHz @ 0.03% THD) on musical peaks—just as program material so often requires. And, it can deliver this extra performance into any actual loudspeaker, not just on the test bench. The Apt 1 also incorporates new approaches to power supply, driver stage, and protection circuit design, which all contribute to a uniquely useful amplifier.

Problem Solving in a Real System:  
The Holman Preamplifier

You don't live in an ideal world—neither does your stereo music system. The Holman Preamp is the result of over 2 man-years of research into how and why components behave in real-world hi-fi systems. As such, it provides an unprecedented balance of features and performance, which combine toward a common goal: sonic excellence.

The Holman Preamplifier and the Apt 1 Amplifier; individually or together they make music systems work better, and sound better. For information, check the appropriate box(es) below and send with your name and address to:

Apt Corporation
Box 512
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

☐ Apt 1 Amplifier brochure and the name of your local dealer.
☐ Holman Preamplifier brochure.
☐ For an Apt 1 Owner's Manual, please send $4 ($5 foreign).
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long before RIAA and standardized recording curves), and consequently they played back with too much bass on an American machine. U.S. discs generally used a higher turnover point to begin the bass de-emphasis that is still necessary today in all commercial discs. Of course, I knew nothing of such things at that time.

But that didn't account for the bad recording — it merely made it sound worse. We were resigned. We played Handel and we winced at the blats and the squawks. But along in the spring we decided we deserved an even fancier phonograph, now that we had bought still more new records. So we traded in the machine with the potbelly and the grinning lips for a newer one, the first of the modern-type console designs and no longer Art Nouveau-Victrola. It had flat, simple cabinetry, uncarved, and uncurved, and the conventional green-lighted radio dial with sliding pointer that soon became standard. Millions like it were to follow and we see their descendents today.

To our astonishment, the Handel records suddenly repaired themselves! Miraculously, they were undistorted and like new. We played and played, hardly believing our ears. They were OK! Smooth, even bass, not broken up. The problem had not been in the records but in the machine that played them. How could we have missed?

A very elementary lesson in hi-fi, you will admit. But even today we still make the same mistake a thousand times. Don't blame the wrong element in your system. It's all too easy, as professionals know even more than amateurs. Don't I remember, for instance, the widespread and very vocal skepticism over the new LP around 1949 — we were swamped with complaints that the new discs were impossible to track, the grooves were too small, the system much too fragile. Back to the 78! But as most (not all of us now know, the problem was not in miniaturization, not in the LP record groove, but in the tracking equipment — the working combination of stylus, cartridge, arm and table.

At my second university I was subject to a lot more music teaching via recordings, which were to that period what the electronic music studio is today, very much the "in" thing for a good Music Department. Previously, most professors had just banged out their music with sliding points — for in their minds this was the way recorded music always sounded. So you grit your teeth and play — and call it canned music.

But what bothered me much more was the disastrous effect of aiming a speaker straight into a listener's face at close range. This was the mono era — there was no distributed sound, no stereo spread; all the sound came from that one point source (and not even a tweeter), and it was far from undistorted sound to begin with. I didn't know anything, but I suffered. I just felt that, somehow, something must be wrong. There had to be a better way. But what? I would not have been able to tell you. I did not know. The professors didn't care — for in their minds this was the way recorded music always sounded. So you grit your teeth and play — and call it canned music.

Nevertheless, I had not forgotten the magical sound of that Orthophonic Victrola playing Bach-Stokowski in the wide, stone spaces of our school chapel, as described in my first installment. The germ of a new thought concerning playback acoustics was in my mind. I began to realize dimly (as the professors did not) that a phonograph...
The traditional KEF accuracy in music reproduction now combined with a higher level of efficiency. Whether for use with amplifiers up to 100 watts or music centers as small as 10 watts, the two new KEF speakers—Model 303 and Model 304—can achieve surprisingly loud volume levels without any sacrifice of the tonal quality for which KEF is world-famous.

Visit your authorized KEF dealer for a thorough demonstration.

For his name and product information write to: KEF Electronics, Ltd., c/o Intratec, P.O. Box 17414, Dulles International Airport, Washington, DC 20041.

In Canada: Smyth Sound Equipment, Ltd., Quebec J4H 3V7.
The Audio Critic: most respected and most hated.

Some audio reviews churn out test data like frequency response and harmonic distortion, long proven to correlate quite poorly with listening quality. Others intone with mystically closed eyes that the highs are whitish and the upper midrange insufficiently liquid. The Audio Critic, on the other hand, goes for jugular-vein laboratory measurements like ringing in loudspeaker diaphragms and hard-nosed listening evaluations such as clear/unclear against a known reference standard.

This kind of realism both in the laboratory and the listening room has earned the unstinting respect of some of the top technologists and academicians of the audio world, not to mention the confidence of many thousands of audio consumers who have better systems as a result. It has also created a fulminating, scratch-your-eyes-out hatred among the charlatans...

The Audio Critic prints absolutely no commercial advertising. Eight issues have been published so far; the recommended retrospective starter issue for new subscribers is the sixth, which is a cumulative reference work with over 150 reviews.

Send $30 for 6 consecutive issues by first-class mail (no Canadian dollars. $6 extra for overseas airmail) to The Audio Critic, Box 392, Bronxville, NY 10708.
LUX DUO-βETA
WE'RE NEGATIVE
ABOUT GREAT SOUND.
DOUBLE NEGATIVE.

The best way to use negative feedback is to design an amplifier that doesn't need any. Manufacturers who start with the idea of feedback wind up with less design. And more correction. That wouldn't be Lux-like.

Lux starts by designing the best DC amplifier possible. So you get exceptional bandwidth and reduced distortion. Then we add not one, but two negative feedback loops. We call it Duo-Beta™. Another first from the people where first is a way of life.

Too much feedback reduces THD. And increases TIM. That could mean blown speakers. Too little feedback reduces the damping factor. Adds speaker-induced distortion. And increases THD. Makes rumble more obvious. Listener fatigue sets in more quickly.

Lux uses one negative feedback loop of about half the usual amount. Goodbye TIM. Listen to the brilliance of highs and mid frequencies.

Then Lux adds another loop. With just enough feedback for the subsonic frequencies to DC. At 5Hz or below, it even acts as a subsonic filter and kills DC drift. Goodbye rumble. Listen to the tight bass and full tonal balance throughout the audible range.

By using precisely the right amount of feedback for each circuit path, you get the best of all audio worlds. Low THD. Low to no TIM. Enhanced damping factor. Sensational sound from top to bottom. And fully dimensional sonic clarity beyond anything you can hear.

That's Lux-like. Design the best. Then make it better. A case where two negatives become positive.

Ultimate Fidelity Stereo Components
LUX Audio of America, Ltd.
Reflecting Tomorrow's Technology in Today's System
160 Dupont Street, Plainview, NY 11803 / (516) 349-7070
West Coast Office: 11200 Chandler Blvd., North Hollywood, CA 91603 / (213) 985-4500
Canada: Lux Audio of Canada, Ontario M1S 3R3

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
I decided right there that playing recorded music was NOT like playing music live, and that was that. It had to be different. You cannot use loudspeakers like machine guns. Or — heaven knows — like musical instruments. This was all something very new that came in with the process of electrical recording. We were experimenting new phenomena at both ends of the audio chain, now that the recording was NOT like playing backscratchily and not loudly. Room acoustics simply did not matter, just as there were no recording-hall acoustics — none to speak of, anyhow. (A few faint background sounds once in a while. Very rarely, an infinitesimal bit of room sense, a space in which the music was occurring.)

So we had the one mono source of reproduced music and we had new, big-sounding records that did indeed occur in a space—a space that was in the recording. (Not as much as now, but it was there.) Some of us, even myself as a college kid, began to realize that we had to give that space a better chance. We had to disguise, for the ear if not the eye, the fact that it all came from one, single point. We began to find that some of our listening places did this for us, not badly at all— you might say automatically. Most people then would have credited the machine, or the record, or both. Wrong again! But, one way or another, music did sound good in some of our rooms, and mine—largely by accident—was one. I used to have whole evenings playing records for college friends. I found myself, as usual, experimenting, trying this and that—if only, sometimes, to fit in a few extra chairs and make room; you had to move the phonograph to a new location. I was learning, without thinking much about it. But after that catastrophic Bach lecture I began to be a lot more definite.

I went home to Connecticut that same summer and immediately began to have evenings of record-playing at our local swimming club boat house for a lot more people. In effect, these were informal record “concerts.” There was a big, rough-hewn upstairs room where the ladies served tea on Saturday afternoons, all unpainted wood with an irregular pitched roof and lots of internal rafters—and one whole side opening widely out onto a deck or balcony over the water. Perfect! Lots of reflection, highly randomized, very few plane surfaces in parallel, and that open side to kill any standing waves. All this, of course, I was saying after the fact. I guess I had an instinct for the right place; I knew nothing about standing waves and random reflections.

I gave a whole series of phonograph evenings there, and you may be sure that I never seated any member of my audience directly in front of the phonograph—never that again! Not before the stereo age. I aimed my sonic beam off into a corner, diagonally, or set up the machine to one side so it played off into a corner, diagonally, or set up the stereo age.

Now that was the kind of magic I was after. And still am.
The Stirring Sound of
PRECEPT
Stereo Phono
Cartridges

You've heard it so often... just as the music reaches its peak, the phono cartridge simply gives up. But not Precept. Bring on your thundering climax... whether it's the heaviest rock music or the full majesty of a symphony orchestra. Precept cartridges reproduce it all with clarity, definition, and full dynamic range. Or challenge Precept with the softest, most subtle solo. The sound will delight you with its honesty and accuracy.

Behind this soul-satisfying performance lies a tradition of engineering leadership and excellence.

You may not be aware of our dual magnets, square-shank nude styli, exceptionally low moving mass, or even our uniform 360° radial damping. But each of these features contributes to music which is heard undistorted and unchanged from the intent of the artist.

Yet stirring sound is but one of the important benefits of a Precept cartridge. In addition, every record is treated safely and gently for longest record and stylus life.

There's a Precept model to fit every popular turntable and record player of today. Without fuss or bother, because we believe it should be easy to get the most from your record collection.

Precept makes good sense and great music. Precept cartridges may be found at the most progressive audio stores in your city. Precept Division, A.T.U.S., Inc., 33 Shiawassee Avenue, Fairlawn, Ohio 44313. Dept. 50A.

SEE AND HEAR NEW PRECEPT CARTRIDGES TODAY
AT ANY OF THESE FINE AUDIO STORES

CALIFORNIA—all Pacific Stereo Stores
  all The SoundWorks Stores
  Cherry Street Speakers, Chico
COLORADO—Romar, Inc., Colorado Springs
  The Sound Track Stores
CONNECTICUT—all Fred Locke Stereo Stores
  Sam Goody, Westport
FLORIDA—all Sound Advice Stores
GEORGIA—all Pacific Stereo Stores
IDAHO—all Inkley's Stores
ILLINOIS—all Pacific Stereo Stores
INDIANA—all Graham Electronics Stores
KANSAS—all Audio Professionals Stores
MASSACHUSETTS—Seiden Sound, Springfield
MICHIGAN—all Highland Appliance Stores
MINNESOTA—all Sound of Music Stores
MISSOURI—all Pacific Stereo Stores
NEBRASKA—all Audio Professionals Stores
NEW JERSEY—all Sam Goody Stores
NEW YORK—all Sam Goody Stores
  all Seiden Sound Stores
NORTH CAROLINA—Sam Goody, Raleigh
OHIO—all Audio Warehouse Stores
OREGON—The Good Guys, Eugene
PENNSYLVANIA—all Sam Goody Stores
TEXAS—all Pacific Stereo Stores
UTAH—all Inkley's Stores
  Computer Hi Fi, Provo
WASHINGTON—all Pacific Stereo Stores
WEST VIRGINIA—all Wheeling Sound Stores
WISCONSIN—all Pacific Stereo Stores
McIntosh

"A Technological Masterpiece..."

McIntosh has received peerless acclaim from prominent product testing laboratories and outstanding international recognition! You can learn why McIntosh has received peerless acclaim from prominent product testing laboratories and outstanding international recognition! You can learn why McIntosh product research and development always produces products that earn international awards. and a North American FM directory. You will receive product reviews and data on McIntosh products. copies of the international awards. and a North American FM directory. You will receive product reviews and data on McIntosh products. copies of the

McIntosh Laboratory Inc.
Box 96 East Side Station
Binghamton, NY 13904

Name
Address
City State Zip

Tape Guide

Herman Burstein

Jack of All Ohms?

Q. My tape machine has a headphone jack to monitor recordings, and a small earphone of the type used with transistor radios is supplied for this purpose. I have found that when I plug a good-quality headphone, rated at 8 ohms, into this jack, I get excellent sound quality. However, the instruction manual of my tape machine states that a load impedance of 10,000 ohms is required at the monitor jack. Could I hurt my machine using 8-ohm headphones?—Tom Nicholson, Las Vegas, Nev.

A. I am surprised that you get sound of good quality when plugging a low-impedance headphone into a source requiring a load impedance of 10,000 ohms. Usually one would expect a very low sound level and distorted sound, with possible loss of high or low frequencies. Apparently the source impedance is much lower than 10,000 ohms, making such a connection feasible. It is unlikely that you are doing any harm to the headphones or to the tape machine as the result of the mismatch. If the sound is acceptable to you, I think you can continue on. If you do desire to obtain a proper match, you would have to convert to high-impedance headphones or employ a transformer which converts from high to low impedance.

S/N Improvement With Dolby N-R

Q. By using a Dolby noise-reduction unit, how much can I expect to improve signal-to-noise ratio?—Don Summers, APO San Francisco, Cal.

A. A Dolby B noise-reduction system can reduce apparent noise by as much as 6 to 10 db.

S/N Defined

Q. I would like to know what the signal-to-noise ratio of a tape deck actually is—C. Odgers, Mackenzie, B.C., Canada

A. Signal-to-noise ratio refers to the ratio between the audio signal processed by a tape system and the noise generated by the tape system. The measure is most usually based on a signal between 400 and 1,000 Hz that is recorded at a level which results in 3 percent total harmonic distortion (or 3 percent third harmonic distortion, which is the chief component of the total) on the tape. If 1 percent harmonic distortion is used as the reference level, this means that the signal is recorded at a lower level, so that the output signal is correspondingly less; then the rated S/N tends to be about 6 to 8 db lower.

Let us assume that a 400-Hz signal is recorded at a level resulting in 3 percent distortion, and that the playback signal has a level of one volt. Let us also assume that the tape is again put through the recording process but without a signal input, that all gain controls are at the same setting as before, and that the output voltage is again measured. Now the output voltage consists solely of the noise generated by the tape system—by the record electronics, playback electronics, and tape. The S/N is the ratio between the first and second voltages, namely between the output of 1 volt (audio signal) and the noise-output voltage. (Very strictly speaking, the 1-volt output also includes noise, but the effect of this on the S/N ratio is very trivial, so that we may generally forget about the matter.) If the noise-output voltage is 0.001 volt, then the S/N is 1/0.001, or 1,000 to 1. S/N is ordinarily expressed in decibels (db). A ratio of 1,000:1 between two voltages, if you consult a db conversion table, is 60 db.

Often the noise measurement is weighted to allow for the fact that our hearing sensitivity decreases at lower frequencies. The noise output is put through a filter which reduces the low frequencies, tending to result in a lower noise measurement. Accordingly, the rated S/N goes up. 44

If you have a problem or question on tape recording, write to Mr. Herman Burstein at AUDIO, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036. All letters are answered. Please enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
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The New Face of Automotive Audio

In 1975 ADS revolutionized mobile high-fidelity with the world's first studio-quality bi-amplified minispeaker, the 2001. It spawned an entirely new industry virtually overnight.

Today, ADS continues to pave the way with the Power Plate 100 amplifier and the ADS 300i speaker system. Together they deliver a level of performance never before attainable in a permanently installed car stereo system.

The Power Plate 100 effortlessly produces 50 watts per channel* of clean, undistorted power. It actually outperforms many home-use amplifiers. The 300i is the first flush-mounting automotive speaker system with high sound pressure level capability and ADS' world-famous musical accuracy. The Power Plate fits under the seat or in the trunk. The 300i fits in the doors, panels or rear deck.

Supremely compact, easy to install, powerful, musical and durable, the system is an unexcelled value at $299.50 for the Power Plate 100 amplifier and $117.50 each for the 300i speakers.**

You can see and hear the ultimate automotive high-fidelity system at your ADS dealer today. But we warn you. You may never be able to live with ordinary car stereo again.

For more information, please write ADS, Dept. AU14, or call 1-800-824-7888 (California 1-800-852-7777) toll free and ask for Operator 483.

*at 4 ohms, 20-20,000 Hz with less than 0.08% THD
**suggested retail prices
WHAT'S HAPPENING ON THIS PAGE SHOULDN'T HAPPEN ON YOUR RECORDING TAPE.

IT'S WORTH IT.
It's called print-through. And if you think it interferes with your reading, you should hear what it does to your listening.

It happens on tape that has low magnetic stability. Music on one layer of the tape is transferred to music on an adjacent layer, causing an echo.

At Maxell, we've designed our tape for superior magnetic stability. So what's happening to the opposite page won't happen to your music. You see, we believe you should only hear the music you want to hear. Nothing less, and nothing more.

IT'S WORTH IT.
At the Winter CES there was a considerable amount of comment that many manufacturers were not showing anything really new and were perhaps holding back on their new models and innovative products until the Summer CES in June. While there undoubtedly was some justification for these attitudes, an excursion through the audio exhibits at the Convention Center, and a thorough tour of the Jockey Club (headquarters for the high-end manufacturers), enabled one to ferret out a number of interesting new audiophile products. So here with the concluding section of the WCES report.

If “hope springs eternal in the human breast,” nowhere is this better exemplified than with the manufacturers of exotic audio electronics who exhibit at the Jockey Club at the WCES, or at the Pick Congress Hotel at the SCES. These brave folks always seem to be willing to confront the electronic establishment with new and better mousetraps in the form of new preamplifiers, amplifiers, etc. Many fall by the wayside after a brief moment of glory in the pages of the audiophile press, usually victims of undercapitalization, bad management, or both. But there is no denying that if the products are really worthwhile and the financial and marketing pitfalls can be avoided, a star can be born.

One of the most musical sounds I heard at the Jockey Club was produced by the system demonstrated by Spectral Audio Associates of Sunnyvale, California. Intended ultimately as a complete integrated system, their System One consists of a pair of Quad electrostatic speakers driven by the Spectral CPU-One digital control hybrid FET amplifier. This unit uses FET hybrids and operates in Class A at 75 watts per channel/FTC. Slew rate is claimed to be in excess of a rather incredible 1,000 V/μS, with a power bandwidth extending from d.c. to 10 MHz! A microprocessor constantly monitors all operating parameters and instantly disconnects the load if any anomalies are encountered. Above 7 kHz, a pair of Spectral MS7 direct-

The MS-One is a slimline unit of modular construction. A dual mono preamp design, it shares only a specially shielded volume control, all ground circuits and shields are completely separate. Each amplifying stage is isolated with its own power regulator, and there are a total of 12 individual regulation circuits. All p.c. boards are said to be of aerospace quality, with all switchware gold over silver contacts. The MS-One has an extremely large bandwidth (3 Hz to 3 MHz), is very fast (slew rate 250 V/μS), produces minimum feedback, and has very high gain circuits to allow the use of moving-coil phono cartridges without step-up transformers. The price of the Spectral MS-One preamplifier is $1,595.00. The companion MS-100 a.c. sequencer automates the a.c. control of system components. For use with multi-amplifier systems, it has eight a.c. outlets and employs two separate a.c. delay circuits to turn on system components in a controlled sequence. Delay status is monitored by advancement of front panel LEDs, and this $400 unit indicates incorrect line voltage and also includes filters to minimize power surges and r.f. interference.

Obviously, the Spectral firm has embarked on an ambitious program. Their System One offered exceptionally wide-range, clean, smooth and well-detailed reproduction with good depth and excellent stereo imaging. The use of tri-amplification permitted a much higher SPL output than would normally be associated with the type of speaker components involved.

Switching On To Switching Amps

Sony had a very large and impressive display of new receivers, cassette decks, and other components, but the focal point for audiophiles was their TA-N888 pulse-width modulation stereo amplifier. This is Sony's successful...
NOW THAT YOU'VE GOT THE COMPONENTS YOU WANT... GET THE ONE YOU NEED.

A SCOTCH CASSETTE IS THE ONE COMPONENT THAT LETS YOU GET IT ALL OUT OF YOUR SYSTEM.

There isn’t another cassette made that can give you better sound than Scotch. Rich, true, pure sound. The best your stereo can deliver.

Take Scotch Master® Series for example. Three premium cassettes with three different oxide formulations designed to bring out the best in the type of music you record.

If you record music at high sound levels, like rock, choose Master I® for normal bias. It gives you the volume level you want without the distortion some low noise tapes can induce.

Master II® for chrome bias is ideal for classical or mood music. Sensitive and quiet, it can record the softest passages without interfering tape hiss.

Master III® (FeCr) will give you outstanding clarity for any recording, plus a high-end brilliance that delivers truly remarkable sound on your car stereo. Every tape in the Scotch line is made with the same kind of care and precision that went into your other components, to give you all the performance your system can deliver.

SCOTCH METAFINE: THE ULTIMATE COMPONENT.

When Metafine metal particle tape was introduced, it was so advanced most decks couldn’t record on it. Now, metal-compatible decks are available and Metafine is stretching cassette recording almost to the limits of the audible range.

NO TAPE COMES CLOSER TO THE TRUTH THAN SCOTCH.

More than 30 years of research, technology and innovation go into each of our cassettes. What comes out is the truth. No more. No less.

SCOTCH RECORDING TAPE. THE TRUTH COMES OUT.
embodiment of the Class-D switching amplifier, which a number of companies have tried to produce. In a Class-D amp, the transistors act as switches and are either fully on (zero resistance) or fully off (infinite resistance). The conversion of varying amplitude input signals to constant-amplitude pulse widths requires the audio signals to be sampled by an ultra-high frequency, in this case 500-kHz. Complex circuitry ultimately produces 500-kHz pulses such that at each sampled instant, the width of the pulses are directly proportional to the amplitude of the audio signals. The varying width pulses are amplified, and then a passive low-pass filter demodulates the pulse-width output back into the original audio signals. Sony found that conventional transistors did not function well at the 500-kHz frequency needed for pulse-width modulation amplification, so they utilized their special Vertical Field Effect Transistors (V-FETs) for the purpose. The Sony V-FET has a high slew rate, very fast rise and fall time, and is considered quite stable and reliable. In contrast to typical Class AB or B amplifiers, with average efficiencies on the order of 30 percent, this Sony Class-D amp has an efficiency approaching better than 90 percent. In a relatively small (18½ in. W x 3½ in. H x 14½ in. D) package that weighs 24 pounds and without massive heat sinks or cooling fans, there is 160 watts/channel FTC with less than 0.5 percent THD. One of the big advantages of this design, according to Sony, is its soft clipping characteristics when pushed beyond its rated power output. In fact, the company claims the SBBD can be pushed up to 250 watts/channel without significant increase in distortion. This is in marked contrast to the rapid and steep increase in THD of conventional transistor amplifiers, which exhibit hard clipping when driven beyond their rated output.

Some years ago when Infinity was working on Class-D switching amplifier design, one of the guiding lights on the project was John Ulrich. One of the founders of Infinity, he now has formed his own company, Spectron Electronics, Inc. in Chatsworth, California. Evidently John decided that further research into switching amplifier design was worthwhile, and now he was at the Jockey Club proudly displaying a Class-D switching amplifier. In the Spectron configuration, two 250-watt mono amps are mounted on a single 3½-inch thick rack-mountable package weighing 18 pounds. Power supply is a pulse-width regulated switching type operating on either 115 or 220 V at either 50 or 60 Hz. The unit is furnished with an LED bar graph to display output levels. At 18 pounds there obviously are no large heat sinks involved, but a small fan is provided for horizontal cooling so the amplifiers may be stacked in rack mounting. Price of the Spectron Class D amplifier is expected to be around $1,500.

Towers of Power

For some time now, a company named VMPS Audio Products has been advertising in the classified advertising section of Audio. They manufacture columnar-type loudspeakers, utilizing multiple driver units and making some fairly outrageous claims for performance, and all at quite modest prices. Lo and behold, in my journeys through the corridors of the Jockey Club, I found a demonstration room for this company, which turns out to be a division of Itone Audio of El Cerrito, California. I must confess that I was preconditioned to this type of loudspeaker, having heard many examples, mostly of foreign manufacture. For the most part, they were sonic abominations, usually characterized by incredibly boomy exaggerated bass, midrange peakiness, shrill and searing high frequencies, no depth, no imaging, and every sonic coloration you can imagine. When I walked into the room, my heart sank because there was this huge black column standing 83 inches high, covered with assorted sized speakers from top to bottom. Determined to hear this "thing," I gritted my teeth, activated my auditory protective filters, and asked the young fellow in charge for a demonstration. Well!!! It is rare that anything in audio surprises me after all these years, but I was literally flabbergasted by hearing some of the best sound at the Show! Partly my shock was the totally unexpected reaction to hearing such excellent sound from what previous experiences had led me to expect would be the worst. It didn't take long to find out that the enthusiastic young man in the room was company president and designer of the speakers, Brian Cheney. He is a veteran audiophile and a devotee of the minimum phase-response theories of Audio's Dick Heyser. VMPS Audio manufactures four speaker systems, the Mini-Tower 2, Super Tower 2, and Tower-2, the system to which I had been listening. All are of the minimum phase-response configuration and are sold either fully assembled or in kit form at considerable savings. Because of space limitations, I'll concentrate on the top of the line, the Super Tower-2. There are a total of 16 drivers in each of these speakers. One 15-inch driver is bottom-firing and slot loaded; another 15-inch driver is front-firing. This is the subwoofer section. Then come two 12-inch low-bass drivers with staggered resonances and compliances. Next is a 12-inch mid-bass coupler. Midrange is handled by four 5-inch butyl surround drivers with staggered resonances. Five 1-inch soft dome tweeters are in a vertical line source array, and two piezo-horn supertweeters are at the top of the line source. The speakers are sold in mirror image pairs, and either full range or bi-amp operation is possible without external crossover. Bi-amping is recommended for the Super Tower-2, and Brian Cheney was demonstrating them in this mode using Bedini Class A, 100 watt/channel and 25 watt/channel amplifiers.

 Doesn't sound like much power? Well, the efficiency of the Super Tower-2 is 103 dB at one watt/one meter. If you would like to feed in the maximum 500 watts, you will get a chest-squeezing 132-dB output! If you want bass, the -3 dB point of low-frequency cut-off is 17 Hz. Cheney is very proud of the fact that he can quote distortion figures for the Super Tower-2 at less than 0.25 percent THD, 22 Hz to 30 kHz, with one-watt input. He played a variety of music, all of which was very smooth and clean, highly detailed with tight, rock-solid bass fundamentals, minimal coloration, and in spite of the multiple drivers, no sense of disparate sound sources. Imaging, in fact, was quite good. Then Brian played the Telarc 1812 Overture, and not only were the cannon reproduced with gut-thumping power, but you heard the real low-frequency fundamental with no doubling.

I am certain that this speaker is one of the few that will have no difficulties handling the dynamic range of true digital recordings when they finally arrive on the audio scene. You can buy the kit version of the Super Tower-2 for $799. The cabinet is fully assembled, and Brian states that about five hours of work installing the drivers is about average. For those who don't dig kits, the speaker costs $1,299 in black and $1,499 in rosewood. Prices quoted are for each speaker. Warning: the Super Tower-2 is a BIG speaker and shipping weight is 300 pounds. The moral of this tale is obvious — even if the speaker looks a bit weird, take time to have a listen.

Cartridge and Arm Wrestling

There are those who will tell you that the analog disc and the phono-
FOR $275*, DBX TECHNOLOGY BRINGS YOUR HOME RECORDING SO CLOSE TO DIGITAL, IT'S ABSURD.

INTRODUCING THE DBX RECORDING TECHNOLOGY SERIES MODEL 224. THE BEST PERFORMANCE YOU CAN BUY FOR UNDER '50,000.

Digital recording means two things.
No noise, and a full dynamic range of 90dB.
But until now, only recording engineers have been able to enjoy that incredible sound using studio recording systems costing $50,000 or more.
Now, however, there's the new dbx Recording Technology Series Model 224, the state-of-the-art in home recording. It hooks right into your present tape system. And it lets you do almost everything you could do with a digital system, but for a whole lot less.

THE QUIETEST SOUND ON TAPE.
As for noise reduction, nothing on the market comes close to the Model 224.

The Dolby*** system you've been putting up with certainly doesn't. It only reduces tape noise by 10dB at the most, and only in the high frequency range.
Compare that with the dbx Model 224, which reduces tape noise by more than 30dB across the whole frequency range. It virtually eliminates tape noise, without adding any audible distortion or changing the tonal character of the sound.
The result is a difference you can easily hear. In fact, you'll be able to record quiet music passages that would be lost in tape noise with any other system.

Conventional tape recorders limit dynamic range.
With the dbx Model 224, you can get the dynamic range approaching that of a live performance.

DYNAMIC RANGE APPROACHING DIGITAL.
The Model 224 also gives you something else you've never heard before from a tape recorder: full dynamic range.
Dynamic range is the difference in volume between the loudest and quietest passages in a piece of music. It's just as important to the realism of music reproduction as flat frequency response, or accurate spatial perspective.
And although live performances - and digital master tapes - go up to 90dB of dynamic range, even the best home recordings have been limited to only about 50dB. So no matter how good your recorder is, you've been missing at least one third of your music's dynamic range.

Well, the Model 224 gives you the capability to record an unprecedented 85dB on open reel and 80dB on cassette.
So for the first time, you can make live recordings that capture virtually all the dynamic range of the original music.
In addition, the Model 224 is the only system that lets you tape fine audiophile records without losing any of their dynamic range.
And you can use the extra head room provided by the 224 to dramatically extend frequency response and minimize distortion during recording.
As if all that weren't enough, you can use the 224 to play dbx Discs, the Full Dynamic Range Recordings that deliver up to 90dB of music dynamics with negligible surface noise. Because the 224 includes the decoding system that makes your present stereo compatible with these phenomenal new discs.

HEAR IT TODAY.
The sound of digital recording really is here. Dynamic range approaching a live performance. Music heard against a background of virtual silence. And a purity of sound that's never been possible before in home tape recording.
Visit your authorized dbx retailer today for a demonstration of the dbx Model 224.
We think you'll agree with us. For $275, you'd be crazy to pass it up.

dbx, Incorporated, 71 Chapel Street, Newton, MA 02195.

*Manufacturer's U.S. suggested retail price: actual price set by dealers; rackmount kit available at additional cost.
**Dolby" is a registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories Inc.

Enter No. 8 on Reader Service Card
graph cartridge and arm are in the
twilight of their long history, that there
is little technological progress that can
be made or is worth bothering about
before this music reproduction system
sinks into oblivion. It has been said
many times before. But when stereo
tape threatened their existence, we
learned how to put two channels of
sound in the groove. The quadra-
phonic sound era started with tape,
but even with that, we figured out
that further refinements can be
made in the existing technology.

For all his genial exterior, Dave
Fletcher of Sumiko, importer of the
Super moving-coil cartridges and other
assorted phono gear, is a very savvy
and canny guy. He's figuring that his
core of the high-end phono mar-
ket is still very much interested in up-
grading the quality of its phono repro-
duction, hence his marketing hand-
made Koetsu moving-coil cartridges, at
$1,000 each. Similarly, he is introduc-
ing what will be known as The Arm, a
high-technology design using super-
precision bearings expected to sell for
a cool $1,100! You don't think audi-
ophiles will pay these prices? With
inflation whittling the dollar's value
down to 48¢, it's possible.

In the same rarefied area, Dynave-
crator has recently introduced what they
call their DV-Karat and DV-Karat Dia-
mond moving-coil cartridges. There is
much new technology here, including
the fact that the cantilever on the DV-
Karat is made from solid synthetic
ruby, while the DV-Karat Diamond,
rather incredibly, has a solid diamond
cantilever. Moreover, the cantilevers
are very short, only 2.5 mm rather than
the usual 6 or 7 mm. I had the pleasure
of meeting Dr. Tominari, President of
Dynavector and inventor of these car-
tridges. He was Prof. of Mechanical
Engineering at Tokyo University,
speaks fluent English, and we had
some interesting discussions about
these radical cartridges. In order to
mount the diamond stylus in the can-
tilever, a special new type of laser
"drilled" the very tiny hole. The can-
tilevers themselves are specially
ground and polished from blocks of
ruby, sapphire, or diamond. The coils
are very tiny and wound with silver
wire, while the magnet is of the new
samarium cobalt rare-earth type. Un-
like most moving-coil cartridges, these
have relatively high compliance and
are meant to be used in low-mass
arms. Tracking force is also low, 1.5
grams optimum. Dr. Tominari pointed
out that because the cantilever is so
short and Karat Diamond is composed
of the hardest material known, wave
propagation is very fast.

I have been using the diamond can-
tilever cartridge recently, mounted in
the Technics EPA-500 arm. The total
weight of the Diamond Karat is but 5.3
grams and, mounted in this Technics
arm tube specifically designed for the
compliance range up to 15 x 10^{-6}
cm/dyn (which just happens to corre-
spond with the cartridge compliance),
arm/cartridge resonance interaction is
minimal. As you might expect, tracking
is superb. The sound is exemplary in
every aspect and is the best I have
heard from a moving-coil cartridge.
The greatest point of superiority, most
probably due to the short diamond
cantilever and the fast wave propaga-
tion pointed out by Dr. Tominari, is
the blazing fast transient response.
Playing a direct-to-disc recording like
the M & K release of Ed Graham's Hot
Stix is a revelation. With cartridges like
this and other ongoing developments,
there is bound to be life in the old
discs yet!
At Adcom, we firmly believe that the primary justification for introducing a new piece of equipment is superior performance. And, if we can do it at a modest cost, so much the better.

Happily, the new Adcom GFA-1 meets both of these requirements.

No amplifier we know of offers such exceptional performance at such an affordable price, only $400.* Indeed, despite the wealth of sophisticated equipment available today, we know of no amplifier at any price that is significantly better.

Consider power output for example. The Adcom GFA-1 is capable of delivering 200 watts per channel RMS into 8 ohms with less than 0.05% harmonic distortion from 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz. Moreover, it still has enough reserve power or "headroom" to prevent clipping on high amplitude transients.

But high power was not the only or even the most important design consideration. Special attention was paid to reducing transient intermodulation distortion (TIM) and slew induced distortion (SID). Since it has been demonstrated that these two forms of distortion are largely responsible for the coarse or grainy quality known as "transistor sound," a characteristic common to many amplifiers that otherwise measure out well.

In large part, the outstanding performance of the GFA-1 is directly attributable to a singular design innovation, Adcom's "Balanced Bridge®" output configuration.

Unlike conventional amplifier circuits which drive only one terminal of the loudspeaker and fix the other terminal at ground, the Balanced Bridge drives both sides of the loudspeaker 180 degrees out of phase. Consequently, power supply voltages are reduced and the output devices are operated very conservatively. More important, this configuration results in a perfectly balanced design that is fully complementary and symmetrical from input to output.

The same meticulous attention to detail lavished on the design of the output section of the GFA-1 is equally evident in the design of the power supply.

Instead of the massive and comparatively inefficient power transformers found in conventional amplifiers, the Adcom GFA-1 employs a specially wound toroidal transformer for better power regulation and greater efficiency. Moreover, the toroidal transformer which is smaller and weighs less affords greater magnetic field concentration and minimizes stray field effects for lower hum and noise.

To insure continuous safe operation at high power levels, the Adcom GFA-1 has a built-in fan that silently directs a continuous stream of cool air over the output transistors. And in the unlikely event the output devices should overheat, a thermal sensor automatically cuts off power to prevent damage.

In sum, the Adcom GFA-1 represents a unique achievement in amplifier design. A near perfect balance of power and inaudible distortion. A serendipitous balance of performance and price.

For additional information on the benefits of Balanced Power, both audible and financial, as well as the name of your nearest dealer write to Adcom, 9 Jules Lane, New Brunswick, N.J. 08901.

*Suggested retail price. © Adcom 1980

Enter No. 1 on Reader Service Card
At the Winter CES in Las Vegas, the world of video didn’t enter the 1980s with a whimper instead of a bang, but neither did it really stir up much of a commotion. Among dealers and reps there was much moaning and gnashing of teeth because “The VCR market was soft in 1979 and didn’t meet sales expectations,” “Profit margins in VCR sales have been badly eroded,” and above all, “The public is resisting the VCR because the prices are still too high.” While the naysayers have some valid points, the old “cool hands” are aware that video is an evolving market and that those who are making the most noise are “fast buck” artists who fail to see the tremendous potential of all aspects of the video market.

While there were some interesting new products and developments at the CES, the biggest news came after it ended. As I am sure you are aware, the video disc has been considered the bright hope of the future, a glamour product that is the key to a vastly profitable new market. Needless to say, everyone wants to get into the act, which is why we have a profusion of video-disc systems, virtually all of which are incompatible.

After the abortive Teldec effort in Europe, the Magnavox/Philips laser/optical video disc managed to get on the American market (albeit in just three cities) in 1979. RCA, which has made a number of announcements about the imminence of their video-disc system, swears they are committed to the introduction of their stylus/groove capacitance-type SelectaVision video disc early in 1981. They have poured some $130 million into its development, with special production equipment for the player and the disc.

Traditionally, these corporate monoliths have always been worlds apart on technological developments. Who can forget the 33½-rpm versus 45-rpm record-speed war in the early ’50s? Having RCA and CBS involved in a joint venture is roughly akin to Yassir Arafat and Menachem Begin becoming lodge brothers. There is no doubt that with RCA and CBS behind SelectaVision, it will be a formidable contender as a standard for video discs.

Another new development may have a bearing on the ultimate capabilities of the SelectaVision video disc. Matsushita, OEM supplier of VCR units to RCA, has decided to put its VISC grooveless/capacitance video-disc system on the back burner, so to speak, and concentrate instead on the company-owned JVC grooveless/capacitance video-disc system. The JVC VHD (video high density) video disc permits slow motion, still frame, and many other effects, plus digital stereo sound with video playback. The bonus here is the JVC AHD (audio high density) discs, which afford digital stereo sound playback of music recordings with the addition of a PCM adaptor costing under $500.00. It certainly is not inconceivable that, since the SelectaVision and JVC video discs are both of the capacitance type, these similar technologies might merge. The result could be a compatible video disc which may well be considered as a basis for standardization.

Meanwhile, Magnavox is having its problems. For one thing, the price has increased to $775 for their player and up to $24 each for the video discs. This has raised some speculation that these
new six-hour, programmable VHS VCRs were offered by RCA (OEM from Matsushita), Panasonic, JVC, Quasar, Hitachi, and others. In the Beta camp there is the new Sony SL-5600, capable of all three Beta playback speeds so cassettes from the earliest and subsequent Betamax units will be playable on this model. It is a $1,350 VCR with 14-day programming and “Betascan,” the scanning system enabling multi-speed program search with recognizable pictures. Longer playing (5½ hours) Beta VCRs were also shown by Toshiba (V5425) with forward- and reverse-search modes, and Zenith, also with speed-search facilities. Typical of the VHS long-playing units was the JVC HR-6700, which has two video heads for two-hour playback and two video heads for standard playback. Their double-speed-search system allows picture recognition without “monkey chatter” effects on the audio track.

Toshiba did indeed produce its LVR (longitudinal video recorder), Model L-10A with mechanical tuner at about $500.00, and a fancier, more expensive Model L-10S with electronic tuner and remote control. Toshiba insists these are production models and will be available before the summer. The simpler LVR mechanisms (with implied higher reliability) and lower prices are undoubtedly attractive, but some observers feel that the present limit of two-hour playback time can be a significant drawback. Toshiba obviously beat BASF to market with its LVR, but BASF’s California plant for manufacturing their LVR machine is now under construction.

Sanyo made some VCR history by offering the first commercially available digital music cassette — Ry Cooder’s Bop ‘Till You Drop. This Warner Bros. production was recorded with their 32-channel 3M digital recorder, and the Sanyo cassette was duped from the digital master. The format is Beta, the cassette costs $25, but you must acquire Sanyo’s Plus 10 PCM adaptor at $3,995 for playback. Sanyo emphasizes the Plus 10 PCM unit is a production model, available in March of 1980, and it can be used with either Beta or VHS VCRs. You have to admire Sanyo’s great vision, but until we get VCR units with internal PCM on LSI chips, the market for digital cassettes will most likely be minuscule.

Toshiba, which introduced the first programmable TV console, has developed a remote-control 19-inch CA-975 TV set capable of programming up to six programs per day, 24 hours in advance. RCA and Gold Star have similar units, and others are sure to appear.

Heavenly Television

All aspects of the video scene are progressing at a pace that is bringing yesterday’s “far-out” ideas to commercial reality much sooner than anyone could have imagined. Speaking of “far out,” the really mind-boggling idea of home reception of earth satellite signals is gaining in interest mainly because it is now possible to achieve this at costs that are considered commercially viable. To receive the signals of Comsat, Satcom, Westar and other communications satellites parked in orbit above the U.S. and Canada, you need an 8- to 10-foot parabolic dish antenna, low-noise signal-boosting amplifier and special receiver.

Such equipment is available from a number of American firms, at about $10,000 and up; a good installation will cost about $15,000. However, a company called Telecommunication, Inc. has teamed up with an equipment manufacturer, Scientific Atlanta, and, purportedly, for an installation fee of $3,000 and a monthly rental of $150, they’ll set you up to receive satellite signals. With this service you have an incredible variety of programming to choose from: Nine or so pay-channel programs, special news service and sports channels, religious channels, educational channels and, in addition, FM “super stations” like WFMT in Chicago. There are perhaps over a million households out in the “boonies” which cannot receive normal TV or FM signals. Remember, both TV and FM transmissions are horizon-limited systems; even with transmissions from the top of the 1400-foot Empire State Building in New York City, about 40 miles is about the limit of acceptable reception.

But even forgetting the benefit of earth satellite receivers in isolated locations, think of the fabulous programs one could enjoy. Imagine a live concert of the London Philharmonic Orchestra in Royal Festival Hall, with the excellent BBC microphone pick-up techniques. The transmission is beamed to the British/European satellite, most likely picked up by the big dish at the Goldstone tracking station in Maine, relayed to a Satcom or some other U.S. satellite, and thence down to your backyard dish antenna. Real live symphonic music, received with superb wide frequency-response quality. What a glorious prospect! The same applies, of course, to TV reception of live opera, ballet, drama, etc. With something so desirable and exciting as earth satellite reception, costs are sure to keep declining, and I’m going to be watching this development very closely.
Which Is the Real Tape Playback Curve?

In *Audio* magazine, tape playback equalization at 7½ ips has been pictured in the manner of Fig. 1, with pronounced bass boost. Elsewhere it has sometimes been presented in the manner of Fig. 2, which shows quite the opposite — bass cut and treble boost. The uninformed reader may well wonder which is correct.

They are both correct but approach the subject from different viewpoints. Before going on, it should be noted that the following explanation applies in principle not only to playback equalization for 7½ ips, but also to equalization for other tape speeds and for various cassette tape formulations.

Conventionally we think of equalization as a change in frequency response performed by an electronic circuit. For example, an FM tuner provides treble cut in order to compensate for the treble boost applied by the broadcast station; this strategy helps reduce noise. A preamplifier provides both bass boost and treble cut when a magnetic pickup is employed to play a phono disc; this compensates for the bass cut and treble boost employed in disc recording to minimize distortion at low frequencies and noise at high frequencies.

Turning to tape, we find that in the complete absence of equalization, record-playback response would take the shape of an inverted U. A combination of severe bass loss and severe treble loss. Bass loss is due to the intrinsic nature of a magnetic playback head, which responds to the rate of change of the signal, so that output varies with frequency. Given a flat signal (constant flux in its core), the head produces an output signal that changes at the rate of six dB per octave as frequency changes. The change in output with frequency may be viewed as either bass loss or treble rise. Here we refer to it as bass loss.

Further, owing to the contour effect — where the playback head as a whole and not only its gap responds to the recorded signal — a practical head may produce somewhat greater output than an ideal head in the low bass region. Thus, Curve A in Fig. 1 might be modified slightly, as shown by Curve b. All in all, however, the playback equalization called for in order to achieve flat response is quite close to

---

**Fig. 1** — Standard tape playback equalization at 7½ ips for an ideal magnetic playback head.
that of Curve A in Fig. 1.
In 1965, to emphasize the fact that playback equalization must reflect the irregularities of a practical head, and to get away from the notion that a playback head must inevitably have a six-dB-per-octave characteristic, the NAB (National Association of Broadcasters) decided to present standard playback equalization in a different manner, that of Curve B in Fig. 2. This practice was also adopted by the RIAA (Recording Industry Assoc. of America).

Figure 2 considers the playback head, as well as the playback electronics, part of the playback equalization system. Given a flat signal (constant flux in the core of the head), it indicates that the playback head and the amplifier electronics should in combination produce the output of Curve B in Fig. 2—treble boost and bass cut.

But the output of a magnetic playback head tends to rise six dB per octave with frequency, as shown by Curve C in Fig. 2. Therefore, the difference between Curves B and C must be the equalization supplied by the playback electronics. Specifically, the difference between Curves B and C in Fig. 2 is equal to Curve A in Fig. 1.

One way to see this is to plot the difference between Curves B and C on audio graph paper. A second method is to turn Fig. 2 about 34 degrees clockwise until the six-dB-per-octave line (Curve C) is horizontal. In reference to this line, it may easily be seen that equalization supplied by the playback electronics consists of bass boost.

Another way of describing Curve B is that it shows the electronic equalization that would be required if the output of the playback head were flat instead of rising six dB per octave. A Hall-effect head, which has long been in the offering, would have flat output. But up to the time of this writing, playback heads have universally had a six-dB-per-octave characteristic. Therefore, if you measured the playback equalization of a 7'1/2-ips tape deck, you would obtain something quite close to Curve A in Fig. 1.

Similarly, at other tape speeds and for the various cassette tape formulations, you would find that playback equalization supplied by the deck's electronics consists primarily of bass boost.

Fig. 2—Standard reproducing characteristic: Reproducing amplifier output for constant flux in the core of an ideal reproducing head.
BUILD A HEADPHONE CROSSFEED CIRCUIT

Charles Repka & Paul Berkowitz

The late Dr. Benjamin Bauer, a man of many talents, made innumerable contributions to a broad spectrum of areas in the audio field. One of his major interests was psychoacoustics, as evidenced by his work in the development of the SQ matrix and his earlier work in the area of binaural hearing.

In the early 1960s, it was observed that in listening to stereo recordings via headphones, an exaggerated stereo effect is heard as compared to the sound of the same recording via loudspeakers. Research by Dr. Bauer and others revealed the main cause of this effect is the lack of the acoustic crossfeed between the left and right ears that occurs naturally when listening to either live music or recordings through loudspeakers. Another factor is the absence of the natural loss of audible separation at low frequencies because of ear spacing. The use of headphones, acoustically isolating the left ear from the right, removes the crossfeed, exaggerates the low-frequency separation, and produces the unnatural spatial effect.

With this knowledge, Dr. Bauer proceeded to design several circuits which electrically simulated the acoustic crossfeed. Figure 1 shows the circuit devised to drive low-impedance phones, while Fig. 2 shows the version for high-impedance phones, Fig. 3 shows the frequency response and separation produced by either of these circuits. Note that the response below 200 Hz is essentially mono. For a short while, these circuits were produced commercially and incorporated into the Jensen Model CC-1 headphone control center, although this unit has not been available for some time.

Not too long ago, we became involved in a project to produce a series of recordings designed specifically for headphone listening. Since the cost of making several dozen new recordings using binaural techniques was prohibitively expensive, we decided to investigate the possibility of using the Bauer circuit to convert existing conventional stereo recordings into binaural recordings by passing the signal from the master tapes through the Bauer circuit and then re-recording the modified signal.

We first tried using the Jensen control center circuitry, but this approach proved impractical because of impedance mismatches that caused large signal losses. The Jensen unit had been designed for connection to the output of a power amplifier and to reduce the output signal to the milliwatt level required by a typical pair of headphones.

We then decided to design an active filter equivalent of the passive networks designed by Benjamin Bauer. After consultations with Dr. Bauer, who was very generous with his advice, and some help from a circuit-analysis computer at Columbia University, Paul Berkowitz came up with the circuit shown in Fig. 4.

This circuit is easy to build and does not require any special parts or critical layout. We built our version using a scrap piece of vector board and buss wire and used 741 and 301 ICs because that's what happened to be handy at the time. Actually, any decent linear IC can be used for all stages.

The blend control, R20, was added as an afterthought. Originally, we merely had a switch that allowed us to insert the circuit into the signal path but decided it would be useful to have some means of adding the circuit gradually into the
signal as well as controlling the amount of blend. The 10-kilohm pot does this quite nicely.

Although the binaural record project never got off the ground, we were left with this handy little circuit. It does not have to be used with a tape recorder but instead can be used with any preamp. The circuit can also be monitored either on the preamplifier's own headphone output or, if more power is needed, via the power amp.

The Bauer circuit, in either active or passive form, is very effective in eliminating the unnatural "ping-pong" stereo that occurs when conventional recordings are heard through headphones. This new active circuit, however, provides the added flexibility of variable separation.

Reference

Fig. 2 — Original passive circuit for high-impedance headphones designed by Bauer.

Fig. 1 — Original passive circuit for low-impedance headphones designed by Benjamin B. Bauer.

Fig. 3 — Performance of circuits in Figs. 1 and 2.

Fig. 4 — Active-filter Bauer circuit.
Signal Processing

The advances in acoustic signal processing techniques we describe below have been brought about by the needs of the telecommunications industry to provide (relatively) noise-free telephony over ultra-long distance (intercontinental) calls and to achieve better throughput from existing facilities.

Before we proceed further into signal processing aspects, which is the key subject of this article, we want to point out that computers (which, as discussed in Part I, speak only digital language) also must communicate to distant locations via telephone lines. To do this, and here is the amusing point, computers still in large part must convert this digital stream into an analog stream — the telephone does not transmit square waves very far. A device to do this coding at one end and decoding at the other is called modem and operates (in its simplest form) by coding a 0 with a single sine wave tone at 2025 hertz and a 1 with a sine wave of 2225 hertz. In the telephone audio band, this is all that is required to achieve communication.

How, then, can a wave be converted to and from digital form so the advantages of digital processing can be realized? Broadly speaking, there are two approaches to the conversion problem. Waveform digitization methods take samples of the waveform and represent the sampled waveform amplitudes by digital, binary-coded values. At the other end, the digital signals are converted back to analog form in an attempt to reconstruct the original speech waveform. As the name implies, these coders essentially strive for facsimile reproduction of the signal waveform. In principle, they are designed to be signal-independent, hence they can code equally well a variety of signals — speech, music, tones, wideband data. In contrast, vocoder methods make no attempt to preserve the original speech waveform. Instead, the input signal is analyzed in terms of standardized features, each of which can be transmitted in digitally coded form. At the other end, these features are reassembled and an output signal is synthesized [3].

The vocoder approach is finding excellent applications to the transmission of speech, particularly where extremely low bandwidth (20 Hz to 1000 Hz or approximately 50 to 2400 bits per second) is needed and for secure, encrypted applications. These devices are still very expensive ($12,000-$15,000 and up), and the underlying techniques cannot be used in a general musical context unless (1) one either knows exactly the instrument playing and this must be in a solo application since the vocoder is tailored after the acoustic entity it is trying to synthesize, or (2) one uses a vocoder to get a synthetic voice — say synthetic operatic voices (do not confuse this with any of the existing musical synthesizers; to my knowledge, no one has yet tried what we advocate here).

Before we continue, let's look at a graphic example which
makes the distinction between the two methods unequivocal. Think of waveform coding techniques, such as pulse code modulation (PCM), as cooking a delectable cake in Paris, then using an SST to carry the cake to New York, in a well-heated oven, for delivery to a fancy restaurant. Think of vocoder techniques as getting in touch with a renowned cook in Paris, writing down his receipt on a piece of paper, mailing the receipt to the New York restaurant we are considering, and baking the cake in New York. The benefits/drawbacks of each method are clear. The first is clumsy and requires a lot of space and special handling, but you get the original, authentic product. The second method is elegant, concise, and quick, but you get a replica (not always 100 percent faithful) of the product.

Interestingly, a software/hardware trade-off between the two approaches exists. Assume we were thinking of coding human voice, so that the vocoder could be used; suppose also we needed to put 20 hours of speech on some software disc. If we use vocoders, the recording/reproducing hardware would be expensive, but the software would be cheap since you could put the entire 20 hours on a single disc (by assumption). If we use PCM, the recording/reproducing hardware is inexpensive (we only basically need A/D, D/A devices as described below), but the software would be expensive since you now need 20 discs to store the same information. This type of trade-off consideration is done everyday in the telecommunications industry: If the call has to go across town, use PCM; if it has to go to Europe, vocoder techniques may be more cost effective.

A digital audio system can be viewed as containing six distinct sections — input analog, analog-to-digital conversion, digital processing, digital storage, digital-to-analog conversion, and output analog. By comparison an analog/digital/analog system is composed as follows: input analog, A/D conversion, digital processing, D/A conversion, analog storage, analog output. Although the two conversion subsections can be designed using any number of waveform coding techniques, they can all be analyzed as information transformations between the analog and digital domains. This provides a unifying structure for examining conversion without regard to implementation.

The analog world (or domain) is characterized by variables that can take any value within a specified range; for example the temperature can be 65, 65.21, 65.211723 degrees F., etc.; an electrical current can be 0.5, 0.55, 0.5592662, 0.5592663 V. (However, if we add the concept of analog noise, then the resolution cannot be any better than the noise value. If, for example, the noise magnitude was on the order of 0.001 V, we might elect to say that the last two voltages could be considered as having originated from the same “true” value and that the difference can be attributed to noise; the additional noise limits the analog resolution in that the ability to distinguish two voltages is impaired by noise.) We can say that infinitely many values can be assured by the analog variable.

We have already seen that in the digital domain we can only represent a finite set of values. The size of this set, and the preciseness (significance) of the digital quantity is a function of the code we have elected to use. With two bits we can represent four numbers; these can be: 00=0, 01=1, 10=2, 11=3; or 0.0 = 0, 0.1 = 0.5, 1.0 = 1, 1.1 = 1.5; or .00 = .01 = .025, .10 = .50, and .11 = .75. If we need more resolution or range, we need more bits.

In order for each digital word to represent a signal that originated in the analog domain, each word is assigned to a region of the analog signal range. This requires that the analog domain be divided (quantized) into the same number of regions as there are digital words. Consider an analog signal ranging between 0 and +1 V which is to be mapped on to a 4-bit word. This requires that the one-volt range be divided into 16 regions, as illustrated in Fig. 11. Since we made each of the quantization regions the same size, in this example the levels are spaced at intervals of 0.0625 V. Any voltage between 0.975 and 1.000 V would be assigned a unique word such as 1111. (The spacing need not be uniform; this is referred to as “companding” or compression/expansion, which is logarithmic PCM). Since all other voltages in this interval are represented by the same word, we can say that the quantization concept creates an error, called quantization error. Clearly, adding another bit to the digital word would allow twice as many levels to be specified, and the quantization error would be cut in half.

Increasing the number of bits can reduce this error significantly, but there must always be an error since there are a discrete number of exact analog voltages represented by the digital words but an infinite number of analog voltages [4]. Another way of seeing this form of encoding is as follows: We move along the curve and at every point or, at least, a large number of points, we measure and write down the height of the curve from the X axis, but we must remember four things: (1) Our yardstick does not allow us to measure, say, 7.32172, but only 7.321 (quantization error); (2) The marks on our yardstick are a function of the number of codes we have available (word length); (3) We can't measure every point and must settle for a subset (sampling), and (4) Since
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**Fig. 11 — Pulse code modulation (PCM).**
our numbers must be used by a computer, they must be written in digital (101101 V) rather than decimal (45 V) form.

**Discrete Time Sampling**

The previous discussion considered the mapping of a single analog voltage into a single digital word. However, the audio signal is time varying, requiring us to partition the continuous time variable into a discrete series of time points. At each of the time points, referred to as sampling times, the analog voltage is converted into a digital word. Thus, a sequence of digital words is generated at the same rate as the sampling [4].

The concepts of discrete time and quantized amplitude are not the same. Quantization describes the process of collapsing a group of voltages into a single value, whereas discrete sampling means that only specific values of the time variable are being considered. All changes in the analog signal between discrete sampling times are ignored. Fortunately, if the analog signal is band limited relative to the sampling rate (Nyquist rate), the information in the sampled analog values is identical to that contained in the complete unsampled analog signal. Even though the sampling process ignores all signal changes between samples, no information is lost. Therefore, sampling done the right way preserves all information, while quantization always discards information [4].

How, then, does one sample the signal the right way to retain all the information and thereby reconstruct the original quantized signal? It can be shown mathematically that if the signal has a spectrum which is band limited to one maximum top frequency, that is to say, there is absolutely no energy above this frequency (and by definition none below the lower limit), then the number of samples per second must be equal to 2f max. This is called the Nyquist rate. Restating this, we can say that with a typical 50-kHz sampling frequency, there must be no energy in the original wave above 25 kHz.

The only way that the analog signal can be band limited is by the use of a very sharp low-pass filter before the sampling process. It is therefore the low-pass filtering which destroys information (bandwidth reduction) rather than the sampling process. This is preferable since the low-pass filter merely reduces higher frequency components above the Nyquist frequency, whereas the sampling process would generate new frequencies. The only sources of degradation are the low-pass filtering and the quantization process at the input. It is not the digitization process which creates the degradation; A band limited time-sampled quantized analog signal has the identical information as the sequence of digital words (see Fig. 12) [4].

**Complete Conversion System**

A complete digitized audio system is shown in Fig. 13. The incoming analog signal is low-passed with a very sharp filter to restrict the bandwidth as discussed above. This signal is then sampled, and each sample is held to allow the analog-to-digital (A/D) converter time to convert the information into a digital word. Once in the digital domain, the digital processor can perform any number of functions such as delay, transmission, storage, filtering, compression, or reverberation. At the output, the reverse process takes place: A sequence of digital words is converted to a discrete series of analog voltages by the digital-to-analog (D/A) converter. An output low-pass filter smoothes the discrete analog samples back to a smooth waveform [4].

A/D and D/A converters are inexpensive devices. A D/A converter in a home digital system could cost at most $100; for telephone-grade service, such a device can be purchased for as little as $10.

**Signal-to-Quantization Error Ratio**

One of the important measures of quality for a digital conversion system is the ratio of the maximum signal to the quantization error. This ratio is a function of the number of bits in the conversion. For a signal quantized with an n-bit word system, the signal-to-noise ratio is $\sqrt{T \cdot 2^n}$ which be-
comes the following, in decibels, $6.02n + 1.76$. Each bit contributes six decibels to the system performance.

Some other technical considerations must be given to fully describe the amount of final distortion we would hear in a totally digital system; [4] is the best work yet on this subject. Out of scientific fairness we have talked at length about the distortion produced by the system; we should, however, emphasize the enormous improvements achievable by digital techniques over conventional or even direct-to-disc techniques.

Let us look at some performance specs for analog-digital-analog discs.

**Telarc/Soundstream**
- Frequency Response: D.c. to 21 kHz.
- THD: Less than 0.004 percent; at peak level, less than 0.03 percent.
- S/N: 90 dB.
- Dynamic Range: 90 dB.
- Sampling Rate: 50,000/S, 16-bit linear PCM.
- Wow and Flutter: Unmeasurable.

**Denon**
- Frequency Response: D.c. to 19 kHz, ±0.2 dB.
- THD: Less than 0.1 percent.
- Interchannel Crosstalk: -80 dB.
- Dynamic Range: 89 dB.
- Sampling Rate: 47,250/S, 14-bit linear PCM.
- Wow and Flutter: Unmeasurable.

**Philips 4½-in. Digital Disc (Announced)**
- Stereo Program: One hour.
- Interchannel Crosstalk: -80 dB.
- S/N: 85 dB.
- Sampling Rate: Unknown, but greater than 40,000/S, 14-bit PCM.

To quote from Edward Tatnall Canby in his *Audio* September, 1979, "Audio ETC" column:

> ...The specs for the [Philips] Compact Disc are not quite up to top professional standards — that is, digital standards. Philips is thinking consumer. Most professional digital tape now uses a 16-bit coding, for the ultimate in "headroom." Philips has made a mild cut back, from 16-bit to 14-bit coding. This allows for a system usable in the very lowest, cheapest popular equipment on a mass basis. But is it a serious compromise from the audio viewpoint?

Well, not exactly. Merely from the astronomical to the semi-astronomical. As we are aware, the digital system does not "read" noise of the all-too-familiar analog sort, on either disc or tape. To be sure, S/N in the Compact Disc system is not quite up to professional digital tape. Instead of an incredible 90 dB down for the noise level, it is reduced to a mere 85 dB.

Please note that the very best an LP can do, in theory, is around 60 dB signal to noise, and we'll say nothing about the average disc. And look at the S/N specs for your hi-fi circuitry, where the noise is purely electronic. This little disc matches the fanciest. Its available dynamic range, to match, is also 85 dB — check that against cassette and LP.

Stereo separation? Because the two stereo channels are read out in separate digital "words," the separation is, well, not quite infinite. The finest stereo cartridges edge up towards a 40-dB channel separation and anything in the mid-30s is very OK for the better models. The Compact Disc figure: 80 dB.

Need I say more about audio quality? It is sensational, and that is that. And yet still, in the end, this disc is potentially inexpensive enough to go into the cheapest of popular miniplayers. It has that potential, like its cassette sibling.

Those of us lucky enough to own a good system (analog-digital-analog discs do indeed tax your system to an unprecedented level, as a note in one of Telarc's records cautions) must say that such recordings sound spectacular. Low-frequency notes come through uncompromised. This response of d.c. to 20 kHz, ±0 dB, is nothing miraculous in digital recordings; it can best be understood if we think of the spectrum of a signal, namely a graph in the amplitude-frequency domain, depicting the power of each frequency component. In the coding process, low frequencies are as any other frequency; if a 20-Hz note has one watt of power, the coding algorithm so notes that information (effectively); for PCM it is not any different than observing that a 1-kHz note has one watt of power.

It should be remembered that at 50,000 samples per second and 16 bits per sample, one second of music needs 800,000 bits of information (0.8 x 10^6 bytes/S); 20 minutes of program require 120 million bytes (1 byte = 8 bits), the size of a typical disk pack attached to a medium-sized minicomputer system. This is a rather large amount of data even by today's standards and why, as we have indicated, we must use the principles of the video disc (another bit-waster), which provides the required bandwidth (it, in fact, can give you about 12 x 10^6 bits/S of storage).

While some end-to-end digital systems already exist or are about to be announced, their introduction will be marked by lack of standardization. For the next two to five years it is safe to assume that A-D-A (analog-digital-analog) processed discs will be the avenue via which most audiophiles will come in...
contact with digital material (let us hope that the price will come down, too).

Figure 14 illustrates the Denon system. Here the benefits of digital can be harvested by perhaps 90 percent in the sense that during the recording process the music is converted from analog to digital; this implies that all editing and copying (of which there will be many such operations) can be done as many times as needed, without adding any distortion whatsoever. Editing of digital streams is done by transferring the coded information into a computer where all edits are made electronically. The newly arranged information is then transferred back to tape where the information is stored digitally (saturated/nonsaturated), rather than in analog fashion. Let us consider the principle of electronic editing in some detail.

Editing Systems
An editor is a computer program which operates on the data residing in the computer's work space. To do this, the editor makes available to the user a set of commands that can be employed in achieving the objective. Some fundamental commands of all editors are:

Read F1: Bring into the work space file (data) named F1.

Merge F2: Bring into the work space file (data) named F2, and merge it to the tail of whatever is already in the work space.

Find X: Find the line containing the symbol X and stay there.

Replace/X/Y/: Replace (on the line you are at) X with Y.

Delete n1, n2: Delete the lines from n1 to n2.

Save F3: Save whatever is in the work space into a file F3.

You can do quite a bit with these few commands; we illustrate a "splice." Assume that during one session, a performance was recorded by placing each sample (1/50,000 of a second) in each line of a file called "Performance 1" as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>382</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other data not shown

Assume that a second performance of the same musical piece was saved in a file called "Performance 2" as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>382</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

i.e., we stored two seconds of music (100,000 samples); the line numbers do not actually appear in the file (they are assumed or available on request), the numbers represent, as it should be clear by now, the height of the sound wave at time 1/50,000, 2/50,000, etc. (They should really be written in binary code, but we use decimal notation for clarity.)
An incredible sound experience awaits you. An experience that technology alone finds hard to explain. You'll hear music of such stunning purity and sensual richness, that you'll wonder how any turntable could make that much of a difference.

That's the secret of Onkyo. The unique ability to take you several steps beyond pure technology ... to a world of more exciting sound. And we provide it in all our components ... including all five of our turntables.

The Onkyo CP-1030F Fully Automatic Turntable is an outstanding example. Its unique design lets you take much fuller advantage of today's most sensitive high-compliance cartridges ... providing more perfect record groove tracking and more perfect damping of the vibrations that destroy perfect sound quality.

The Onkyo CP-1030F utilizes a uniquely designed low mass, straight-line carbon fiber tonearm and headshell. Its construction assures purer sound even with warped records.

Infrared sensors replace the usual mechanical devices that detect the end of record play ... returning the tonearm more silently to the OFF or REPEAT position. Manual cueing is also smoother and more precise ... with far less lateral drift during stylus descent.

A Quartz-locked DC direct-drive motor ... with an LED illuminated strobe ... assures rotational speed accuracy. And a separate motor controls automatic tonearm movement functions.

The entire turntable rests on a highly stable triple-insulated suspension system to isolate it from room vibrations and sound vibrations from your speakers.

Styling is superb. Silver-grey with black, low lustre metal and a crystal dust cover. Feather-touch control buttons are front-panel mounted, with a full array of LEDs indicating all function settings.

The CP-1030F is just one of five remarkable new turntables from Onkyo. All built for more perfect sound ... both today and into the future.

Experience "the secret of Onkyo" now, at your Onkyo dealer. Hear audio components so advanced, they transcend mere technology.

Onkyo USA Corporation
42-07 20th Avenue
Long Island City, N.Y. 11105
(212) 728-4639

The secret of Onkyo.

The Onkyo CP-1030F
A remarkably advanced turntable that makes every record sound better, even when warped.
And there is your tape splice. What we did was to bring the first performance in and add on the second performance to get:

| Line 1  | 312 |
| Line 2  | 715 |
| Line 3  | 020 |
| Line 4  | 358 |
| Line 5  | 971 |
| Line 6  | 210 |
| Line 7  | 713 |
| Line 8  | 358 |

The editor resquences the line numbers to obtain a contiguous set of data. Finally, we save the new product into a file called "Mastertape."

As you may be aware, special equipment is needed by the recording companies to carry out the mixing process; this is indeed the area where the first big steps forward in the introduction of digital audio equipment have occurred. At the 1978 Convention of the Audio Engineering Society, for example, many manufacturers introduced editing mastering systems and other equipment. Sony introduced the PCM-1600, a 16-bit two-channel PCM processor to be used with video cassette recorders; with the PCM-1600 a studio can record a stereo master or submaster with 90-dB range and less than 0.05 percent distortion. Wow and flutter are immeasurable, stereo master or submaster with 90-dB range and less than 0.002 percent distortion. Wow and flutter are immeasurable, leaving nothing for the mechanics of tape transport but of a quartz sampling rate clock. An all-digital mixer, a digital reverberator unit, a multi-channel digital recorder, and precise A/D-D/A converters were also presented. Other manufacturers (notably 3M) displayed a similar range of equipment [7]. For a current view of what is available at the consumer level, consult [1].

Digital techniques can not only be used to produce excellent recordings, but also to allow the revitalization and restoration of old recordings, by a process developed by Thomas Stockham to filter out some type of noise which plagues such recordings [8].

Elementary Signal Processing Devices

Digital delay units now widely available are in effect elementary signal processing devices; we call them simple since no complex operations (as Fast Fourier transforms, spectrum evaluation, digital filtering) are performed; a digital noise suppression device would, on the other hand, be considered a full-fledged signal processing system. Below, we briefly describe the operation principle of two well-known delay units: The Advent 500 and Audio Pulse Model 2 (based on [9]).

The circuitry of the Advent Model 500 SoundSpace control uses eight random access memories (RAMs) with 4,096 bits each. Incoming audio signals pass through a variable gain buffer amplifier and are then filtered into low- and high-pass segments. The low-frequency signals are sampled every 62.5 μs; this corresponds to 16,000 samples per second or a bandwidth of 8 kHz. Each sample is converted into a 10-bit representation using a floating-point technique that provides up to 80 dB of dynamic range.

Conversion from analog to digital representation takes place in two separate steps. The sample is first sized in 10-dB steps, thereby determining the value of the two floating-point bits. The remainder of the sample is then compared to a linear ramp, and eight bits of continuous digitization are derived. The combined 10-bit representation is stored in a random access memory and will be recalled when needed by the 10-MHz, quartz-crystal clock-controlled logic. At the appropriate time, each sample is retrieved from memory and reconverted into the analog equivalent by an operation which is the reciprocal of the digitalization system.

Table II — Vocoder types, based strictly on [5].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relative Complexity†</th>
<th>Coder</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ADM: Adaptive delta modulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ADPCM: Adaptive differential PCM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>SUB-BAND: Sub-band coder (with CCD filters)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>P-P ADPCM Pitch-Predictive ADPCM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>APC: Adaptive predictive coder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>ATC: Adaptive transform coder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>ΦV: Phase vocoder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>VEV: Voice-excited vocoder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>LPC: Linear-predictive coefficient (Vocoder)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>CV: Channel vocoder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>ORTHOG: LPC vocoder with orthogonalized coefficients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>FORMANT: Formant vocoder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>ARTICULATORY: Vocal-tract synthesizer, synthesis from printed English text.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† Essentially a relative count of logic gates. These numbers are very approximate, and depend upon circuit architecture. By way of comparison, Log PCM falls in the range of 1 to 5.

The delay value, selected by altering the “size” control on the front panel, determines the primary time delay (in milliseconds) for the longest “early reflection.” This provides an index for apparent “room size.” A single large memory holds discrete information from both left and right channels, each sample having a distinct address. Delayed information is then retrieved from memory at the appropriate time, each sample is retrieved from memory and reconverted into the analog equivalent by an operation which is the reciprocal of the digitalization system.

The Audio Pulse Model Two time delay unit also includes audio signals in the digital domain, but rather than using PCM, it uses Delta Modulation. Instead of generating coded groups of pulses at regular intervals to represent the amplitude of the audio signals at every moment, Delta Modulation uses a waveform detector to digitally encode the moment-to-moment changes in the audio signal waveform. This system requires a smaller digital memory and lowers the cost of the circuitry required to do the job.
Be possessive. Curl up in the comfort of your favorite chair within a K-340 Concert Hall of your very own. There you can be sensually involved and you disturb no one else.

The new AKG K-340 is the first uniquely engineered headphones to combine the advantages of "electrostatic" and dynamic transducers together with passive diaphragms. The result of intensive studies in psychoacoustics, they are designed to effectively produce sound which precisely simulates the listening experience one enjoys from high quality speakers in free space. Their superior sound offers hours of contentment.

Listen to these "live" performance headphones at your AKG dealer today, or write us directly.
Coding of Speech

Extensive progress has been made over the past 5 to 15 years in digital speech coding. As we have indicated, PCM techniques could be used here (and in fact they are), but PCM is the Cadillac of the coding schemes. First of all, typical telephone lines have a frequency response between 300 Hz and 3 kHz (who knows if it is flat?); hence 64,000 bits per second (6,000 samples at 8 bits per sample) would be sufficient here. However, since we are dealing with a well-defined acoustical mechanism (namely, the human vocal system) we can say that the field is specialized, and many vocoder-like (voice synthesis) techniques can be exploited. Table II, based directly on [5] lists and ranks the various schemes; also see Fig. 15.

The highest quality is achieved by log PCM (at 56,000 bits/S) and ADPCM (at 32,000 bits/S), both telephone quality, followed by log PCM (at 36,000 bits/S), APC (at 7,200 bits/S), at the communication or speaker identification level, followed by LPC (at 2,400 bits/S) and formant vocoder (at 500 bits/S) which produce synthetic quality speech. Very extensive research is taking place in this area; [5] lists over 100 technical articles and several textbooks.

![Fig. 15 — Spectrum of quality](image)

The goal of a vocoder is to preserve the perceptually significant properties of the waveform with the intention of synthesizing a signal at the receiver that sounds very much like the original. By analyzing the input waveform, or its short-term spectra, most vocoders compute parameters that describe a simplified model of the speech-production mechanism. Basically, vocoder models assume that speech sounds fall into two distinct classes: Voiced and unvoiced. Voiced sounds occur when the vocal chords vibrate and are characterized by the pitch or rate of vocal chord vibration as well as by the resonant structure of the vocal tract formed from the throat, mouth, and nasal cavities. In unvoiced speech, the vocal chords do not vibrate. Instead, air turbulence, resulting from either the passage of air through a narrow constriction formed by the articulators or the sudden release of air by the lips or tongue, creates acoustic noise that excites the vocal tract. As in voiced speech, the articulators create resonance conditions that concentrate the unvoiced acoustic energy into particular areas of the frequency-power spectrum. Unlike the voiced case, where energy occurs as discrete frequency components, spectral energy during unvoiced speech is continuous with frequency [3].

In general, the analyzer section of a vocoder determines the resonant structure of the vocal tract, estimates the pitch, and decides whether the speech segment is voiced or unvoiced. The synthesizer section uses these speech features to reconstruct a new time waveform that sounds much like the original. By analyzing the input waveform, or its short-term spectra, most vocoders compute parameters that describe a simplified model of the speech-production mechanism. Basically, vocoder models assume that speech sounds fall into two distinct classes: Voiced and unvoiced. Voiced sounds occur when the vocal chords vibrate and are characterized by the pitch or rate of vocal chord vibration as well as by the resonant structure of the vocal tract formed from the throat, mouth, and nasal cavities. In unvoiced speech, the vocal chords do not vibrate. Instead, air turbulence, resulting from either the passage of air through a narrow constriction formed by the articulators or the sudden release of air by the lips or tongue, creates acoustic noise that excites the vocal tract. As in voiced speech, the articulators create resonance conditions that concentrate the unvoiced acoustic energy into particular areas of the frequency-power spectrum. Unlike the voiced case, where energy occurs as discrete frequency components, spectral energy during unvoiced speech is continuous with frequency [3].

In general, the analyzer section of a vocoder determines the resonant structure of the vocal tract, estimates the pitch, and decides whether the speech segment is voiced or unvoiced. The synthesizer section uses these speech features to reconstruct a new time waveform that sounds much like the input. Various vocoders differ in their methods for extracting speech features as well as in their methods for reconstructing speech using these features [3].

The conceptually simplest vocoder is the channel vocoder. A basic channel vocoder analyzer is shown in Fig. 16. A sequence of bandpass filters is used to divide the voice signal into frequency channels. The signal components in each of the frequency channels are first rectified, usually by a square-law circuit. Then they are either integrated or low-pass filtered, or both, to yield a continuous estimate of the speech power-spectrum amplitude in each channel. Independently of the spectral analysis, a pitch extractor determines the vocal pitch and a voicing detector determines whether the input represents a voiced or unvoiced speech sound [3].

As shown in Fig. 16, the channel vocoder synthesizer reconstructs the speech signal using estimates of the power spectrum together with pitch and voicing information. During voiced segments, a pulse generator outputs short pulses at the pitch rate, and these pulses excite a bank of filters similar to those shown in Fig. 7. Each filter output is then adjusted in an attempt to make its energy equal to that measured for the corresponding channel at the analyzer. For unvoiced sounds, a Gaussian noise source excites the filter bank [3].

**Summary**

In this series of articles, we have examined the principles of digital encoding, a technology which promises to have a major impact on high fidelity in the near future. The theory was developed in the '60s for telecommunications applications, and in the early '70s the first digitally mastered recording was offered commercially. At the current time a range of digitally mastered recordings is on the market; 1980 promises to be the year during which the first fully digital recording and turntable will be available to consumers. After several years of activity in the area of standardization, we should see compact, inexpensive, reliable, and compatible digital discs of the highest fidelity.
The clarity of Class A sound and the high efficiency of Class A/B power.

JVC engineers, among the most innovative in the world, have achieved a technological breakthrough. Now the clean, clear, less distorted sound of Class A amplification is available with the high efficiency of Class A/B type amplification. That means no excessive heavy power supplies, and minimal heat build-up.

Traditionally, the Class A/B amplifier has been predominant, simply because it is three times more efficient than the Class A type. However, the Class A/B amplifier achieves that efficiency by permitting its power output transistors to switch on and off, leading to switching and crossover distortion, and producing substantially reduced high fidelity performance. On the other hand, engineers knew that while Class A amps had the advantage of cleaner, less distorted output than Class A/B, they produce enormous amounts of heat and require extremely heavy power supplies.

Innovative engineering by JVC solved those problems, by introducing The Super A Amp. A classic, no compromise amp. THD is as low as 0.005% and linearity is higher than with conventional Class A/B poweramps. And at the same time the efficiency of the Super A amp is equal to that of Class A/B amps, even with high power output. The transient response, slew rate and rise time are all greatly improved. And there is no TIM (Transient Intermodulation), or crossover distortion.

A-X9 Integrated Amplifier.
100 W RMS/Chan thru 8 ohms 20-20kHz less than 0.005%
THD: MC & MM phono sections dual tape & phono inputs
Speaker outputs. Not shown: A-XS Integrated amplifier
70 RMS/Chan thru 8 ohms 20-20 kHz less than 0.003%
THD: MC & MM phono sections dual tape & phono inputs
Speaker outputs.

For more information, write: US JVC Corp., 58-75 Queens Midtown Expressway, Maspeth, NY 11378.
Enter No. 14 on Reader Service Card
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This is an advanced construction project not recommended for those without experience in building home electronics projects. Power electronics must be respected, for it is unforgiving of even the smallest errors that could lead to the loss of expensive transistors. To minimize the chances of errors, test each part before assembly. Measure resistors with an ohmmeter to double-check the color code — otherwise, orange could be mistaken for red, blue for grey, etc. Check capacitors with an impedance bridge or capacitance meter, otherwise a dipped silver mica capacitor labeled 430 may be incorrectly thought to be 430 pF when the last digit is the multiplier and the capacitor is only 43 pF. The label codes vary with manufacturer, and 430 can be either 43 pF or 430 pF, depending on the code. When electrolytic capacitors are installed, their polarity should be double-checked. If incorrect, the capacitor will become a short circuit when power is applied.

Diodes and transistors should also be checked with an ohmmeter. Diodes should measure a high resistance with one polarity of the test leads and a low resistance with the other polarity. Because the resistance of the human body can affect these readings, the metal probes on the test leads should not be touched when making the measurements. Transistors are more complicated to test, for they require six resistance measurements. A low resistance should be measured with one polarity of the leads and a high resistance with the other polarity from base to emitter and from base to collector. A high resistance should be measured with both polarities from collector to emitter. Most transistors that have failed in a circuit will measure a short circuit on this last test. Neglecting to perform these simple tests at the start of construction can cause a lot of grief when the amplifier is first powered.

The construction details described here are broken into
Sansui is breaking up a very successful relationship.
The TU-717 has a new mate: The AU-719.

Sansui has just introduced an exciting new integrated amplifier, the AU-719. It represents the very latest developments in audio and electronics technology. It is so good, in fact, that it has replaced its rave-reviewed, best-selling predecessor as the partner of the TU-717 tuner.

The TU-717's performance has been extravagantly praised by professional critics and knowledgeable consumers alike. With advanced features like switchable IF bandwidth and specs like 88dB signal-to-noise ratio and 0.06% THD, it's only natural.

We expect the tuner's new mate to receive a tremendous reception and set industry amplifier standards for a long time to come. Here's why.

INTRODUCING DD/DC

What particularly distinguishes the new AU-719 amp is Sansui's patent-pending DD/DC (Diamond Differential/DC) circuitry that provides the extremely high drive current needed to reduce THD by adding large amounts of negative feedback without compromising slew rate or adding TIM.

Slew rate refers to an amplifier's ability to respond to rapidly changing musical signals. The slew rate of the AU-719 is an astounding 170V/µ Sec.

MAGNIFICENT MUSIC

Many modern amplifiers have extremely low total harmonic distortion specs. And that's important. But THD is measured with steady test signals and is not really representative of an amp's ability to deal with music. Sansui alone, with its DD/DC technology, is able to provide both low THD and lowest TIM simultaneously. Instead of the harsh metallic sound you sometimes get on a conventional amp when the musical signals are complex, with the AU-719 you hear only magnificent music.

THD is less than 0.015% at full rated power of 90w/channel, min. RMS, both channels into 8 ohms from 10 - 20,000 Hz. Overall frequency response is awesome: DC - 400,000 Hz, +0, -3dB. Hum and noise are a super-silent -100dB on aux and -88dB on phono. The phono equalizer, which adheres to the standard RIAA curve within ±0.2dB from 20 - 20,000 Hz, also uses our unique DD/DC circuit for record reproduction that's second-to-none.

CONTROL YOURSELF

The unit is equipped with a full complement of versatile controls and connections to create the system and sound that's right for you, including two phono and two tape inputs, defeatable tone controls with switchable center frequencies, deck-to-deck tape dubbing and a very convenient 20 dB muting switch.

Audition the new AU-719 and matching TU-717 at your authorized Sansui dealer. We think it will be the start of a very successful relationship.

SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORP.
Lyndhurst, New Jersey 07071 - Gardena, Ca. 90247
Sansui Electric Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Sansui Audio Europe S.A., Antwerp, Belgium
In Canada: Electronic Distributors
two parts. In this section, the circuit board and heat sink assembly are discussed. In the following section, the chassis wiring details are presented. Before construction is begun, all parts should be assembled so that the layouts can be modified to accommodate any parts having different dimensions from those used by the author. The recommended printed circuit board is a double-clad board, one side of which is used as a ground plane for the circuit. Ground plane construction is standard practice in r.f. circuits, and it is highly recommended for this amplifier. The front and back circuit-board foil patterns are shown in Fig. 12; parts locations are shown in Fig. 13.

Circuit-Board and Heat-Sink Assembly

For optimum results, match the differential amplifier transistors for equal current gains at a collector-to-emitter voltage of 40 V. This will ensure freedom from d.c. offset problems at the loudspeaker output terminal caused by unequal base currents in the input-stage transistors. A simple test circuit can be constructed to match these transistors, as shown in Fig. 14. Optimally, Q1 through Q4 should have equal or nearly equal current gains. Should it be difficult to find a match for all four transistors, it is sufficient to match Q1 to Q3 and Q2 to Q4. A third combination is to match Q1 to Q2 and Q3 to Q4, but this is less desirable.

The first step is to solder six of the seven ground connections on the board; ground connections are marked with a G in Fig. 12A. The one which is not soldered at this point is the one nearest the loudspeaker output connection. To solder these connections, insert a ¼-inch length of No. 22 solid wire through each hole and bend it down against the copper on each side of the board. On the ground plane side, it is best to bend these wires away from any adjacent component locations, especially those near capacitors C27 and C28. The connections can now be soldered. Sufficient heat must be used on the ground plane side to get a good solder joint — a good joint is one for which the solder has flowed smoothly onto the circuit board, and it appears shiny. Only a controlled heat soldering iron such as the Weller Soldering Station should be used to solder to the circuit boards. A 700-degree soldering
tip is recommended, and the Weller PTM7 tip is an excellent choice. Only a high-quality solder such as Ersin SN62 multicore No. 22 solder should be used. If difficulty is experienced in making the solder flow, use a pencil eraser to clean the area to be soldered and dip the tip of the solder into zinc chloride soldering paste before applying heat.

The next step is to mount and solder all 1/4-watt resistors, with the exception of R1, R58 and R59, to the board. All of these should be bent on a resistor bender for a 0.4-inch hole spacing, except for resistors R4, R39 and R40. These should be bent to 0.5 inch for R4 and 1.4 inch for R39 and R40. A 0.5-inch length of insulation should be inserted over each lead of the latter two resistors before bending them. When inserting the resistors into the board, extra care should be taken to prevent peeling off a metal burr from the solder-plated resistor leads which could short to the ground plane. If this happens, the burr should be removed with a small blade screwdriver. Also, do not press the resistors down too hard against the ground plane, for their insulated coating could be broken and a short circuit could result.

With the exception of D3 through D6, the diodes should be installed next. They should be bent for a hole spacing of 0.4 inch and their proper direction is indicated by an arrow in Fig. 12B. The diodes should be installed such that the arrow points toward the banded end or cathode. All other resistors and capacitors should now be inserted. Each one-watt resistor should be bent for a 0.7-inch hole spacing. Pay particular attention to the polarity of the electrolytic capacitors. The negative terminals for these should be inserted into the holes labeled with a minus sign in Fig. 12B.

Next install all transistors which mount on the circuit board. The location of these transistors is labeled in Fig. 12A with the transistor number. Transistors Q1 through Q8 and Q13 through Q15 should be installed with their flat ends oriented as shown in Fig. 13. It is not necessary to bend the leads of these nine transistors to conform to the circuit-board hole spacings; simply spring the leads apart slightly and insert them until the transistors are about 5/16 inch off the board. All TO-5 case, i.e. metal can, transistors that mount on the board should be installed so that they are about this same
height above the board. All require clip-on heat sinks which should be installed on the transistors before they are soldered to the circuit boards to prevent bending the transistor leads. It is not necessary to use any heat sink compound on these transistors.

The driver heat sinks can now be mounted to the circuit board as shown in Fig. 15. They are fabricated from 3/32-inch sheet aluminum, and the recommended dimensions are 5½ x 2½ inches. Mount them on the side of the circuit board opposite the ground plane with No. 4-40 x 3/8-inch screws with an inside star lockwasher under each nut. Insulate the driver heat sinks from the circuit board ground plane by installing a No. 4 fiber shoulder washer in each of the four mounting holes on the circuit board. The driver transistors can now be installed as shown in Fig. 15. A mica insulating wafer should be placed between each transistor and the heat sinks, and both sides of the mica wafers should be lightly coated with thermal compound. Use only molded plastic transistor sockets to install the drivers, and before connecting them to the circuit board, check with an ohmmeter for a possible collector short circuit to the heat sink or a short from a heat sink to the circuit board ground plane. If there are none, the driver leads can be connected and soldered as shown in Fig. 15; the connection codes are provided in Table I.

The final step in the circuit-board assembly is to solder the input coaxial cable, resistor R58, and the power supply, loudspeaker output, and power-supply ground leads to the board. With the exception of R58, these are all inserted from the side opposite the component side. Connect and solder appropriate lengths of color-coded No. 16 stranded wire to the plus and minus power-supply connections and to the loudspeaker output connection. To the ground connection nearest the loudspeaker output, insert one lead of resistor R58 over which 0.5-inch of insulation has been installed and one end of a length of No. 22 stranded wire. Solder these on both sides of the circuit board. Finally, connect and solder an appropriate length of miniature coaxial cable to the signal input and signal ground connections on the circuit board. This completes the circuit-board assembly.

Preparation of the main heat sinks is the next step. If they
are not predrilled, each must be drilled for four TO-3 transistors. To mark the holes, arrange four mica insulating wafers in each heat sink channel in the position of the transistors and use a pencil to mark the position of the four holes on each wafer. After tapping the marked positions with a sharp pointed punch, drill all holes with a ¼-inch bit on a drill press. Do not use a hand drill. The holes must mate the transistors properly if short circuits to the heat sinks are to be avoided. In addition, each hole must be deburred to avoid a short circuit that could be caused by a punctured mica wafer. After the output transistor holes are drilled, the heat sinks can be drilled for the bias regulator diodes. Two of these diodes mount in holes drilled in the center of each heat sink. Drill the holes about ¾ inch apart with a diameter that permits the diodes to fit snugly without binding. Finally, the holes for mounting the circuit boards to the heat sinks and any holes necessary for mounting the heat sinks to the chassis must be drilled. The circuit-board mounting holes should be marked and drilled for No. 4 screws (No. 33 drill bit) in the heat-sink outer flanges to mate with the holes on the outer edges of the driver transistor heat sinks. These should be marked carefully to ensure proper fit of the circuit-board assembly on the heat sinks. The method of mounting the heat sinks to the chassis may vary. I used bolts through the existing U-shaped cut-outs in the outer heat-sink flanges to attach aluminum brackets designed to hold the heat sinks 1/2 inch off the chassis bottom.

The output transistors can now be installed on the heat sinks. Use only high-quality molded plastic sockets. Because the heat sinks are so thick, it may be difficult to get a good connection between the socket pins and the base and emitter transistor leads. To solve this problem, I removed the pins from the transistor sockets and soldered them directly to the ends of the transistor leads. Care must be taken in positioning the pins on the transistor leads so that they will properly mate with the socket when installed on the heat sinks. Although this increases the difficulty of replacing an output transistor in the event of a failure, it does ensure good electrical connections for the high-current output transistor leads. The three wires to be soldered to the output transistor sockets should be color-coded No. 20 stranded wire about eight inches long. Next, install the transistors and sockets on the heat sinks. Each transistor should be insulated from the heat sink with a mica wafer that has been liberally coated on both sides with thermal compound. Transistors Q20, Q21, Q24, and Q25 mount on the heat sink that is to be closest to drivers Q18 and Q30, while Q22, Q23, Q26, and Q27 mount on the heat sink that will be closest to drivers Q19 and Q31. Use an ohmmeter to verify that no transistor lead is shorted to the heat sinks.

The diode bias assemblies are now installed into each heat sink and should be prepared as shown in Fig. 16. It is best to first solder the wire that is used to connect each diode to the circuit board, and these wires should be color-coded No. 22 stranded wire about eight inches in length. Before soldering,
of Q19, one from the emitter of Q18 to the junction of resistors R43 through R46, and one from the emitter of Q19 to this same junction. Solder a short-circuit jumper wire across C14. With clip leads, connect the negative output of one power supply to the circuit-board ground wire and the positive output to the circuit-board positive power-supply input. Connect the positive output of the other power supply to the circuit-board ground wire and the negative output to the circuit-board negative power-supply input. With the power supplies set to current limit at 100 mA, the voltages can be slowly turned up. If current limiting does not occur or if the current drawn does not exceed about 50 mA, turn the power supplies off, use clip leads to connect the output of a signal generator to the signal-input cable, and connect an oscilloscope probe to the loudspeaker output wire. The oscilloscope ground should be connected to the circuit-board ground wire. With a sine wave of 1 V rms at 1 kHz applied to the input, slowly turn up the power supply voltages. A clipped sine wave that looks like a square wave should appear on the oscilloscope before reaching plus and minus 10 V. At 50 V, the sine wave will appear unclipped with an amplitude of about 60 V peak-to-peak. Turn the power-supply voltages down and connect a 10-kHz square wave source to the circuit-board input. With power supplied to the board, the output signal should look like the waveform of Fig. 8. If it does not, check the values of R3, R4, C1, C2, and C3. If the previous tests are negative, the circuit board should be inspected thoroughly. Check for solder bridges; cold solder joints; shorted components to the ground plane; backward electrolytic capacitors, transistors, and diodes; incorrect component values; unsoldered ground connections, etc. Correct all errors at this point — before the output transistors are connected. If components must be removed from the circuit board, desolder them with a desoldering braid (such as Solder Wick) and with as little heat as possible to prevent lifting the copper foil from the circuit board. When the circuit is operational, remove the jumper wire and four resistors from the rear of the board. The solder flux must now be removed from the boards with a soft-bristle brush and a good solvent (such as Stripper brand) spray-on circuit-board cleaner. When cleaned, each solder joint will be shiny; dull joints may be cold solder joints so make sure they are touched up.

The circuit board is now ready to be mounted to the heat sinks. The wires from the power transistors and bias diodes should first be cut to length and soldered to the circuit board. These are connected from the circuit side of the board, i.e. the side opposite the components. To do this, lay the board in front of the heat-sink assembly with the ground plane side down and the loudspeaker output connection nearest the heat sinks. Cut the wires from the heat sinks just long enough so that after they are soldered to the board there will be no tension on them with the board in this position. If this is done properly, you will not have to desolder any wires from the board should it need servicing. However, to minimize undesirable coupling effects, the connecting wires should be no longer than necessary.

The proper connections of the wires from the heat sinks to the circuit board are given by the codes in Table I. After soldering these wires to the circuit board, use cable ties to separately tie the wires from each transistor and bias diode assembly into neat bundles. Carefully inspect the ground plane side of the board for any soldered wires that may protrude out too far and cause a short circuit. No wire should protrude through the board by more than 1/32 inch. When all wires are connected, double-check the wiring for errors. The bias diodes especially should be checked for correct connection to the board, for backward diodes can damage the output transistors when the amplifier is first powered. The circuit board can now be attached to the heat sinks. This is done with four No. 4-40 x ⅛-inch threaded aluminum spacers and eight No. 4-40 x 3/16-inch screws with an inside star lockwasher under each. Neatly route the cabling between the heat sinks and circuit board after the circuit board is installed. This completes the circuit-board and heat-sink assembly.

Wiring of the Chassis
The amplifier can be built on any chassis, provided the general layout and wiring used by the author are followed. The chassis shown was bent from 16-gauge steel by a sheet-
HOW TO CHOOSE FROM SOME OF THE CHOICIEST MICROPHONES WE'VE EVER MADE.

Among recording professionals, Sony is widely recognized as an expert on microphones. That's because we're continually applying new technology to deliver better sound.

Our latest innovation is the exclusive Back Electret condenser microphone capsule, which delivers response truer than ever thought possible.

You can get this capsule in a variety of Sony mikes. And that's a bit of a problem: it's hard to know which mike is appropriate for your recording needs. Therefore, let us clear up any confusion:

MICROPHONES THAT ARE AT HOME IN YOUR HOME STUDIO.

If you're involved in the music business and have a home studio, you need a microphone as professional as the rest of your equipment.

For all-purpose recording, we recommend the Sony ECM-56F. It's a uni-directional Back Electret condenser microphone with excellent transient response, good for close miking of both instruments and voices.

For recording instruments only, the unidirectional Back Electret condenser ECM-33F is ideal. It provides flat frequency response over the entire range and picks up amplified and non-amplified instruments equally well. Both of the above plug into mixers for multi-channel recording.

LOCATION MIKES, FOR STUDIO SOUND WITHOUT THE STUDIO.

But suppose you want to record on location. At a rock concert, say, or a performance of your church choir or glee club. Sony has mikes that, combined with your tape recorder, practically make up a portable studio.

Take the ECM-990E, an especially versatile and lightweight stereo Back Electret condenser mike. You can vary its directional quality to adapt for everything from solo voice to small groups to full orchestra.

Or choose an ECM-23F. It runs more than 6,500 hours on a single AA battery, and it's unidirectional. Use a pair when you want to create a stereo effect. The ECM-23F also incorporates Sony Back Electret technology.

RECORD FOR RECREATION AND STILL RECREATE NATURAL SOUND.

Maybe you just need a mike to use at home, to record family sing-alongs. Or someone's performance on guitar or piano, for your own enjoyment.

You can still get a Sony Back Electret mike at a very affordable price. It's the ECM-260F, which plugs into a tape recorder and makes whatever you record—instruments, singing or speech—sound true to life.

For greatest versatility, use our ECM-150 omnidirectional condenser mike. It's Sony's tiniest mike, smaller than a dime in circumference, and you can clip it to the fingerboard of a guitar or use it as a lapel or tie tack mike. (Incidentally, it's great for business conferences or any occasion when you want the mike to be inconspicuous.)

Whatever you need to record, and wherever you need to record it, there's a choice Sony Mike to do the job.

And now that you know which mikes to choose, all you need to do is see your Sony dealer.

SONY

We've never put our name on anything that wasn't the best.
metal shop. Its dimensions are 17 inches W x 15 inches D x 6¼ inches H. A 7-inch x 19-inch steel panel is bolted to the front, and a perforated steel cover is placed over the chassis to make it mechanically rigid. The cover is screwed into No. 6-32 nuts installed in the chassis outer flanges. An interior view of the chassis component placement and wiring is shown in Fig. 17. An aluminum chassis can be used, but it is difficult to paint and may not be strong enough to support the 38-pound transformer.

Before painting the chassis, punch and drill all holes, smooth sharp edges with a file, and remove all corrosion with a wire brush, sandpaper, and steel wool. For proper ventilation, vent the area beneath the heat sinks by punching eight ½-inch circular holes under the heat-sink assembly with a chassis punch. After the chassis is completed, thoroughly wash it with a spray-and-wipe all-purpose cleaner to remove oil traces. Next, prime and paint the chassis (I used Rust-Oleum 960 spray primer and Rust-Oleum 7278 satin black spray paint). For best results, apply the paint in light dusters between each spray. This will produce a professional-looking textured finish without runs. After one coat is built up, wait at least 48 hours before applying a second. This is important if the finish is to harden properly and not wrinkle.

The signal input jack must be insulated from the chassis, and a phono jack which mounts in a circular hole with a single nut from the back is recommended for this. It can be insulated from the chassis with a flat washer on one side and a shoulder washer on the other. The recommended loudspeaker output connector is a double five-way binding post. If two single five-way binding posts are used, drill the chassis for the standard ¼-inch spacing between them.

Before placing the circuit-board and heat-sink assembly into the chassis, install the power supply and associated a.c. chassis wiring. The power supply is wired as shown in Fig. 2. A single central chassis ground point is used, to which all high-current leads are connected. This central ground point should be a No. 10 machine screw on which are nine No. 10 soldering lugs separated by No. 10 flat washers. A No. 10 inside star lockwasher is installed under the bottom washer to ensure that the ground point makes good connection with the chassis ground through the paint. Firmly tighten the screw so that these lockwashers engage properly. The green a.c. safety ground from the power cord, the filter capacitor grounds, and the two transformer center taps are then connected to the ground point. The circuit board ground wire and the loudspeaker output ground terminal are also connected to this point after the circuit-board and heat-sink assembly has been installed. The latter connection should be made with a length of No. 16 stranded wire. It is important to carefully solder all the high-current leads in the power supply. Also, the central ground point must make good electrical connection to the chassis. Before mounting the transformer, clean all paint and corrosion from its terminals, coat them lightly with zinc chloride soldering paste, and install a ¼-inch screw-size grommet into each hole in the transformer mounting brackets. The transformer is installed with four ¼-20 x ¼-inch bolts with two No. 10 flat washers between each grommet and the chassis — one washer between each grommet and nut, and one washer under the head of each bolt. Solder separate lengths of No. 16 stranded wire from the two secondary terminals labeled 57½ V to the central ground point. Next, solder separate lengths of No. 16 stranded wire from the two terminals labeled 0 V to one a.c. input on the bridge rectifier. Similarly, solder No. 16 wire from the terminals labeled 115 V to the other a.c. input on the bridge rectifier. Solder capacitor C29 directly across the two a.c. inputs on the rectifier. Wire the d.c. outputs from the bridge rectifier to a terminal strip from which separate lengths of No. 16 stranded wire are connected to each filter capacitor and to the d.c. power-supply fuse clips. The three wires on the a.c. power cord must be connected properly to minimize shock hazard. First, coat each lead with zinc chloride soldering paste and solder the leads to separate terminals on a terminal strip. Solder a length of No. 18 stranded wire from the terminal with the green or safety ground wire to the central ground point. Next, solder a length of No. 16 stranded wire from the white or neutral wire to the 0-V transformer primary tap. The black or "hot" power-cord wire should be connected with lengths of No. 16 stranded wire through the a.c. fuse clip and the a.c. power switch to the 115-V transformer primary tap. The pilot light is connected in parallel with the transformer primary.

After the power supply has been wired, the heat-sink and circuit-board assembly can be mounted on the chassis and connected to the power-supply fuse clips, the central ground point, and the loudspeaker output terminal. The No. 16 and 22 stranded wires for these connections should already have been soldered to the circuit board. Before soldering leads to the loudspeaker output terminals, install the series combination of resistor R57 and capacitor C26 directly across the ter-

### Table I — Codes for external connections to the circuit board.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Circuit Board Label</th>
<th>Connected To</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Emitter Q26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Emitter Q27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Emitter Q22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Emitter Q23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Emitter Q20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Emitter Q21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Emitter Q24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Emitter Q25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Collector Q22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Collector Q19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Base Q19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Base Q18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Collector Q18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Collector Q20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>D3-D4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>D5-D6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Collector Q24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Collector Q25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Collector Q30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Collector Q21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Base Q20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>Base Q21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Emitter Q18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>Emitter Q19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>Base Q22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>Base Q23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>Collector Q23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>Collector Q31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>Collector Q26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>Collector Q27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>Emitter Q30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>Base Q24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>Base Q25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>Base Q26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>Base Q27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>Emitter Q31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>Base Q30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>Base Q31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Numbers are etched on the copper foil side of the circuit board and letters on the ground plane side.
The Eumig FL-1000: The world’s only computer-compatible cassette deck; your best interface with the world of music.

Capturing the full richness of music on a cassette requires an extraordinary cassette deck. It takes extraordinarily wide frequency response. Incredibly smooth tape motion. And an undistorted dynamic range at least as great as that of your musical source. It takes the Eumig FL-1000.

You need the ability to use the latest metal-particle tapes, of course. And separate record and playback head elements that permit each to be designed specifically for its function and that let you monitor the actual recording as it is being made. You need the kind of innovative engineering that produced the exclusive Eumig Opto-Electronic capstan drive, which automatically corrects motor speed 15,000 times every second. And the fast, easy-to-use Computest® system to optimize record bias and Dolby® calibration for individual brands within each tape type. And you need extraordinary technical performance: a full-range 20-20,000Hz (±3dB) frequency response; a 0.035% (WRMS) wow/flutter rating; and a 70dB signal-to-noise ratio.

Thanks to its built-in microprocessor you can “punch in” the number of any location on the tape, at any time, and the FL-1000 will immediately advance or rewind to that exact spot, indicated on a 4-digit electronic readout so precise it can be used for automated broadcast stations. (Yes, the Eumig FL-1000 is a genuinely professional deck.)

A peak-reading fluorescent display shows the exact, instantaneous signal level being fed to the tape, and is equipped with switchable peak-hold, 6-dB attenuator, and 2-position dimmer functions. Mic/line and line/line mixing facilities, with master attenuator and cross-fader provisions are included, as are switchable reverb, mic sensitivity, limiter, MPX filter, and timer-activation controls.

Above and beyond all these attractive features, however, the Eumig FL-1000 is the world’s first—and only—cassette deck capable of directly interfacing with any of the popular 8-bit home microcomputers. Thanks to its digital read-write capabilities, the FL-1000 can index all the selections on a cassette for instant readout on your monitor screen and for automatic selection sequence. With another program you can sort all the recordings in your collection by artist, by title, or however you choose, to instantly identify the cassette you want and direct the FL-1000 to play any selection on it. And with such a computer you can completely program—as the professionals are already doing—the operations of up to 16 FL-1000’s! The possibilities are endless.

See your Eumig dealer today for an introduction to the FL-1000. It will be the beginning of a very beautiful musical relationship.
It's called The System,
from Mitsubishi.
And we don't call it ritzy
simply to justify its price.
Because as anyone who
knows woofers from tweeters
will tell you, there's more to
ritzy than mere expense.
There's a pre-amplifier
with complete dual-monaural
construction and a built-in
head amp for moving coil
phonograph cartridges.
A 75 watt, 100 watt, or 150
watt amplifier, each capable of
80 dB inter-channel separa-
tion, a high signal-to-noise
ratio and low distortion.
A Logic Control Turntable
that breaks every record in
the industry for completely
automatic operation. Not to
mention its specially designed
high-resolution, low-resonance
tone arm for faultless sound.
A three-head, closed
loop, dual-capstan drive tape
deck, complete with feather
touch controls that let you
record professional quality
cassette tapes.
Impressed? There's more.
An AM/FM stereo tuner
with a quartz-PLL synthesizer,
plus LED's and digital read-
out, for the ultimate in tuning
accuracy and convenience.
Peak meters that can dock
with the amplifier and monitor
your equipment channel by
channel. So you can maintain
perfect balance and protect
the system from overload.
And last, but not least
ritzy, our exclusive new MS-40
loudspeakers.
They completely eliminate
the spurious vibrations caused
by conventional paper cone
speakers, because they aren't
made from paper.
Instead, we make our cone
with an aluminum honeycomb
core in a sandwich of glass
fiber. The honeycomb structure
is rigid enough to maintain
its shape, yet light enough to
be exceptionally responsive.
Put each of these remark-
able components together in
one handsome rack, and you've
got The System.
One name. One look.
From one company, with
one standard of quality.
Excellence.
MITSUBISHI
AUDIO SYSTEMS
Before attempting to apply power to the amplifier, it is strongly recommended that the entire unit be checked for errors. If everything appears to be correct, the initial tests can be performed. First, install the a.c. power fuse; do not install the d.c. power fuses to the circuit board at this point. Plug the a.c. power cord into a Variac autotransformer, turn the amplifier on, and slowly increase the a.c. voltage until a d.c. voltage of about 5 V is measured with a voltmeter across the d.c. outputs of the bridge rectifier. The polarity of the voltages on each filter capacitor should now be checked with the voltmeter before increasing the voltage further. If the voltage polarity is incorrect on any capacitor, it will short-circuit if the voltage is increased. If all filter capacitors are polarized correctly, the a.c. voltage can be increased to 120 V. Do not increase the Variac above that value. The positive and negative d.c. power supplies should read within one or two volts of 85 V. The a.c. power can now be removed. Before further tests, discharge the filter capacitors with care, since approximately 110 joules of energy will be stored in them. It is best to do this by connecting two leads to a 16-ohm dummy speaker-load box and then touching the leads across the terminals of each capacitor for several seconds. If a dummy load box is not available, a 3.9-kilohm, 2-watt resistor can be used although the discharge will take several minutes. Do not hold a resistor by its body across the capacitor terminals to discharge them, for the resistor can become hot enough to burn the fingers.

In the next test, d.c. power is applied to the circuit board. Before proceeding, adjust potentiometer R28 for maximum resistance, i.e. 5 kilohms. This should be verified with an ohmmeter, for otherwise the power transistors could be damaged in the next test. Install a 10-ohm, 2-watt resistor with clip leads across each d.c. fuse clip to prevent the release of excessive current into the circuit if there is an error. If everything is normal, the current through the resistors in the next test will be less than 50 mA and the voltage drop across them negligible. Apply a 1-KHz sine-wave signal of amplitude 1 V rms to the amplifier input. With an oscilloscope, check the signal at the phono input jack to ensure there are no short circuits in the input cable from the jack to the circuit board. If there are no shorts, connect the oscilloscope to the loudspeaker output terminals. With the a.c. power switch on, slowly increase the a.c. voltage with the Variac up until the output signal is observed. The signal will initially appear as a clipped sine wave that looks like a square wave. If no problems are encountered, the a.c. voltage can be slowly increased to 120 V. The amplitude of the sine wave output signal should be about 60 V peak-to-peak. The input signal should now be removed and the d.c. output voltage from the amplifier measured. This should be less than 100 mV, although a slightly higher value is acceptable. The magnitude of the d.c. offset depends on the matching of the transistors in the differential amplifiers, i.e. Q1 through Q4.

If the preceding tests are successful, the bias potentiometer R28 can be adjusted next. Remove the a.c. power and discharge the power-supply capacitors. Install a fuse in the negative power-supply fuse clip and a d.c. milliammeter across the positive power-supply fuse clip. With no input signal and no load connected to the loudspeaker output terminals, slowly turn the Variac up until the a.c. input voltage is 120 V. Adjust R28 until the milliammeter reads 250 mA. This will bias the amplifier so that it operates Class-A for a peak power level of 2 W or less with an 8-ohm load, thus eliminating all traces of crossover distortion. Let the amplifier idle for at least 30 minutes while readjusting R28 for 250 mA every few minutes. When the current stabilizes to this value, the heat sinks will be warm to the touch.

The amplifier is now ready to be used. Turn it off and let the power supply discharge. When the milliammeter reading drops to zero, remove it from the fuse clip and install the positive power-supply fuse. The amplifier will have no turn-on thump if it is switched on after the power supply has completely discharged. This takes several minutes after each turn-off. To prevent turn-on thumps from the preamplifier from reaching the loudspeakers, always turn the preamplifier on for several seconds before turning on the power amplifier, and always turn the power amplifier off and wait until the sound stops before turning off the preamplifier. This procedure should always be used with d.c.-coupled amplifiers to prevent d.c. transients generated in the preamplifier from reaching the loudspeakers.

Fig. 18 — Transistor pin connections. Views are from the pin side of each transistor. (A) Small signal plastic case transistors; (B) TO-5 metal case transistors, and (C) TO-3 metal case transistors.
Unique qualifications.
For example, a tweeter mounted directly in the grille.

It's the Jensen 6\(\frac{1}{2}\)" Coax II car stereo speaker. And by putting the 2" tweeter where it is, we've improved the high frequency dispersion. And slimmed down the speaker.

**Experienced treble-shooter**
**...for better dispersion.**

High frequencies can be tricky... they usually just want to travel straight forward. But the up-front position of this direct radiating tweeter helps disperse those highs throughout the whole car.

So whether you install these speakers low in your front doors or back in the rear deck, you can be sure you're going to hear all of the treble this unique speaker has to offer.

**Beefed up music.**
That's what you'll get from the 6\(\frac{1}{2}\)" Coax II. Music with plenty of meat on its bones. Music with a frequency response that stretches from 50 Hz to 40,000 Hz.

Not only from the tweeter in the grille. But also from the 6" woofer behind it. This woofer's hefty 16 oz. magnet and large 1" Nomex voice coil serve up a second helping of full, balanced bass. While a responsive rim suspension and meticulous cone design give this speaker extra sensitivity.

This highly efficient, 4 ohm Coax II will handle up to 50 watts of continuous power. And make the very most of it.

**A slimmed down speaker.**
No extra fat on this speaker... it's only 1\(\frac{3}{4}\)" deep and it fits your current 5\(\frac{1}{4}\)" cutout. So it will fit in more car doors, more rear decks, and more tight spaces than ever before.

The Jensen 6\(\frac{1}{2}\)" Coax II is also easier to install, thanks to its new uni-body construction. The grille is permanently affixed to the speaker unit. Which not only makes installation easier, but also means a sturdier speaker with less vibration.

**Excellent references.**
Give a listen to the new Jensen 6\(\frac{1}{2}\)" Coax II's. The speakers with the grille-mounted tweeters.

We think you'll agree that they're just the right speakers to fill the position in your car.

JENSEN SOUND LABORATORIES
AN ESMARK COMPANY
Concluding Comments

The basic circuit topology of the amplifier was originally conceived in 1975. With the enormous tasks of completing the circuit design details, translating them into a finished amplifier, and describing its construction for this article accomplished, the task of building a second amplifier to complete a stereo system will begin.

The original intent was to build a single stereo amplifier rather than two mono units. However, I recognized that most audiophiles who build the amplifier would probably prefer the two channels with separate power supplies. Thus, weight and size limitations dictated a separate chassis for each channel. A single chassis and power supply can be used if desired, although a special grounding procedure must be observed to prevent hum caused by ground loop problems. The two power input jacks should be installed adjacent to each other. Connect their insulated grounds together and use a single resistor R1 from this connection to a nearby grounding screw lug. Omit the No. 22 ground wire that connects from the circuit-board ground of one channel back to the central ground. This circuit board will then be grounded back through the phone-line input cable grounds, the circuit-board ground plane of the other channel, and the No. 22 wire which connects that channel to the central ground point. Resistors R58 and R59 should be installed on both channels as described previously.

The problem of obtaining parts is not a trivial one. The transistors and diodes cannot be bought from consumer electronics stores or those that supply TV repair shops; they can only be ordered through industrial electronics suppliers. Under no conditions should substitute transistors or diodes be used, for the amplifier is frequency-compensated only for the types and manufacturers specified in the parts list. Many parts, such as heat sinks and filter capacitors, can be obtained from money-saving mail-order electronics surplus companies. There are also many mail-order firms that sell high-quality surplus items such as carbon film resistors, small electrolytic capacitors, small signal transistors, zener diodes, chassis hardware, etc., at bargain prices. The addresses of these companies can be found in the back pages of many consumer electronics magazines. (A list of sources for parts will be sent with all circuit board orders from the supplier listed in the accompanying parts list.

The power transformer is the single most expensive item in the amplifier. If two surplus 230- to 115-V transformers can be found, their primaries can be connected in parallel and secondaries in series to form a 115- to 115-V transformer. If the transformers are not connected properly, the series secondaries will be out of phase and the voltages will cancel. Therefore, an a.c. voltmeter should be used to verify that the secondaries are phased properly. The current rating of the 115-V windings should be no less than 10 A. The specified transformer has a current rating of 12 A with its two 6-A secondaries connected in parallel for a 115 to 115-V rating. One measure of transformer quality is the weight. The specified one weighs 38 pounds, which should be comparable to the total weight of any substitute transformers. Under no conditions should more than 85 V be used on the amplifier power supply. With substitute transformers, it is sometimes possible to remove several turns from the secondary to reduce the output voltage in case it is too high. If the line voltage runs higher than 120 V a.c. with the specified transformer, the 125-V primary tap should be used. If a 230-W amplifier is sufficient, the use of the 125-V tap is highly recommended. This will ensure protection of the amplifier in case the a.c. line voltage increases due to poor regulation by the power company. With a line voltage of 120 V a.c., the power supply voltages will be plus and minus 80 V.

Removal of the Bessel input filter to increase the amplifier bandwidth beyond 40 kHz is not recommended, for the frequency compensation will be affected. Capacitor C1 in this filter affects the high-frequency bandwidth of the input stage for signals applied to the feedback input. Its removal may cause oscillations. Also, because the amplifier slew rate is so high, the filter protects the amplifier and its loudspeaker load from accidental or unintentional ultrasonic input signals. Some advertisements have misled audiophiles to believe that very wide bandwidths are required for negligible phase distortion. Thus, some builders may be tempted to remove the filter to extend the amplifier bandwidth to 500 kHz. Do not do this, for the circuit still has a bandwidth of 500 kHz with the filter. The filter simply prevents signals with a frequency higher than 40 kHz from entering the circuit. The phase response of the Bessel filter has been carefully researched [3]. The filter phase response is such that it introduces a constant time delay in the audio band of 5.4 μS. This delay is equivalent to the listener moving 1/16 inch back from the loudspeaker. Further, it is minuscule compared to the time delay between an original recording session and any playback of the original recording. As the characteristics of a Bessel low-pass filter are not shared by a Bessel high-pass filter. Thus, unfortunately, the low-frequency phase response of loudspeakers cannot be successfully linearized with the Bessel alignment.

As stated previously, removal of the limiter circuit is not recommended. Its threshold is high enough so that it would not be triggered by normal loudspeaker loads. Also, the limiter circuit will not respond to fast transients so that it will not limit the slew rate of the amplifier with normal loads. Without the limiter, an accidental short circuit on the loudspeaker output can severely damage the amplifier, and I have heard from several builders of the low TIM amplifier [4], [5] who related their unfortunate experiences. In one case, the builder lost his amplifier when he sat on the bed; investigation showed that the loudspeaker wire ran under the carpet and beneath the bedpost.

Finally, there are some precautions which should be observed in testing the amplifier. Never attempt to apply continuous large-amplitude high-frequency sine waves or square waves to the input. Not only could the output transistors be damaged, but resistor R57 will surely be fried. This resistor must be noninductive, and thus a carbon composition resistor is specified. The highest wattage standard carbon-composition resistor is 2 W. If the amplifier is tested at 20 kHz with a full power sine wave, it will dissipate 3 W. With a square wave, it would be about double this figure. If the builder anticipates that the amplifier will be subject to continuous sine or square wave tests that could fry R57, it is recommended that four 39-ohm 2-W resistors be connected in parallel to form this resistor, which will increase its power rating to 8 W. During any tests, occasionally touch these resistors to check that they are not so hot that they could be damaged. With normal audio signals, R57 is safe at 2 W. If R57 is unknowingly fried during a test, the stability of the amplifier with reactive loads could be affected. This means that it may oscillate with reactive loads and possibly damage the output transistors.

For those readers who wish to ask questions or make comments about this construction article, I ask that you please not use the telephone. I must politely refuse all calls made to my office at Georgia Tech that pertain to this type of project. Instead, mail letters to me and enclose a self-addressed stamped envelope for return; I will make every effort to answer them. I sincerely hope that the ideas I have expressed in this article will spark the imagination of readers, and I wish the best of luck to those who build the amplifier. The best advice I can offer is to take your time! It has taken me four years to build my amplifier, and I estimate that anyone who
HEAR WHAT YOU’VE BEEN MISSING!

Listen with an 801 Omnisonic Imager, a quantum leap forward in stereo reproduction!

OMNISONIC IMAGERY™ IS HERE!
Our innovative state-of-the-art electronics create a totally unique sound environment never before possible. With an 801 Omnisonic Imager, you can now experience the physiological sensation of what amounts to three-dimensional sound reproduction — what we call omnisonic imagery — from just two speakers! Sound appears to come from many sources in the listening area, depending on the quality of the signal source. A common reaction is to look about for other speakers. And you don’t have to sit rigidly fixed at a focal point between the speakers to enjoy omnisonic imagery™!

RETROFITS TO MOST STEREO SYSTEMS!
Any unit with a tape monitor facility (internal tape loop) can mate with an 801 Omnisonic Imager. It also has a built-in tape monitor button so you don’t lose your existing tape monitor facility.

The 801 Omnisonic Imager™ works on any stereo source — FM, tapes, and records. You can record selections via the 801 Omnisonic Imager™ and replay them on conventional home-use stereo equipment.

THREE DIMENSIONS IN SOUND!
Stereo without an 801 Omnisonic Imager™ produces sound from two distinct sources. Music from the speakers arrives at your ear, but most of it falls to the floor. The result is often “muddiness” and loss of presence. Only two dimensions result — volume level and stereo separation.

Stereo with an 801 Omnisonic Imager™ creates omnisonic imagery™ never before possible. Sound seems to come from the near and far. At times, it surrounds you, and appears to come from behind you and below you. The sound never has a chance to fall to the floor. It is so alive with movement that it envelopes you. Three dimensions — volume level, stereo separation, and omnisonic imagery™ are apparent with an 801 Omnisonic Imager™.

LIFETIME WARRANTY!
You get a lifetime warranty on the active circuitry, and one year on all other components (excluding case and line cord), provided your 801 Omnisonic Imager™ is used as specified.

Now that you’ve read all about our 801 Omnisonic Imager™, don’t you think it’s time to hear one? If we have stimulated your interest in seeking the finest sound reproduction in the purest sense, please ask your dealer for a live demonstration. If you have any questions, or need to know the name of the dealer nearest you, call or write to:

OMNISONIX, LTD.
P.O. Box 307
Wallingford CT U.S.A. 06492
(203) 237-4203/265-9753

Dealers — join our rapidly-growing network. Write to our Sales Dept for details. Visit our booth at the June C.E.S., Chicago. D-26 Lobby Level

Honeybox™, Omnisonic Imager™, Omnisonic Imagery™, and HBX™ are trademarks of Omnisonix, Ltd.
Enter No. 25 on Reader Service Card
takes less than four months to acquire the parts and build it will do a sloppy job. Happy listening!

**Addendum**

Although not indicated on the circuit diagram, parts list, or parts layout, the protection circuit should be modified by the addition of two diodes and two resistors. The diodes should be type 1N4934. The resistors should be 680-ohm 1/4 W 5 percent. Solder one diode and one resistor in parallel across the leads of capacitor C17 and the other diode and resistor in parallel across the leads of capacitor C18. The banded end or cathode of the diode which connects in parallel with C17 should be the end that connects back to the center lead or base of transistor Q14. The unbanded end or anode of the diode which connects in parallel with C18 should be the end that connects back to the center lead or base of transistor Q15. If the diodes are installed backward, the operation of the protection circuit will be seriously affected.

**Parts List**

All resistors are 1/4-W 5 percent carbon film unless otherwise specified. Manufacturer codes for active devices: M—Motorola, R—RCA, I—ITT, N—National Semiconductor. Do not substitute transistor or diode types or manufacturers.

- R1—4.7 ohm.
- R2—43 kilohm.
- R3, R4—6.2 kilohm.
- R5 through R12 and R29, R30—270 ohm.
- R13, R14—10 kilohm.
- R15, R16—1.2 kilohm.
- R17, R18—4.3 kilohm, 1 W.
- R19, R40—240 ohm.
- R20, R52, R53, R54, R55—3.3 kilohm, 1 W.
- R21—56 kilohm.
- R22, R23—20 ohm.
- R24, R25—330 ohm.
- R26, R27—1 kilohm.
- R28—5 kilohm trim pot (CTS X201R).
- R31, R32—3.9 kilohm, 1 W.
- R33, R34, R35, R36—360 ohm.
- R37, R38—100 ohm.
- R39—470 ohm.
- R41 through R48—0.22 ohm, 5 W.
- R49, R51—15 kilohm, 1 W.
- R50—39 ohm.
- R56—10 ohm, 2 W.
- R57—10 ohm, 2 W or four 39-ohm, 2 W resistors in parallel (see text).
- R58—3.3 ohm.
- R59—1 ohm, 1/2 W.
- C1—430 pF silver mica (Arco DM15-431).
- C4, C5—15 pF silver mica (Arco DM15-150).  
- C6, C7—330 μF, 10-V radial electrolytic (Panasonic 330/10R).
- C8, C14, C17, C18, C26, C27, C28—0.1 μF, 100- or 250-V metallized polyester (Plessey Minibox 0.1/100 or 0.1/250, C or D box).
- C10, C11—100 μF, 50-V axial electrolytic (Panasonic 100/50A).
- C12, C13—10 pF silver mica (Arco DM15-100).  
- C15, C16, C23—0.01 μF, 400- or 630-V metallized polyester (Plessey Minibox 0.01/400 or 0.01/630, B or C box).
- C19, C20—100 μF, 100-V axial electrolytic (Mallory TC10101B).
- C21, C22—25 μF, 100-V axial electrolytic (Mallory TC10250C).
- C29—0.1 μF, 250-V metallized polyester (Panasonic 104K).
- C30—0.01 μF, 630-V metallized polyester (Plessey Minibox 0.01/630, C box).
- C31, C32, C33, C34—8,600 μF, 100-V electrolytic (Mallory CG832U100G1).
- L1—10 turns No. 22 solid insulated wire wound tightly around R56 and soldered to the resistor leads.

- D1, D2—Two 1N5205B 20-V zener diodes in series for each.
- D3, D4, D5, D6—1N4001, 1N4002, 1N4003, or 1N4004.
Recording studios and radio stations that pride themselves on the quality of their master tapes and broadcast signals specify Studer Revox audio equipment.

If you take the same kind of pride in the quality of the music reproduction in your home, you'll specify Studer Revox, as well. Like the new B780, the first receiver good enough to be a Revox.

A sophisticated microprocessor and quartz-crystal reference oscillator provide the B780 with a digital synthesis FM tuning system so accurate that the only way to equal it manually would require a laboratory distortion analyzer. The microprocessor memory also lets you "program" the frequencies (and even the optimal antenna rotator settings!) of up to 18 stations, for instant pushbutton recall. A digital frequency readout tells you exactly where you are, and a signal strength meter calibrated directly in dBf tells you just how much signal your antenna is supplying.

And if stations in your area utilize Dolby FM processing, a simple plug-in circuit board is available. LED digital indicators independently show which of the five stereo inputs is being fed to your recorder(s) and which to your speaker system(s). Separate bass, treble, and presence controls (plus defeat switch), along with separately switchable high- and low-cut filters, ensure proper tonal balance between nearly any music source and your living-room/loudspeaker acoustic environment. And the power amp features individual-stage, local feedback design for lowest TIM (transient intermodulation distortion) and a sophisticated SOAR protection circuit that safeguards both the amplifier and your speakers.

Of course, professional-oriented designs cost more than "home consumer" equipment. You can feel it in the controls and you'll hear it, not only now, but years from now. With Studer Revox, professional design is a matter of pride, and if you share that pride in sonic quality, you'll visit your Revox dealer.

**After equipping the world's most advanced sound studios, Studer Revox is ready for your living room.**

**STUDER REVOX**

Studer Revox America, Inc. 1425 Elm Hill Pike
Nashville, TN 37210, (615) 254-5651
Offices: LA (213) 780-4234; NY (212) 255-4462
For the first time in history, the world's greatest works of music—and the greatest recorded performances of those works—have been brought together in one unique collection of distinctively high-quality records. Truly the ultimate collection of fine recorded music. These are the supreme masterpieces of man's musical genius, performed by the most outstanding artists of the century. Together, they form a record library unprecedented—and unsurpassed—in the entire history of music. The 100 Greatest Recordings of All Time are immortal masterpieces by Beethoven, Brahms, Mozart, Tchaikovsky, Schubert, Rachmaninoff, Debussy, Verdi—performed by such superb artists as Vladimir Horowitz, Jascha Heifetz, Enrico Caruso, Van Cliburn, Isaac Stern, Artur Rubinstein, Leontyne Price—with the world's great orchestras under the direction of Toscanini, Ormandy, Bernstein, Stokowski, von Karajian, among others.

In every sense, the ultimate private library of recorded music—to be cherished for a lifetime, and presented as a legacy to later generations.

Superb proof-quality records
Each record is exceptional for its clarity and tonal quality—capturing the beauty of today's finest performances and of the historic performances of the past. Indeed, the recordings of legendary greats such as Caruso and Ponselle have been remarkably improved by electronically removing imperfections in the earlier recordings.

A superior vinyl material, containing its own anti-static element, is used in the production of these records. This special material, and the process by which the pressing is made, results in a record that is more rigid, durable and resistant to dust. A record that has true fidelity, clearer sound quality and a long life.

To further assure their quality, the records are pressed in a special "clean room" similar to the facility in which The Franklin Mint produces its flawless proof-quality coins. In this atmosphere-controlled clean room, the most meticulous attention is paid to the pressing of the records. And the records are carefully inspected to make certain that the full quality of each original recording is faithfully preserved.

Together, these important features enable the Society to create a collection of proof-quality records—records that offer greater clarity of sound, and are quieter and cleaner.

Handsome library cases provided
To house these magnificent proof-quality records, special library cases are provided for all 100 records in the complete collection. Each library case holds two long-playing 12" records and is sturdily hardbound and attractively designed. Displayed in a bookshelf, breakfront or cabinet, these handsome library cases will be an impressive addition to any home.

The fifty library cases also include specially written and illustrated commentaries discussing the great masterpieces and their composers, and providing fascinating background information on the famous orchestras, conductors and soloists included in the collection.

Thus, you will enrich your understanding of great music—and you will introduce your entire family to a world of pleasure and cultural satisfaction.

Created solely for subscribers to this series
The 100 Greatest Recordings of All Time are produced exclusively for those who enter subscriptions to this series. The collection may be acquired only from The Franklin Mint Record Society. It will not be sold in any record stores.

To begin building your private library of the world's greatest performances on proof-quality records, mail your application by May 31, 1980.
THE ADVISORY PANEL

MARTIN BOOKSPAN, music critic and commentator
SCHUYLER G. CHAPIN, Dean, School of the Arts, Columbia University
FRANCO FERRARA, Academia di Santa Cecilia, Rome
R. GALLOIS MONTBRUN, Conservatoire National Supérieur de Musique, Paris
IRVING KOLODIN, music editor, The Saturday Review
WILLIAM MANN, senior music critic, The London Times
MARCEL PRAWY, Vienna Academy of Music
ANDRE PREVIN, Principal Conductor, London Symphony Orchestra
WILLIAM SCHUMAN, composer, first winner of Pulitzer Prize for music
H. H. STUCKENSCHMIDT, Akademie der Kuenste. West Berlin

SUBSCRIPTION APPLICATION

The 100 Greatest Recordings of all time

The Franklin Mint Record Society
Franklin Center, Pennsylvania 19091

Please enter my subscription for The 100 Greatest Recordings of All Time, consisting of one hundred proof-quality records in specially designed library cases. I understand that I may discontinue my subscription at any time upon thirty days' written notice.

No payment is required at this time. I will be billed for each record in advance of shipment at $59.75* plus $1.75 for packaging, shipping and handling. My records will be sent to me at the rate of two per month.

Limit: One collection per subscriber
Please mail by May 31, 1980

Mr. Mrs. Ms.
Address
City State, Zip

GUARANTEED PRICE: In spite of strong inflationary pressures in the record industry, the price of $59.75 per record will be guaranteed to each subscriber by The Franklin Mint Record Society for every record in the collection.

Signature

*Plus my state sales tax

All applications are subject to acceptance.
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Crown Model FM-1 Stereo FM Tuner

Manufacturer's Specifications
Mono Usable Sensitivity: 10.8 dBf (1.9 µV).
50-db Quieting Sensitivity: Mono, 14 dBf (2.75 µV); stereo, 36.1 dBf (35 µV).
S/N at 65 dBf: Mono, 70 dB; stereo, 65 dB.
THD at 1 kHz: Mono, 0.1 percent; stereo, 0.09 percent.
Capture Ratio: 2.0 dB.
Alternate Channel Selectivity: 75 dB.

Stereophonic Separation: 45 dB at 1 kHz, 35 dB at 10 kHz.

Crown International of Elkhart, Indiana, long renowned for their high-quality amplifier and preamplifier products, has finally come up with an FM tuner designed to match and complement their other high-end audio products. The Model FM-1 looks distinctively different from any other tuner we have ever seen. As you might expect, in these days of digital readout audio equipment, the conventional flywheel and dialstring have been replaced by a quartz-crystal referenced LSI digital controller. In deference to the traditionalists who insist upon seeing where they are on the FM dial, an analog frequency reference band, composed of a series of LED indicators, is located to the right of the purely digital frequency readout. These LEDs, 20 in all, simply flash to indicate the nearest MHz to which the unit is tuned.

Additional LED displays to the left of the frequency readout area are used to indicate multipath reception and signal strength. Unlike the usual mechanical signal-strength meter found on many tuners and receivers, the LEDS of the signal-strength indicator display on the Crown FM-1 have been calibrated to provide meaningful indications of signal strength. Specifically, on the sample tuner we tested, illumination of successive LEDs occurred at the following levels of input signal at the antenna terminals: 31 dBf, 35 dBf, 40 dBf, 45 dBf, 51 dBf, 55 dBf, 62 dBf, 75 dBf, and 85 dBf. The multipath-indicating LEDs show the amount of multipath interference being received, so that a minimum or no indication on this bank of LEDs is to be sought when orienting any FM antenna connected to the FM-1.

Five push buttons at the lower left of the front panel handle power turn-on, selection of 25- or 75-µS de-emphasis, FM muting, stereo/mono selection, and high-blend filtering. The action of this last button is somewhat unexpected since what we feel to be the normal position, where the filter is defeated, is the depressed position. We usually assume the "out" position to be the normal one.

All of the remaining functions of the FM-1 are controlled by touch-button surfaces along the lower edge of the panel, which is gently sloped upward for easy finger access. A Program button and five preset touch switches are used to store five favorite station frequencies in the tuner's "memory." To program the unit, one simply tunes to the desired frequency, touches the program button and then touches one of the five numbered buttons. To recall the frequency memorized, it is then simply necessary to touch the appropriate numbered button. A pair of arrow-marked segments of the switching area are used to tune the FM-1. By repeatedly touching and releasing one of these segments, the tuner will tune in 200-kHz increments. By pressing and holding either the Up or...
Down button, continuous scanning of the entire FM band takes place, enabling you to reach a desired frequency more quickly.

Tapping the Scan segment switch causes the tuner to scan the FM band until it finds a signal it can lock onto. Once locked in, the unit will allow you to sample the program material being broadcast for approximately seven seconds. If you hear something you like, you simply touch the Scan segment again. Otherwise, the FM-1 will scan to the next usable signal and repeat the process until you give it a command to stop scanning.

By touching the Search segment switch, the FM-1 will search up or down the FM band until it comes across a signal whose strength is great enough to overcome the mute threshold level. When the FM-1 locks onto a signal in the search mode, it will remain tuned to that signal until another command has been entered. Finally, the Stereo Search switch segment initiates the same sort of band searching as does the Search button, except that the search operation will only stop when stereo signals of adequate strength are encountered. Interestingly, if you push the Mono/Stereo switch so that it is in the mono mode and then touch the Stereo Search segment, the tuner will continue to search, endlessly, until you cancel the command, since it cannot intercept a stereo signal under those conditions.

If the a.c. current goes off or if the unit is unplugged, and then normal supply of power goes on again, the digital readout will display the frequency of (and the tuner will be tuned to) the signal last listened to before the power interruption.

There are two sets of output jacks on the rear panel of the FM-1. Both deliver the same signal, but the signals available at the “variable” jacks are controllable in level by means of potentiometers from around 160 μV to 0.9 V. Another control on the rear panel is used for adjusting mute threshold level, while additional rear panel jacks permit connection to an oscilloscope for visual display of multipath.

Six double-varactor diodes are used in the front end of the FM-1, instead of the conventional mechanically tuned variable capacitor. A combination of three linear-phase ceramic filters, followed by a single SAW filter, are used in the FM i.f. section of the tuner. The memory system of the tuner uses an electronically alterable ROM which insures memory retention of selected frequencies even after the power is turned off.

In addition to using the FM-1 as it comes, adaptor hardware consisting of “mounting ears” and the required bolts are supplied for mounting the unit in a standard 19-in. rack. Alternatively, Crown has available an optional hardwood cabinet into which the FM-1 can be installed.

**Laboratory Measurements**

Usable sensitivity in mono measured 10.7 dBf (1.9 μV) as claimed. Stereo switching threshold was set a bit higher than we would like to see, which limited stereo usable sensitivity to 31.6 dBf (21 μV). Fifty-dB quieting sensitivity measured 14.7 dBf (3.0 μV) in mono and a very satisfactory 34.7 dBf (30 μV) in stereo. Best signal-to-noise in mono and stereo, for 65 dBf input signal strength, measured 76 dB and 71 dB respectively. Clearly, the advantages gained through varactor tun-
ing (programmability, frequency synthesis, etc.) are still offset, in part, by signal-to-noise considerations, though the figures obtained for the FM-1 are adequate in most listening situations.

The quieting and distortion characteristics of the FM-1 are shown in the graphs of Fig. 1. Harmonic distortion for mono, with a 1-kHz modulating signal, reached a low of 0.06 percent; the same low level of distortion was obtained in stereo.

At the other standard test frequencies, distortion in mono remained quite low, with readings of 0.1 percent at 100 Hz and 0.15 percent at 6 kHz. In stereo, THD measured 0.25 percent at 100 Hz and 0.33 percent at 6 kHz. Capture ratio, at 65 dB, measured 1.8 dB, a bit better than the 2.0 specification. Alternate channel selectivity measured 83 dB, an excellent value for a tuner which is not equipped with variable i.f. bandwidth facilities, while spurious response rejection measured 76 dB.

Frequency response in both the stereo and mono modes was extremely flat, as can be seen from the upper trace of Fig. 2. Deviation from flat response was no greater than ±0.5 dB from 30 Hz all the way to the 15-kHz extreme. The lower curve of Fig. 2 represents stereo separation (each vertical division in the display is 10 dB of amplitude), and it is interesting to note that there was very little loss of separation at the frequency extremes compared with separation at 1 kHz. Specifically, we measured 50 dB of separation at 100 Hz and 1 kHz, and 45 dB at 10 kHz. Excellent performance!

Figure 3 illustrates what happens when the stereo filter is activated. The designers of the FM-1 have chosen to introduce an extreme amount of blend to reduce weak-signal stereo noise and distortion, so much so that when this feature is used, there is very little separation remaining above 2 kHz or so.

Figure 4 illustrates the nature of the crosstalk observed in the unmodulated channel output of the tuner when a 5-kHz signal is used to modulate the opposite channel to a level of 100 percent. The spectrum analyzer was swept linearly this time (5 kHz per horizontal division) and vertical amplitude is still 10 dB per division. The tall spike at left represents the desired output from the modulated channel-output terminal. The shorter spike, contained within the tall one, is the actual 5-kHz crosstalk observed in the opposite channel, while the additional spikes to the right represent distortion components in the crosstalk signal, 19-kHz pilot-carrier component and, at the right of the display, minute amounts of 38-kHz and other subcarrier harmonic components.

Use and Listening Tests

The Crown FM-1 is certainly an easy tuner to use, and one which assures minimum-distortion tuning and complete freedom from drift. Externally, it offers a degree of elegance which is totally consistent with that offered by other Crown audio products. As for sound quality and reception capability, the FM-1 will in most every case be limited by the quality and strength of the signal from the FM station, rather than its own abilities. There is sufficient range of mute threshold control to take care of virtually all listening situations, though as we mentioned earlier, we would have preferred a lower stereo threshold switching point in view of the fast quieting characteristics of the tuner.

Evaluating the FM-1 simply in terms of dollars per dB or μV will not tell the whole story of this tuner. While it will certainly perform with most every unit on the market today, the host of convenience and tuning accuracy features must also be taken into account. If one is going to go beyond good basic performance and desires a tuner with such niceties as digital readout, signal locking, memory recall of stations even after power failures, touch selection of station search, etc., then the near-$1,000 price tag of this American-made tuner will be seen to be much more reasonable. It's a matter of paying your money and taking your choice, and whoever said features and quality came cheap.

Leonard Feldman
At last, an amplifier that listens to loudspeakers.

You buy an amplifier to drive loudspeakers. If you're like most people, you rely heavily on distortion "specs" to make a buying decision. SAE found that today's specs don't tell you everything. How could they when the tests for these specs don't even require an amplifier to drive a loudspeaker!!

They use a load resistor instead... a static, predictable, unchanging representation of the dynamic, unpredictable, ever-changing loudspeaker. As a result, specs can't tell you how well an amplifier is going to handle your loudspeakers. SAE has researched this problem and developed a test which actually measures the amplifier while it drives a loudspeaker.

Chart I shows the response of our all new 250 watt/channel* 2401 Dual High Resolution Power Amplifier under conventional tests and under SAE's new "real world" tests. As you can see, this amplifier performs much the same whether connected to a load resistor or a loudspeaker. It really listens to your speaker's needs.

Chart II shows how a conventional amplifier attempts to handle the same situation.

Your SAE dealer has a powerful story to tell. Stop by and have a listen; or write us and we'll send you more information fast.

*at 0.025% THD into 8 Ohms from 20Hz to 20kHz per FTC standards.
Manufacturer's Specifications
Type: Two speed.
Motor Type: Quartz-reference, phase-locked loop, direct drive.
Wow and Flutter: ±0.015 percent W rms.

Rumble: -78 dB (DIN 45-539).
Speed Control: ±5.5 percent.
Optional Cartridge: Ortofon ULM 60E.
Separation: 30 to 35 dB.
Stylus: Bi-Rad.
Output: 0.7 mV/cm/s at 1 kHz.

Dimensions: 16½ in. (41.25 cm) W x 14½ in. (36.25 cm) D x 5¼ in. (13.125 cm) H.
Price: $559.95; $699.95 with cartridge.

The CS 731Q is Dual's new top model turntable and, while it bears a certain family resemblance to older units like the 721, there are some important differences. The arm and cartridge together have an exceptionally low mass of 8 grams. The tube is smaller in diameter, and though the counterweight looks familiar, a closer examination shows that it has a calibrated ring. You might have thought that this sets the stylus force, but it doesn't — there is a separate dial for this function located near the arm pivots. The ring tunes a mechanical filter to reduce the arm-cartridge resonance, and the result is a smaller "double-hump" resonance familiar to speaker engineers. The object is to improve trackability with warped records and reduce distortion. The arm itself is 8½ inches long, terminating in a low-mass headshell on which there is an Ortofon ULM 60E cartridge. ULM — as you have probably guessed — means "Ultra Low Mass," and the cartridge weighs only 2.5 grams, including the mounting bracket and hardware! It is one of the series of three magnetic cartridges designed by Ortofon to Dual spec with a tip mass of only 0.35 milligrams. For those who prefer a conventional (high mass) cartridge, a spare headshell is also supplied.

An anti-skating dial is positioned near the arm base and just in front of it is a manual/repeat switch and a cue lever. A green strobe light is near the platter, while over on the left-hand side is the two-position speed switch. The rest of the controls are mounted on the angled front panel where they are accessible when the dust cover is closed. Two pitch controls are on the left, together with a switch for unlocking the quartz-controlled PLL circuit. Speed deviation is displayed on a horizontal array of LEDs: When the speed is locked, a green LED lights up at 0; variations from +5 to -5 percent are indicated by red LEDs. On the right-hand side of the front panel are three push buttons for Stop, Start, and Lift (yes, the cue lift control is duplicated). Additionally, the cue control descent speed is adjustable by means of a ring at the arm base.

The servo-controlled motor does not rotate at 400 or 1800 rpm but turns at the actual platter speed—the center spindle is the top of the motor shaft. An integral generator provides the correction pulses for the quartz control circuit which, by the way, still operates when the speed is changed from the pre-set standard. Dual also stresses the fact that the strobe light is connected to the PLL circuit, not to the power supply.
Our TKI 3″ high-frequency speakers add brilliance and clarity to your car sound (also a great remedy for already installed lackluster systems).

The SKI 5¼″ extended range speakers are the heart of our system and have Altec's famous crispness and efficiency.

Altec's SWI Power Bass provides the rich, low bass that's been missing in automotive sound.

OUR INCREDIBLE CAR SOUND
IN THREE EASY STEPS.
AND ONE HARD ONE.

Just as essential, number two, our SKI 5¼″ speakers. Designed for extended range and for fitting in where nothing else will. The sound? It's what made Altec famous: clean, clear and tight.

Number three is a unique requirement: the SWI Power Bass. A self-powered subwoofer that fills out the entire system, improves its dynamic range and reduces distortion. Its unique die-cast structure contains a 40-watt amplifier, electronic crossover, balanced inputs and an active equalizer. And the results are dramatic. (Or you can add the Power Base to your existing speakers for $219.95 and still get great sound.)

Now back to number four, our $350 item. If you want true car stereo, super efficiency and clear performance (not just so much noise on the road), you have to give our Voice of the Highway™ a listen. We believe it's the only speaker truly designed for the car. (And when it's installed by an authorized dealer, we'll guarantee it for as long as you own the car).

In addition to our AL1 system, we also have an incredible set of 6″x9″ Duplex speakers. They're ideal for all cars with severe space limitations, because they easily mount into a door. They also can be used with the AL1 system or are available themselves at $159.95 per pair.

LISTEN. FREE GAS.

Just to get you to listen, we'll pay for your gas money. Take this ad to your car stereo dealer, listen to the speakers, and we'll send you $2 for gas money, whether you buy or not. That's how confident we are you'll like our Voice of the Highway™. So when it comes down to the four steps, all of them are really easy to take. One at a time, or all at once. Including the last one.

It won't be so hard, once you really listen. Hear Altec's Voice of the Highway™ today and end up driving a real bargain. For the name of your local dealer, call toll-free (800) 528-6050, Ext. 731; in Arizona (800) 352-0458.

© Altec Corp. 1980
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The platter is dynamically balanced and there are deep-cut strobe markings around the edge, while the complete assembly—motor, motor board, and arm—is mounted on springs attached to the base. This is covered in a black vinyl material that makes a nice contrast to the elegant, anodized front panel.

**Laboratory and Use Tests**

The first exercise was to check the position of the counterbalance tuning ring, which is quite simple as there is a chart printed in the instruction manual. Next, the resonance was measured and the two points came out at 8 and 12 Hz with a rise of about 3 dB. Tracking error was less than 0.5 degrees per inch, and calibration of the tracking force dial was within 5 percent above 0.75 gram. Both lateral and vertical bearing friction was too low to measure accurately (the specifications quote 7 milligrams). Wow and flutter measured 0.035 percent, using the DIN 45-507 standard, and rumble was a low -63 dB (ARLL weighting). The speed control gave a variation of ±6 percent. So good marks for performance here.

![Fig. 1 - Frequency response and separation.](image)

Figure 1 shows the frequency response of the ULM 60E cartridge, and I was interested to see that maximum separation is at the higher frequencies instead of the usual 200 Hz to 5 kHz band. The square wave response (Fig. 2) showed a single moderate overshoot followed by a smooth, well-damped response typical of a wide-range cartridge having a low Q resonance outside the audio range. The optimum tracking force was a hair over 1 gram with the anti-skating dial set to a similar figure. All bands of the big drum section on the Shure—ERA III test record were negotiated with ease, while there was just a trace of “sandpaper” on band 5 of the sibilance group. Maximum tracking velocity was 27 cm/S (10.8 kHz pulsed) and 24 cm/S at mid-frequencies (400 + 4 kHz). IM distortion for 1 kHz and 1.5 kHz (4:1) reached 2 percent at 20 cm/S. Again, good marks.

Dual recommends a total load capacity of 400 pf, and this was used for the measurements. Switching to 200 pf—a more common value—caused a slight dip in the midrange followed by a 2-dB rise at 18 kHz.

![Fig. 2 - Square wave response, Ortofon ULM 60E cartridge.](image)

Tested with a variety of records, the sound quality was as neutral as most top-flight cartridges and the tracking ability was better than average. As mentioned earlier, a spare headshell is supplied so you can use a different cartridge—but don’t forget the capacitive load requirements. (The capacity of the cables is just under 200 pf.)

At the end of a record, the arm swings back very quickly, total cycling time is less than five seconds in the Repeat mode. The cue lift device was almost totally free from back-lash, and the descent time could be varied from two to about four seconds. As far as acoustic feedback is concerned, the 731Q is better than most all current models, and you can knock the base quite hard before mistracking occurs. But don’t be tempted to reduce tracking force much below 1 gram: Although the cartridge will happily play many records at half a gram, as with any tonearm, a stylus that is swinging about can cause as much damage as one with too much pressure!

**Evaluation Records**

The following test records were used for the listening evaluation of the Dual CS 731Q turntable with the Ortofon ULM 60E cartridge: Shure TTR-103, TTR-9, TTR-10, and TTR-15; CBS STR-100, STR-110, BTR-150, and STR-120; and Denon XG-7001. Additional records included:

**Stereo**


**Direct to Disc**

Sonic Fireworks (Vol. 1), Morris, Atlanta Brass Ensemble — Crystal Clear Records CCS-7010.

Sonic Fireworks (Vol. 2), Morris, Atlanta Brass Ensemble — Crystal Clear Records CCS-7011.

Swing Sessions, Kitamura — RCA RDCE-10.

Percussion in Colors, Yoshihara — RCA RDCE-9.

The Great Organ of the Methuen Memorial Hall, Murray — Telarc DD-2.

**Digital**

Tchaikovsky: Symphony No. 4, Mazzel, Cleveland Orchestra — Telarc 10047.

Malcolm Frager Plays Chopin — Telarc DG-10040.

Holst: Suites 1 and 2, Handel: Music for the Royal Fireworks, Fennell, Cleveland Symphonic Winds — Telarc 5038.

**Encoded dbx**


Mark Levinson Presents — dbx RTS-1.

Dbx encoded discs are available through audiophile dealer, or from dbx, 1100 Centre St., Newton, Mass. 02158.

Decibel Records’ address is Box 613, Lexington, Mass. 02173.

Denon Records are distributed by American Audioport, Inc., 1407 N. Providence Rd., Columbia, Mo. 65201.
"The Realistic® STA-2200 is a highly advanced stereo receiver which sounds every bit as good as its specifications and our measurements suggest... an impressive value for the money."*

Computerized All-Digital Tuner

Breakthrough is a word Realistic seldom uses, but nothing else describes the STA-2200. And the critics agree. The heart of the tuner is the quartz-locked, microprocessor circuitry that ends mechanical tuning problems.

Radio Electronics magazine puts it this way: "On the whole, the receiver embodies a great many design features, most of them concerned with the ease of use and convenience of accurate tuning.† Bright fluorescent digits display each station's frequency with absolute accuracy, and computer-type tuning automatically scans up or down the FM and AM bands. You can store any six FM and any six AM stations in the microprocessor for instant touch-button recall.

Radio Electronics also says: "The STA-2200 is a joy to use."† For example, you can command the receiver to sample each station in the memory, then touch-select the one you want. There's also Dolby® FM Noise Reduction, LED signal level indicators, and the display doubles as a quartz clock.

Stereo Review summed up the STA-2200's tuner by saying it "worked to perfection."† And Radio Electronics said "...because of its clever design and pleasing layout, we have assigned a VERY GOOD R.E.A.L. rating in the STA-2200."†

Advanced MOSFET Amplifier

The STA-2200 uses a new breed of power transistors called MOSFETs. Their ultrahigh-speed operation brings you stunningly accurate sound reproduction through superior linearity, superior slew rate and inaudible TIM.

Radio Electronics says "The unit seems quite conservatively rated in terms of power output, as well as rated distortion, delivering a clean 72 watts per channel at mid-frequencies and just under 70 watts per channel at the 20 Hz and 20 kHz frequency extremes for its rated total harmonic distortion of 0.02%.†† You can monitor the output with the 10-step, dual range output LED power indicators.

Stereo Review reports "There are no signs of skimping in any area of its design or construction."†† The amplifier features go on and on. We've included 11-step bass and treble controls with turnovers for controlling ranges below 150 Hz and above 6 kHz, tone defeat, monitor and dubbing controls, Hi-MPX filter. And more!

Says Stereo Review: "With the STA-2200, Radio Shack has made it perfectly clear that the technical sophistication responsible for the overwhelming success of the TRS-80® computer system has been applied very effectively to their high fidelity products.†"†

We couldn't have said it better. Thanks, guys!

* Quoted by permission from Hirsch-Houck Test Labs Report, Feb., 1980, Stereo Review. (Copyright Ziff-Davis Publishing, all rights reserved)
†† Dolby® is a trademark of Dolby Laboratories.

Radio Shack®
The Nationwide Supermarket of Sound

The STA-2200 is 599.95, at participating stores and dealers, price may vary. Dolby® is a trademark of Dolby Laboratories.
My first encounter with Robert Grodinsky, President of RG Dynamics, Inc., was when he developed a rather unusual dynamic expander which he sold to Pioneer. I sensed then that Grodinsky's future lay not in designing and selling designs to other companies, but in producing and selling them himself. It wasn't long after that Mr. Grodinsky formed his own company which manufactured a dynamic range expander whose performance surpassed, by far, that of the earlier model which had been designed on behalf of Pioneer.

Now RG Dynamics, still very much under the engineering direction of Bob Grodinsky, has come up with a new preamplifier that incorporates his ideas concerning phono preamplifier overload problems and their elimination, as well as his research into time-related distortion and its elimination. More about these concepts shortly.

The preamplifier in question is called the RG Dimension 3, or D-3 for short. Its front panel controls are intelligently laid out and their number suggests that the unit is midway between the so-called straight-wire-with-gain approach and the no-holds-barred philosophy of preamplifier-control unit design. The selector switch at the left has Phono 2, Phono 1, Tuner, and AUX positions. Note that even this arrangement has been carefully thought out, in that the two most often used program sources, Phono 1 and Tuner, are assigned to adjacent switch positions on the selector, avoiding the need to switch through unused positions in most cases. Illuminated LEDs indicate which program source is in use, including a pair of LEDs associated with the four nearby rectangular push buttons that control two tape monitoring and two-way dubbing functions. A mode switch, with settings for mono, stereo, reverse, left-only or right-only comes next, followed by bass and treble tone controls, the balance control and a large master volume control. The three push buttons to the right of the volume control are for activating a subsonic filter, bypassing tone controls, and applying power to the unit. Actually, calling the last button a power switch is a bit of a misnomer. The circuitry of the RG D-3 remains on continuously so long as its line cord is plugged into a power receptacle. RG Dynamics elected this approach to maintain circuit stability and to reduce noise. Power consumption is less than six watts when the "power" switch is off.

Flanking the line fuseholder on the rear panel of the D-3 are a total of five a.c. convenience outlets, two unswitched and three switched. Clearly delineated jack clusters which follow include a double pair of main outputs, in-and-out jacks for any sort of external add-on processor (expander, noise reduction unit, etc.) with an associated slide switch that provides access to this "loop" or bypasses it with jumper...
Despite the almost daily claims of revolutionary breakthroughs, loudspeaker design is basically an evolutionary process. A systematic, step by step exploration of new ideas, materials and measurement techniques.

Consider the new B&W DM2/II, for example. When its predecessor, the original DM2, was introduced several years ago, it was widely acclaimed as a classic of impeccable design and outstanding performance.

In pursuit of excellence.

Since that time, however, B&W's unparalleled research and development program has yielded new and fascinating insights into virtually every aspect of speaker design and performance.

From these uniquely innovative studies has emerged a completely new design of surpassing accuracy, the B&W DM2/II.

Each driver of the DM2/II has been designed for exceptionally smooth response over its entire operating range. The crossover is a computer calculated nineteen element network employing true third order Butterworth filters that result in significantly lower intermodulation distortion and exceptional phase and amplitude characteristics. Indeed, the DM2/II comes very close to attaining that most illusive of all speaker qualities, an apparently seamless transition from driver to driver.

Listening. The final proof.

Listening to the B&W DM2/II is, quite simply, a revelation. It produces completely natural, uncolored sound of extraordinary clarity and depth. Moreover, its modest size and elegant appearance permit advantageous placement in almost any listening area.

As with all B&W loudspeakers, each DM2/II is individually tested and shipped with its own proof of performance chart recording.

However, the ultimate proof of performance is in the listening. Your B&W dealer invites you to audition this classic contribution to the evolution of speaker technology and decide for yourself.

For additional information write: Anglo-American Audio Co., Inc., P.O. Box 653, Buffalo, N.Y. 14240.

In Canada: Remcron Electronics Ltd.

B&W Loudspeakers.
The next step up.
action, Tape-1 and Tape-2 in-and-out jacks, and the AUX, Tuner, Phono-1 and Phono-2 input jacks. Below each pair of phono jacks is a three-position slide switch enabling the user to load the phono cartridge with either 30, 130, or 360 pF of parallel capacitance (over and above the capacitance that will normally be contributed by the phono cartridge audio cables). In the well-written owner's manual supplied with the RG D-3, there is a list of 28 turntable manufacturers, 15 makers of separate tonearms, and 19 manufacturers of popular phono cartridges, along with recommended capacitance values for the cartridges and known wiring capacitances for the tonearms or complete turntable systems.

A block diagram of the RG D-3 is shown in Fig. 1. According to the company, the unit's circuitry is a new topology (for which patents are pending); the design goal was to handle the most difficult peak signals of wideband phono cartridges without introducing peak distortion or TIM. One of the techniques used in the design is passive high-frequency de-emphasis between the two stages of wideband linear amplification. The manufacturer indicated that this minimizes any peak handling problems in the second preamp stage and in all subsequent stages. Although sine wave overload quoted for the preamp is fairly typical (140 mV at 1 kHz), peak overload claimed is up to 30 dB better than with typical preamp circuits.

Fig. 1—Left-channel circuitry of the RG D-3; right-channel circuitry is identical except where noted.

Fig. 2—Test signal used by RG Dynamics is an RIAA-compensated 500-Hz square wave.
For less than $400
Audiovox can put the sound of home stereo in your car.

With four power-coordinated components that will "charge" your car with 30 watts per channel.

The COSC-5A. The incredibly slim (just 1 1/4" deep) coaxial speaker system that fits practically anywhere, in imported and domestic cars! Shallow 1 1/4" design—special shallow depth provides easy installation in all door panels unable to accept bulkier coaxial speakers. 5" Woofer—Air-suspension design to allow free cone response. Produces deep Bass at extremely high input power levels. Special 1" heat-proof voice coil allows sustained operation at high power without voice coil distortion. 1" Tweeter—with TDK Summarium cobalt magnet, usually found only in costly home speaker systems. Provides unmatched high-frequency response combined with a wide-dispersion capability.

The Tryvox 30. A 3-way stereo speaker system built around 5 1/4" woofer, 2 1/4" mid-range and 1" horn tweeter speakers mounted on 5/8" particle board like quality home hi-fi speakers to give better baffling and solid bass response. The Woofer—giant 20 ounce magnet combined with flex-edge air-suspension and a high temperature 1" voice coil for rich bass at maximum power. The Mid-Range—A powerful ferrite magnet drives this incredibly responsive mid-range featuring a mylar dome and extra heavy cone for crisp audio. The Tweeter—A full dispersion, wide angle short horn tweeter that captures all the highs and delivers them to you as brilliantly as the original recording.

The AMP-600B. To make the sound fit the internal size and shape of your car with 30 watts per channel to boot. An impressive way to turn ordinary stereo into true hi-fidelity Super Power. It produces unbelievable power...up to a maximum of 60 watts RMS stereo output...with slide bar control of the entire audio reproduction range. You control the response from Bass through Treble, a total of five ranges, customizing the audio to your enjoyment and to the size and shape of your car.


For further information, write to: Robert Harris, Technical Director, Dept. 11L, Audiovox, 150 Marcus Blvd., Hauppauge, New York 11787
Audiovox autosound systems are designed and developed by the audio research laboratories of Shiono Co., Ltd., Yokohama, Japan. © 1980 Audiovox Corporation
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Measurements

In the course of developing this circuitry, RG Dynamics came up with a special test signal which we have duplicated and shown in Fig. 2. This test signal is nothing more than a 500-Hz square wave, RIAA pre-emphasized, and band limited to 60 kHz, for the -3 dB roll-off point. Rise time is approximately 1 μS. With no overload or time-domain problems, a phono preamplifier having RIAA playback equalization should be able to reproduce this signal at its output as a near perfect square wave. In our tests, we adjusted the amplitude of the signal for slightly more than 3.5 V peak-to-peak. Feeding this signal to what we had regarded as our standard lab reference phono preamplifier, we were shocked to discover an output which contained very large overshoot spikes, as shown in Fig. 3. Feeding the same signal through the RG Dynamics D-3 preamp, we obtained an output signal as shown in Fig. 4, with no evidence of any overshoot.

Measuring conventional THD of the phono-preamp section proved to be a bit difficult, since 'scope observations clearly showed that we were reading more noise than THD on our meter-reading distortion analyzer. For the record, the reading was just under 0.01 percent at 1 kHz. By employing the combination of the Sound Technology 1700 distortion analyzer and our Tektronix spectrum analyzer, however, we were able to read actual distortion components which were in fact much lower. As can be seen in Fig. 5, a reference 1-kHz signal is positioned at mid-screen. Using the distortion-output terminal of the Sound Technology instrument, we were able to change the sensitivity of the readings on the spectrum analyzer by 70 dB so that while the two distortion
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Available in precut lengths or custom terminated by your dealer.

Conventional speaker wire limits the performance of your sound system by decreasing power output, restricting dynamic range, and reducing clarity and definition. You can significantly improve the performance of your audio system simply by switching from your present speaker wire to Monster Cable. Constructed of over 500 strands of high purity copper in a unique configuration, Monster Cable is specifically engineered for low resistance, low capacitance, and low inductance. The Results? Deeper, tighter bass. Maximum power transfer. Increased clarity and definition. Wider dynamic range. Even low-powered systems show a remarkable improvement. Recommended by leading audio manufacturers, Monster Cable is safe to use with all amplifiers and receivers, regardless of design. Hear the difference Monster Cable can make in your system...you won’t believe what you’ve been missing.
components observed during the second sweep of the analyzer appear to be 20 and 25 dB lower than the reference signal, they are, in fact, 90 and 95 dB lower. (Each vertical division of the display is worth 10 dB, to which must be added the 70-dB difference in sensitivity between the reference and distortion sweeps of the analyzer). The actual total harmonic distortion, then, consisting primarily of third-order and fifth-order harmonic components, works out to an infinitesimally low 0.00363 percent!

THD measurements taken via the high-level (line) inputs of the preamp, for a rated output of 2.0 V, were 0.0065 percent at 1 kHz, 0.0083 percent at 20 Hz, and 0.012 percent at 20 kHz. SMPTE-IM distortion measured 0.0075 percent. Phono input sensitivity, referred to 0.5-V output and with the master volume control fully open, measured 1.1 mV, while for the high-level inputs it was 64 mV for 0.5-V output. Sine wave phono overload measured 145 mV, or just a bit better than the 140 mV claimed. RIAA equalization was so accurate that we cannot assign a plus-and-minus tolerance to this response characteristic. As for the high-level input, frequency response was flat to within 1 dB from 4.5 Hz to 105 kHz, and within 3 dB from 0.5 Hz to 200 kHz. Signal-to-noise ratio for either set of phono inputs was 75 dB, "A" weighted, referred to 5-mV input and 0.5-V output. Sine wave input sensitivity, referred to 0.5-V output with 0.5-V input at minimum volume settings, the hum and noise was 87 dB below the 0.5-V output level reference.

Tone control range for the bass and treble controls is depicted in the spectrum analyzer sweep of Fig. 6. Treble boost action is relatively moderate (±9 dB at 15 kHz, as claimed), while bass boost and cut are shelved at approximately ±12 dB from 50 Hz downward to 20 Hz, the lower end point of the spectrum analyzer display. The subsonic filter action began just below the 20 Hz lower audio limit and provided around 20 dB of attenuation in the critical warp-rumble region of 5 Hz.

Listening and Use Tests

I have had two opportunities to listen extensively to the RG Dynamics Model D-3 preamplifier. The first of these was under controlled conditions specified by Grodinsky himself, when he put on a demonstration of the unit for various members of the audio press at the offices of his New York sales representatives. At that time, we compared the sound quality of the D-3 against a fairly popular competitive unit, using a variety of recorded material selected by Grodinsky. As you might expect, the RG Dynamics unit was a clear winner, both in terms of its large signal handling capability and in absolute musical reproduction terms. With standard recorded fare, the differences in clarity were rather subtle but were nevertheless evident. Grodinsky stresses the importance of actually manually connecting and disconnecting audio component cables when making such comparison tests, pointing out that, in his opinion at least, switches inserted at such low-level signal points can make meaningful comparisons difficult.

Duly impressed, I repeated the comparison tests in my own controlled environment, expecting the differences to be less obvious—if apparent at all. Much to my surprise, the superiority of the D-3 over what I had regarded as my reference phono preamp in the lab was just as obvious as I know any own selected recordings, most of which were direct-to-disc or digitally mastered. Overall sound was simply cleaner, particularly at the high end where so often we tend to accuse cartridges of being the offenders instead of the mismatch between the cartridge and the preamp.

Grodinsky has joined the mainstream of componentry (his earlier products having been strictly sound processing or add-on devices) with an auspicious and well thought-out preamplifier whose record reproduction capabilities and refinements seem to justify its rather expensive price tag.

Leonard Feldman
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Recent Songs: Leonard Cohen
Columbia JC 36264, stereo, $7.98.

Leonard Cohen is a poet of the first magnitude. At his best he writes songs that possess a timeless, deep, rich beauty. At his worst he is simply embarrassing.

Recent Songs comes about three years after Songs from a Ladies Man which was a misguided, star-crossed, desperate sounding collaboration with Phil Spector. Ladies Man remains one of the very worst albums of the '70s, bad enough to drive nearly anyone into hiding.

With the new album Leonard returns to a more natural musical setting, one very much like his classic first album, Songs of Leonard Cohen, which included the likes of Suzanne and Sisters of Mercy. The best of the new songs have a similar haunted feeling.

Several elements dominate the album: The wonderful combination of John Bilezikjian's oud with Raffi Hakopian's violin, and the harmony voiceings of Jennifer Warnes. The opener, The Guests, is a prime example. It is a mystical, gothic song, hypnotic. Jennifer's choral-backing vocal with its multi-tracked arrangement is an intricate, delicate, shimmering tapestry. Meanwhile the oud and violin follow Cohen's voice and the melody like Dwight Frye, as Fritz, follows behind Colin Clive in the movie original of "Dr. Frankenstein," elegant toadies. In its way the song is as subtly powerful as Suzanne.

For several other songs Cohen employs members of the Texas band Passenger. Here his songs take a constrasting texture, a cocktail feel for Humbled in Love and the Smokey Life, which features stunning Warnes/Cohen duet vocals. On Our Lady of Solitude he gets a Band-like feel which is underlined by Garth Hudson's cameo appearance. For two other tracks Cohen uses a rough-hewn mariachi band, the sprawling Ballad of the Absent Mare and Un Canadien Errant.
The Snell Type A

- Flat power response and flat early arrival response
- Freedom from room boundary interference effects
- Near total elimination of diffraction delayed signals
- Correct reconstruction of spatial information through frequency-constant ratio of early arrival and reverberant sounds
- Optional bi-amplification with Snell Acoustics Electronic Crossover
- Extremely wide dynamic range

The Snell Acoustics Type A Loudspeaker is designed for convenient placement near a rear or side wall so as to control room boundary reflections and augment bass performance. Individual tuning of crossovers to drivers in each speaker, together with exhaustive testing including listening comparisons with our reference Type A result in closer quality/performance tolerances than are obtainable through large scale assembly line production.

The theoretical benefits of the 5 year development of the Type A can be examined in more detail by requesting our brochure, or experienced directly by an audition at one of our dealers.

Snell Acoustics
10 Prince Place, Newburyport, MA 01950 617-462-3194

Distributed in Canada by Esoteric Audio Systems, Milliken, Ontario
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which last dates from the mid-19th century and relates the feelings of the losers of a rebellion forced into unhappy exile.

To record the album, Cohen went to A&M Studios and Henry Lewy, the studio and engineer of nearly all of Joni Mitchell’s recorded work. Lewy has a keen and perceptive sensitivity which is central to Recent Songs' artistic success, with its disparate textures, brooding airs and the gruff voice of the poet.

Recent Songs is one of the very best collections Leonard Cohen has put on record. It is at least as good as any since his second album, Songs from a Room, and a worthy companion to Songs of. He is the romantic outsider, the man on the fringe missing nothing behind the mask of grey eyes and shadow.

M.T.

Sound: B Performance: A-

Too Old to Change: Jerry Jeff Walker
Elektra 6E-239, stereo, $7.98

I remember when Jerry Jeff Walker started touring with Dave Bromberg as his shadow guitarist, even before that magnificent first album, the one with Mr. Bojangles on it. He was a gas. He’d alternate the tender and the tough. A hard-drinking, hard-living cuss, but lots of fun. Over the years there have been many more albums, some sublime, some absolutely forgettable, especially those over the last few years since Viva Terlingua.

Marvelously, Too Old to Change is Jerry Jeff’s best album in ages. True, he still hasn’t written any new tunes himself in years, but when you can assemble them as well as this collection and draw out performances as involved and emotional as these, who needs to write?

Each song has a very personal Jerry Jeff vocal. He may not always be on the note, but the passion never lets up. His go at Rodney Crowell’s recently off-recorded I Ain’t Living Long Like This has the fury and attack of a Thompson submachine gun. The

X-Static: Hall & Oates
RCA AFL1-3494, stereo, $8.98.

It’s very good to hear you sounding so happy. Hall has the voice Todd Rundgren is of a high calibre, at times even exceptional, but the only time you can really get past their choice of words is when you can’t tell what they’re singing, like on the standout track Intravision, which is very similar to the Hall/Fripp collaboration You Burn Me Up I’m a Cigarette. The latest Hall & Oates album sounds like they went into the studio without any songs and wrote some lyrics on the spot. If that’s not the case, and they actually spent a

Susanna Clark song I’ll Be Your San

Antone Rose is lots of fun behind the unlikely vocal duo of J.J. Walker and Carole King. Hands on the Wheel you’ll remember from Willie Nelson’s Red Headed Stranger. Paul Siebel, a criminally under-recognized and under-appreciated genius, is the source of Then Came the Children, a song of transcending tenderness. Even the done-to-death Me and Bobby McGee sounds so fresh you wonder why no one thought to do it like this before. And that’s only half the tunes.

The playing is living-room loose, and the players obviously had a great time recording. The album is refreshingly free of slickness. It’s a raw -nerves album you would expect to collapse under the chaos that can plague Jerry Jeff’s work. But it doesn’t.

Clearly the man has remained faithful to his musical vision. Stay loose, Jerry Jeff, wherever you are. Awful good to hear you sounding so happy.

M.T.

Sound: B- Performance: A

great deal of time working on these tunes, then I really feel sorry for them.

J.T.

Sound: B+ Performance: D+

82
One Step Beyond: Madness
Sire SRK 6085, stereo, $7.98.

The Specials
Chrysalis CHR 1265, stereo, $7.98.

There's a crop of pseudo-reggae/ska bands starting up in England, the prime exponents of this movement being these two. Personally, I find these groups far less interesting than any of the originals, and the pose they choose to strike is often quite offensive and has attracted a singularly reactionary audience. In fact, I'm disappointed in Elvis Costello for lending his name to projects this mundane. J.T.

Pretenders
Sire SRK 6083, stereo, $7.98.

Despite the stock punk attire they've chosen to wear for their album cover, The Pretenders are not just another atonal group of screamers and strummers. It's refreshing to find a new group with a solid musical base and an interesting approach in conveying their lyrical and instrumental resources. The Pretenders are a lot "softer" than might be expected of the current British New Wave fave. Their producer, Chris Thomas, seems to be aiming for a pop sound and has lead singer, songwriter, and band frontwoman Chrissie Hynde styled more like Sandy Shaw than Patti Smith, both of whom she can effectively emulate. For instance, the vocal on Stop Your Sobbing is rich and sensual and fairly singer's phrasing expertise. Ms. Pretender knows her way around a rock delivery and pumps the emotional implication of her lyrics for all they're worth. Kid sounds like a Nick Lowe song (though he actually produced only Stop Your Sobbing) in which Chrissie's voice waviers like a disciple of Phoebe Snow, and the pretty dirge Lovers of Today is animated by her sexily sliding to and from the designated pitch. The highlight of this LP is the slightly funky Brass in Pocket, wherein Chrissie gets soulful and delivers the melody in a Candy Staton-like fashion.

About half of this album is strong material, a considerable achievement for a band's first effort at laminating their repertoire. Repeated listening reveals the range of tones Chrissie's capable of—in respect to the vocals this is a highly arranged album despite its simple compositions. Now if the group could just be convinced that pop isn't square, their second record might boast 12 gems with no "progressive" (i.e. fragmented/overartful/primal scream) filler. Sally Tiven

Sound: D Performance: D

Prepared by Audioslave

Audio Pro A4-14 Biampified Loudspeaker

The only bookshelf-size speaker with a built-in subwoofer.

Audiophiles tell us the ultimate speaker system uses biamplification and subwoofers. The Biamplified A4-14's, with their built-in "ACE BASS" subwoofers, are an entire audiophile system in bookshelf-size enclosures.

Acoustic engineers tell us that the ideal loudspeaker would be a single radiating point. Because of its built-in subwoofer, the Audio Pro A4-14 comes closer to this ideal than any other full range loudspeaker—without sacrificing bass.

Designers tell us that speakers should be heard and not seen. Due to their compact size and full complement of room balancing controls, the A4-14's can deliver their optimum performance—wherever they are placed.

Sound: science, and style. The total design approach to audio.
The difference between 1994 and The Motels is the difference between the '70s and the '80s. Each group is built around a female lead voice — 1994 has Karen Lawrence, and The Motels have Martha Davis. Each lady is heavily involved in developing the band’s material, but there the musical similarities end.

1994 is a straightforward rock band as direct as Heart. They play a solid monochrome of a beat. Their songs are what a friend called standard love stuff. Good as they are, they seem somehow anachronistic, rooted in the '70s with Foreigner and Bad Company.

The Motels are something totally else. They are artier, less direct, and much more concerned with such trifles as texture and atmosphere. That their material, nearly all written by Ms. Davis, is not so mundane is clear from titles like Atomic Cafe, Closets & Bullets and Porn Reggae. Musically they have a fresh-sounding attack like a newer, younger Roxy Music, yet more direct. Not surprisingly, The Motels have found initial acceptance has come more quickly from Europe than America.

Something is happening to the thrust and sound and politics of rock and roll. As it expanded in the '70s to corporate size and the record companies learned how to better expose (market) their artists, a breed of manageable and predictable superstars emerged with often mechanical sounds. The so-called New Wave had one essential point to make, and that was that any four kids could form a band and make up some songs. Lots got this far and then made homemade records for cheap without watering down some personal and idiosyncratic ideas and forms. Playing live in the studio is a major key, bypassing a lot of technology (in the form of dubbing, for instance) in the name of getting down the essential spontaneous performance. With this came fresh views in songwriting, less boy/girl standard love stuff and other often cinematic concepts.

The difference between the '70s and the '80s. That's why I play The Motels so much at home lately and 1994 so little.

M.T.

1994

Sound: B Performance: C

Motels

Sound: B Performance: A

The Beat
Columbia JC 36195, stereo, $7.98.

S.O.S.: The Yachts
Radar/Polydor PD 1 6220, stereo, $7.98.

Puttin' On the Dog: The Hounds
Columbia JC 36098, stereo, $7.98.

Present Tense: Shoes
Elektra 6E-244, stereo, $7.98.

The Sound of Sunbathing: The Sinceros
Columbia JC 36134, stereo, $7.98.

Recent successes of The Knack, Joe Jackson, and other so-called “power pop” bands have motivated every record exec with his eye on the bottom line to sign up whatever local one-syllable rock band happens to play his neighborhood. Thus a plethora of post-New Wave bands has hit the record racks all at once, most of which sport similar stylistic leanings, both visually and musically. I suppose it's better than everyone hopping on the disco bandwagon and less draining than glitter rock, but it's often hard to hear the musicality through all the style.

I mean, if you take a little bit of The Cars' arrangement and add a tad of Elvis Costello's chord structure, you get The Sinceros. Or if you purge that of all minor chords, add a little Knack and heavy metal, you've got Hounds.
Shoes (who only succeed at their covers). Then give them all punk haircuts and they're The Yachts. Or there's the even Beatlesque school that claims their Sixties roots but sounds more or less like a rekindling of Big Star, calling themselves Shoes or The Beat. Shoes is still very young and sound it—both they and The Beat have nothing to write songs about except girls—and they've still got a ways to go before they stylistically mature beyond their roots, and besides, they haven't learned to use their voices yet. Of the whole bunch, I personally like The Beat the best—although they could stand to inject a little more personality into the tunes, as that's what this genre is all about. Their songs are good and almost memorable, and their Raspberries style works with the singer's voice, sounding like what The Knack are aiming at but miss hitting (excluding My Sharona).

But the groups that seem to last in this category are the ones who manage a hit single, even if the entire rest of the record is a genuine turkey. Any one of these could come up with a hit single and therefore extend their life expectancy past a year, but without that, every one of these bandwagon jumpers is thoroughly expendable, mainly because they fail to either define a musical style or even bend the rules.

J.T.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Beat</th>
<th>Sound: B+</th>
<th>Performance: B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Yachts</td>
<td>Sound: C-</td>
<td>Performance: B-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Hounds</td>
<td>Sound: B</td>
<td>Performance: D-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shoes</td>
<td>Sound: B</td>
<td>Performance: B-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Sinceros</td>
<td>Sound: B</td>
<td>Performance: D+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Don't just listen to music. Experience it.

At Phase Linear, our continuing goal is to produce inherently musical devices... superbly engineered instruments that approach theoretical perfection in reproducing the musical experience.

Our consistent, uncompromising pursuit of this goal results in sophisticated audio components like these:

- **The Phase Linear 5100 Series Two digital synthesized tuner.** Widely acclaimed as the most listenable AM-FM tuner available.
- **The Phase Linear 3300 Series Two preamplifier.** A stereo control center with such distortion-free performance and flexibility that it's called the "Uncompromising Basic Stereo Preamp."
- **The Phase 1000 Series Two noise reduction system.** An ingenious device that restores the dynamic range of music while removing nonmusical elements such as hiss, hum and rumble.
- **The Phase 300 Series Two amplifier.** One hundred twenty conservative watts RMS per channel with vanishing distortion figures.

Each is an expression of our philosophy that insists on providing every Phase Linear owner with certain timeless benefits: Optimum flexibility. Tremendous power reserve. Increased dynamic range. And something else:

A truly musical experience.

*Phase Linear*

Phase Linear Corporation, 20121 48th Ave. W, Lynnwood, WA 98036
a Shure stylus is a sound investment

A new stylus (needle) can actually save you money. Even a precision crafted diamond stylus eventually wears out, and a worn or broken stylus tip can damage your records in a single play! Protect your records by checking your stylus at least once a year. Your Shure dealer can inspect it, and if necessary, replace your stylus with a Genuine Shure replacement stylus that will bring your cartridge right back to its original specifications.

FREE! Shure Music-Lovers Stylus Guide

Cartridges don’t wear out: styli do! This and many other helpful facts are discussed in a new pamphlet recently prepared by Shure. It includes everything you need to know to keep your Shure cartridge in perfect operating order. It even contains details on how you can improve the performance of some Shure cartridges beyond their original specifications. To get your copy, stop in at your Shure dealer, or write to Shure at the address listed below and ask for AL633.

Benny Goodman Live at Carnegie Hall

London BP 44182/83, 2 discs, stereo, $19.98.
The Complete Benny Goodman, Vol. III, 1936
RCA AXM2-5532, mono, $9.98.
The Complete Benny Goodman, Vol. IV, 1936-37
RCA AXM2-5537, mono, $9.98.
RCA AXM2-5557, mono, $9.98.
Benny Goodman & His Orchestra: The King of Swing on the Air
Aircheck 16, mono, $7.98.
Benny Goodman & His Orchestra, The War Years
Jazz Society AA 510, mono, $7.98.
Benny Goodman & His Orchestra
Jazz Society AA 508, mono, $7.98.
The days when Swing was King and Benny wore the crown are long past, and the attempt to recapture them last year at a Carnegie Hall concert this writer attended was, unfortunately, a big disappointment. The London double-set recording, Live at Carnegie Hall, at least edits out some of the dullest moments. What’s left, for the most part, is a tepid reworking of great Goodman classics. The zest and fire of the original King Porter Stomp and I’ve Found a New Baby, for example, are nowhere to be found on the performances here. The lusy, fortissimo blowing of trumpeters Bunny Berigan and Harry James have been replaced by some prosaic efforts by Warren Vache, a merely competent and mostly uninspired neo-swing player who offers us a string of cliche statements. Goodman himself, an unpredictable performer today who can coast pleasantly or move to inspired swing during a number, had an “off” night the evening of the concert, though there are some nice “easy listening” moments here, such as his work on Send in the Clowns and Yesterdays. The only examples of barnstorming swing found in the collection are Lionel Hampton’s exuberant How High the Moon and Mary Lou Williams’ vigorous, gutsy boogie woogie piano on Roll Em.

RCA has now completed five volumes in its Bluebird Complete Benny Goodman Series. Volumes III, IV, and V offer us the quintessential Goodman band of the mid-to-late ‘30s, and these three releases show us what big band swing was all about — joyous and jubilant, full of melody and briskly syncopated choral statements. The distinctive sound of the classic Goodman orchestra came from its precision sound work; the beat beautifully rehearsed, exquisitely blended saxophones, the choirs of trumpets and trombones that made sharp attacks and quick releases; the total effect was an irresistible, supremely danceable, all ’round rhythmic and musical feast for the jazz buff and layman. Goodman’s playing here is youthful and exciting; his skillful maneuvering of the clarinet keys, the brilliant tone and bite of the trumpet, and dozens of other inspired swing milestones. Soloists such as Jess Stacy, the pianist with the sharp, staccato touch, and trumpeter Harry James at his fiery best are strongly featured. The subtle interplay of the Goodman Trio and Quartet can be found on such numbers as Avalon, Liza, Runnin...
We have more of the components and manufacturers you are looking for.
Our prices are the lowest you'll find anywhere.
Your phone order is shipped the same day you call.
In most cases you'll enjoy your equipment within 72 hours.
We stand behind everything we sell with a "No Lemon" guarantee and a trained customer service department.
Our Audio Advisors will help you select the right equipment at the best prices for the quickest delivery.
We have more of the components and manufacturers you are looking for.
Our prices are the lowest you'll find anywhere.
Your phone order is shipped the same day you call.
In most cases you'll enjoy your equipment within 72 hours.
We stand behind everything we sell with a "No Lemon" guarantee and a trained customer service department.
Our Audio Advisors will help you select the right equipment at the best prices for the quickest delivery.

By 1940, the Goodman band had revised its personnel considerably. The addition of Charlie Christian's guitar gave it an interesting new voice and an irresistible drive. Aircheck's The King of Swing on the Air offers us some fine moments by Christian and some of Johnny Guarnieri's rollicking swing piano. Christian, Guarnieri, and Lionel Hampton are heard to advantage on two fine sextet tracks, Seven Come Eleven and Six Appeal, and the full band plays with precision and energy on Let's Dance and such numbers as Big John's Special and Idaho. The broadcasts, for the most part, are from the Peacock Court of the Mark Hopkins Hotel in San Francisco. The last two tracks, a sensitive These Foolish Things, with a vocal by the 16-year-old Peggy Lee, and a rousing After You've Gone, are from a 1942 Fitch Bandwagon Broadcast from Chicago. Aircheck Records has a fine catalog of off-the-air big band swing; their address is P.O. Box 724, Redmond, Wash. 98052.

Another album for Goodman collectors is Jazz Society's Benny Goodman, a set of broadcast performances from late 1945 and the immediate 1946 postwar period. The Goodman trumpet section by then had been augmented to five pieces and included such powerful players as Bernie Privin, John Best, R. D. McMickle, and Nate Kazebier. The trombones featured two barrelhouse stalwarts — Lou McGarrity and Cutty Cutshall. Some splendid cuts include I'm Always Chasing Rainbows with blazing brass and McGarrity's robust and fiery solo on Oh Baby. The saxes also blend beautifully and distinctively on Give Me the Simple Life, which has a good tenor solo by the young Stan Getz. Jazz Society, a Swedish import label, is carried by such collectors shops as I & R Music World in New York City, Rose's Dist.
Sound Suggestions: George Adams
ECM ECM-1-1141, stereo, $8.98.

George Adams' saxophone had been a featured voice in one of the last ensembles led by Charles Mingus and more recently with the unit of McCoy Tyner. Despite the fact that his blues-drenched horn is unlike any other instrumentalist on the ECM label, his sound has been constantly adapted to Manfred Eicher's conception. Eicher surrounds Adams with ECM stalwarts like Richie Beirach on piano, Kenny Wheeler on trumpet, Dave Holland on bass, and Jack DeJohnette on drums. These players have helped hone the sound of creative refinement that characterizes ECM. The group is completed by tenor saxophonist Heinz Sauer, who has been a long-time associate of Albert Mangelsdor.

Sound Suggestions is an album of carefully constructed tunes with immediate playing. If it doesn't stretch any boundaries, it also doesn't make any concessions. Adams' playing is as vital as ever. He can blow masculine, romantic ballads as he does on A Spire or rip off the careening scalar runs of Stay Informed. His accompaniment is always supportive and the other soloists seem to be setting him up. Adams takes the last solo on most of the tunes, and all the others seem to lead up to him. On the Sauer-penned Stay Informed, Sauer takes a perfectly shaped solo that gradually builds in intensity. He's followed by a sparse Beirach interlude and then a rising solo by Wheeler that allows Adams to begin, already in overdrive.

If his tone and power weren't enough to set him apart, Adams also tosses in a stompin' blush number replete with growled vocals. Got Something Good for You. Adams has harnessed his more extravagant tendencies to make a clear and purposeful statement that could only be enhanced by ECM's clear production values. There is subtle textural interplay between the rhythm section and the horns that is only disturbed on A Spire by DeJohnette's overly busy drums. Otherwise, Adams keeps a tight reign on his group to highlight his own tenor saxophone.
Grant Johannesen in Recital. (Fauré, Schumann, Mozart, Poulenc.) Golden Crest CRS 4201, DIG and DD, stereo (digital and direct-to-disc versions).

It had to come to this — and surely will again: Two releases of the same recorded program of piano music, one done direct to disc, the other in digital (Sony). They are packaged in a single shrink cover — don't know whether you can buy them separately or not.

Comparison is obviously the idea and, in any case, the music is excellent, either way, via an experienced high-level pianist, who could undoubtedly play note-perfect for hour after hour if needed! DD is no great problem for him.

The notes, extensive on the backs and identical for both discs, are mildly confusing, though the account of the differences between the two systems is well presented. Both say that there was no editing. Obviously not on the DD record — but there still could have been a number of individual takes of each separate piece in the digital format. However, I noted no particular differences of a musical nature — we can take them as one performance, produced two ways. What are the differences, then?

Before I played so much as a note I took out the two discs and looked at them under a light. Wow — very different! The DD version seems to have been cut straight through at a fixed groove pitch and at a somewhat cautious overall level (confirmed in the listening); it is entirely smooth from outside to inside. Whereas the digital version is full of the usual darker and lighter bands, sharply separated, the loud segments look relatively wider than the soft passages, which is what we might expect if a previously made
tape (digital) were to be cut with the normal adjustments. Oddly, the DD version goes less far towards the center than the digital — again, probably a matter of safety margin for the unknown. In DD we deal with real time.

I suspected I would enjoy the digital more — so, of course, I put aside such thoughts aside and played the DD disc straight through for the music. No problem! What I heard was Grant Johannessen playing a haunting work by Fauré and three shorter, more energetic pieces by Schumann. Then on the other side, two sets of variations, nicely juxtaposed, first Mozart and then Francis Poulenc in his very last piano work. Good program, superbly played.

Then I went back and put on the digital disc. Immediately it seemed to be louder and closer, with more presence. This could be no more than a higher cutting level — which can produce the effect of a closer mike placement and more immediate sense of dynamics, curiously. And so it continued. The same music, also highly enjoyable. Cleaner? Could be, especially in the carefully spaced-out loud passages — but I was still more interested in the music itself.

If I had my choice? The digital, of course. It has every advantage for all concerned, from the pianist and the engineers straight through to you and me. The results show. But if we did not have this version, the direct-to-disc alternative would be quite excellent on its own. As a comparison, then, these two are almost antithetically true to life, as it exists in the recording world. Thanks, Golden Crest.

P.S. Though the backside notes on both discs say the music was recorded on a Sony machine (digital), this must be an editorial slip. If the DD version is DD, then there was no tape! Both were taken down on the new Neu mann FET89 mikes, a pair of them, and cut with the Neu mann computer lathe on Pyral. Presumably NOT at the same time. Nor even the same place! Questions to Golden Crest, 220 Broadway, Huntington Station, N.Y. 11746.

---

THE NEW ARRAY FROM QYSONIC.
WE'VE IMPROVED THE BEST.

Qysonic has been around for several years, and few companies old or new have equalled our pattern of excellence in audio components. No one knows that better than we do. So when it comes to improving Qysonic, we feel that we should be the ones to do it. It's difficult to improve on the best, but our new Array speaker with patented Critical Alignment and Laminar Flow Vent technology makes for the most advanced speaker system on the market today in its price category. When it was introduced, High Fidelity Magazine said, "... The general impression is, in fact, one of unusually clean, uncolored, extended sound and excellent stereo imaging." And it didn't stop there. The review continued by saying, "... the anechoic frequency response shows very flat and quite smooth omnidirectional response. ... In terms of the sound itself, a wide range of instruments reproduces with exemplary accuracy, from a clear, open top down through a vivid but not overbright midrange, to the extended, solid bass. ..."

Listen to Qysonic before you buy any speaker system, and enjoy uncommonly fine sound.

QYSONIC RESEARCH
1301 Tustin Ave., Anaheim, CA 92806
A Motown Company

The Qysonic Array —
A Proven Performer


Two of the very late and rich Mozart concertos, the second, K. 595, out of the last year of his life. Two impeccable performances if, shall I say, on the cool side. But gorgeously recorded.

That coolness is perhaps somewhat different in the piano and in the orchestra. These musicians play with the usual and familiar British conscientiousness, careful, accurate, giving full measure and respect — not a single note to be heard. And all that is lacking is a bit more fire from the conductor. As for de Larrocha, she is one of our finest pianists, particularly, of course, in Spanish music and the bigger standard Romantic works. Her Mozart, then, is a bit out of the older generation that was brought up on big Romantic piano — delicately accurate, beautifully phrased and shaped, flowing smoothly and, somehow, on a deliberately small scale of emotional expression. That was the standard approach to Mozart, after all, for a good century and a half.

Curiously, London's recording engineers have helped bring this somewhat underplayed Mozart to life. Their orchestral sound is impressively big and wide but without excess reverb, which would indeed be bad for Mozart. And the piano is perfectly balanced, neither too close (as is common) nor too loud, yet absolutely clear. A lovely sound and a genuine "concerto" effect.

Sound: B+ Recording: A- Surfaces: B-
Fingers, Don't Fail Me Now: Dale Miller

Kicking Mule KM 155, stereo, $7.98

Dale Miller has attracted a wide following through two previous Kicking Mule albums that featured finger-picked guitar renditions of Beatles songs, pop standards, jazz classics, as well as a small assortment of the common rags and blues. This album, however, focuses on Miller's original compositions which, surprisingly enough, reveal him to be an outstanding exponent of the John Fahey folk impressionist school.

Although his gift for complex textures and extended constructive patterns rivals Fahey's own, Miller's bountiful melodic resourcefulness, the light-fingered precision with which he executes involved passages, the warm delicacy, rippling flow, and joyful rhythmic lift of his playing show little of the introverted abstraction of his early mentor. Even when he builds a full-length composition out of a few repeated and transposed figures (a la Fahey), the results are refreshingly tuneful, elegantly proportioned, rhythmically captivating, and easily accessible; hear Noe Valley Sunday and the six-minute White Water.

Moreover, several of Miller's pieces draw from the same pool of influences he relied upon for his previous albums. There are echoes of ragtime ([Do The] Hippie Swing, Twenty Year Old Women and Twelve Year Old Scotch), East Coast blues (the Earl Butz-inspired Tight Arrangements, Loose Fingers, and a Warm Place to Practice with second guitar by Bay Area veteran Janet Smith), early jazz guitar (the bridge of Sherwood Caper), boogie (the title cut and Lone Star Boogie), and Beatles (Win or Lose in Santa Cruz, which makes a perhaps subconscious reference to Eleanor...
Rigby, much as the rag, The Sophisticate, seems to quote from Billy J. Kramer's From a Window.

The album's lone non-original is a charming rag, Leisure Man, written by Mike King. The album's only failure is the sole vocal, the pointless and sophomoric Star Trek Blues. Miller makes up for it with an exquisite Fahey-esque miniature, Butano Lullaby.

The audience for rag/blues/eclectic fingerpicking doesn't usually intersect with that for the Impressionist guitar composers. But with his facility for creating works for both substance and instant likability in an idiom not noted for its mass appeal, Dale Miller should have little trouble narrowing the gap between these two normally mutually exclusive camps, attracting a lot of new fans along the way. Tom Bingham

Sound: A- Performance: A

The Flax In Bloom: Brendan Mulvihill
Green Linnet SIF 1020, stereo, $7.98.

Brendan Mulvihill's father is the Limerick-born fiddler/teacher Martin Mulvihill, who is represented in the Green Linnet catalog by his own album (SIF 1012) plus another (SIF 1009) featuring his young students. Brendan himself appeared on a Green Linnet album by his Washington-based trio, The Irish Tradition.

Despite these unmistakable roots in traditional Irish fiddling, Brendan Mulvihill is young (25), adventurous, and eager to stamp his own personal innovations onto that tradition. Consequently, he has aroused a bit of controversy among some Irish fiddle enthusiasts.

The main bone of contention is a startling new embellishment, invented by Brendan, called a "stutter roll" (analyzed in detail in Mick Moloney's liner notes). This stutter roll breaks into the regular rhythmic movement of a tune far more drastically than a normal roll or triplet does. While it is technically difficult to play, Mulvihill is able to execute it so rapidly that he can recapture the natural flow of the melody without losing track of the beat. It's quite dazzling, to be sure, but whether it enhances the tunes (which is, after all, the primary purpose of using any ornament) or detracts from them is a question listeners will have to decide for themselves.

For examples of how Mulvihill applies this new roll, listen to the hornpipe sets The Concertina/The Circus and The Home Ruler/The Brigade. On the first tune of each set, he restricts his ornamentation mostly to triplets and standard rolls, but as the second tune unfolds he relies increasingly on the stutter roll. Actually, the less systematically he uses it, the more effective it is, since its unpredictability catches the listener offguard, as the reels Mullingar Races/Miss Thornton's illustrate.

The stutter roll aside, Mulvihill is an adroit, highly animated fiddler who drives his tunes ahead with uncommon force and inspiration. His style is entirely his own and cannot be traced to any specific region or mentor (certainly not to his father, as their duet set, Fermoy Lassies/Bunker Hill, should suggest). Indeed, his improvisational approach can be most non-traditional at times, as in the reels The Pigeon on the Gate/Miss Monahan's in short, Brendan Mulvihill is a singular personality on the Irish-American musical front and as such will attract as many rabid detractors as rabid fans.

Mick Moloney's guitar accompaniments suffer from a rather "boomy" sound, while there's an odd, huffing distortion on some of the fiddle tracks. (Innisfree, Inc., 70 Turner Hill Road, New Canaan, Conn. 06840.)

Tom Bingham

Sound: C+ Performance: A-

Back to reality.

Loud louds and soft softs. That's what your records and tapes can't give you. Current recording and broadcasting techniques just can't reproduce the wide dynamic range of live performance. That's why you need MXR's Dynamic Expander. You've got to hear it all.

The MXR Dynamic Expander restores a large portion of those lost musical dynamics. It puts power back into loud moments, and lets sensitive subtleties come through.

So get back to reality with the MXR Dynamic Expander.
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FOR SALE

ABATE THE HIGH COST OF YOUR NEXT AUDIO PURCHASE!

DIRECT DISCOUNTS LTD. offers many of the finest lines of audio gear from budget equipment to typically non-discounted components and cartridges. But more important is our concerned attitude that your next audio purchase be best suited for your individual needs. Whether you're a novice or seasoned audiophile, we believe that our wide selection, low prices and helpful attitude could make us your one-stop audio bargain place. As an added service to our customers we also offer top notch camera equipment, TV's, video recorders, and many interesting gift items including the new wireless extension telephone from ATE. Just call us at 212-254-3125 for prices and information, or send $2.00 for our current brochure to Direct Discounts Ltd., P.O. Box 841, Cooper Station, New York, NY 10003. Shop with us by phone with your M/C or VISA. We ship worldwide! Foreign inquiries invited.

ABSOLUTELY THE FINEST QUALITY AUDIO COMPONENTS AVAILABLE. UNBELIEVABLE PRICES, WARRANTIES AND SERVICE. INCLUDING AIR BOSE ESS JBL & PRO AIWA SAE H.X. PHASE-LINEAR MATCHC AND MORE, FOR MID AND HIGH-END LINES WE DON'T ADVERTISE. FOR PRICES CALL 301-593-8244 OR SEND $2.00 TO: AUDIO DISCOUNTS, 1026 McCeney Ave., Silver Spring, MD 20901 FOR PRODUCT LIST AND SPECIFIC PRICE QUOTES, MON., TUES. 10AM TO 4PM SAT. 10AM TO 4PM EST ALL ORDERS FACTORY SEALED SHIPPED WITHIN 48 HRS. C.O.D. FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE.

ABSURDLY LOW PRICES ON AUDIO/VIDEO COMPONENTS & TAPE! HIGH END LINES ALSO FREE SHIPPING ON MOST ITEMS! B&O & AUDIO/VIDEO INC., BOX 248, BOWARD BEACH, N.Y. 11141. (212) 845-2661. MF 48, S 92 EST.

ACCUPHASE P-300 Power amp. 150 watts 5 year war. dealerdemo. $487. ALTERNAN AUDIO 7233 Freet 504-834-7772

ACCURE, QUALITY AUDIO EQUIPMENT Discounted! Low prices on quality Car and Home Hi Fi Components. Send SASE, call for quotes and literature. Denco Audio, P.O. Box 6104-U, El Monte, CA 91734. (213) 445-9978 evenings. wknd. 99

Acoustic X, Oak w/black grilles mint $1195, Tandberg TC-330, 25 hours of play, $695, neg; John Ferguson, 105 Sherman St., Tweeddale House, Ledyard, CT 06339. WikiLeaks $2.00

ADCOM — THE SUPER AMP AT A SUPER PRICE!

Q/UC AUDIO, 1006 Berkeley Rd., Dayton, OH 45419. (513) 298-9330, (219) 293-7287. We Ship Anywhere.

ADIONDACK AUDIOPHILES Northern New York State House of Hi-Fi is now open with Hegeman, Conrad Johnson, Fidelity Research, Marantz, Groovy, Halter, D.C. Time Win-
dows, Ampalaa (G.A.S.) Polk Audio Monitors, KEF, Harman Kardon ST8, Steeping Beauty, Audionics, N.A.D., Mayware formula 4 tonearm, Signet moving coils, AKG cartridges, Toshiba, Sony, and Awa. For info, call 516 793-6699 Mon. to Fri. 11-9 Sat. 10.6. House of Hi-Fi, 50 Miller Rd. (Rt. 9), Glen Falls, NY 12801.

FOR SALE

RADIOMATIC V15 Type 4 $79. ALTERMAN AUDIO 7323 Freret 504-834-7772

AMBIENCE DECODER FOR REAR CHANNELS, $149.95. Literature 50c. Huntington Electronics, Box 2009-A, Huntington, Conn. 06844

American Audio Brokers People who CARE, selling everything in Audio and Video. Mail order hotline Mr. WOZ 602-265-4830. J.A.E. INC., 332 E. Camelback Rd., Phoenix, Arizona 85012

ANNOUNCING - PHOENIX AZ AUDIOPHILES HAFLER AMPS IN STOCK. Audio, Adcom, Audio-Pro, Marcon, Denon, Super, Grace, L53-5A, Obelisk, Phantom, etc. MF FORDABLE ESOTERICA our specialty. Shipped USA. THE LISTENING POST (602) 967-1250 by appt.

AUGUST 14TH — THE FINEST LOW PRICE ON ANYTHING! ADAMS, Adcom, Audio-Technica, Audioquest, APR, Arc, Audio Research, DCM, Denon, Dolby, EMT, EV, Eumig, F.R., GAS, Grace, Grado, J. J. F., KEF, Mitsubishi, MK, NAD, Nakamichi, Ortofon, RH Labs, Revox, Rogers, Snell, Spectro, Stax, Symmetry, Tandberg, VA Systems

FOR SALE

ARIZONA STEREO BUYERS

AUDIOPHILE PUBLICATION? AUDIO UPDATE is published ON TIME. This bi-monthly includes modifications construction projects, improvement methods, data available nowhere else. It's provocative, informative, and a MUST if you enjoy audio. Annual $12.00 USA/Canada, $14.00 elsewhere. MasterCharge/Visa welcome. AUDIO DIMENSIONS, 8888 Clarinet Mesa Blvd., San Diego, CA 92123. (214) 278-3310.

AUDIONICUS! LIVING ROOM 30X40 DON'T OVERPAY!

CONTEST WANTED! \$500 BILLIARDS, \$200 AUDIONICUS, \$100 HOME THEATER! Send \$5.00 to the KA/STAT, 8419 Calle de las Palmas, San Diego, CA 92111. Non-winners get free copy of Audio Dimensions. 100% of entries go to a charity of your choice. Entry deadline April 30, 1980. Dr. W. S. Dancer, Honorary Chairman.

AUDIONICUS! LIVING ROOM 30X40 DON'T OVERPAY!

AUDIO AMERICA (Virginia). Call (804)793-3820.

ADVENT, Nakamichi, Yamaha, Tandberg, Denon, ADS, Crown, Rogers, B&O, Lux, Revox, Celestion, Infinity, others. Low Prices! AUDIO AMERICA (Virginia). Call (304) 793-3200


AGA — THE BEST OPEN REEL TAPE CASSETTES! ASF (C36 & C36) and DIRECT TYPE II (C36) are the best available! Direct-to-Tape Recordings offer the finest sound available only on reels, cassettes & cartridges. Ampex video cassettes also available. WRITE for FREE brochure & current special offers. Direct-to-Tape Record-
ing Co., 14 Station Ave., Haddam Heights, NJ 08005

ALUMINUM TOWERS Cran-up, stack sections to 100 ft. R.D. McClaran Sales Box 2513A Vero Beach, Fl. 32960 (305) 723-4793

AMBIDEX MERCHANT FOR REAR CHANNELS, $149.95.

AMERICAN AUDIO BROKERS People who CARE, selling everything in Audio and Video. Max
deli UDXL 90 2 $3.25, TDK CA C90 $2.99, discwaver $9.95, Share V15 Type 4 $79.

(210) 761-0008

ANNOUNCING - PHOENIX AZ AUDIOPHILES HAFLER AMPS IN STOCK. Audio, Adcom, Audio-Pro, Marcon, Denon, Super, Grace, L53-5A, Obelisk, Phantom, etc. MF FORDABLE ESOTERICA our specialty. Shipped USA. THE LISTENING POST (602) 967-1250 by appt.

ANOTHER AUDIOPHILE PUBLICATION? AUDIO UPDATE is published ON TIME. This bi-monthly includes modifications construction projects, improvement methods, data available nowhere else. It's provocative, informative, and a MUST if you enjoy audio. Annual $12.00 USA/Canada, $14.00 elsewhere. MasterCharge/Visa welcome. AUDIO DIMENSIONS, 8888 Clarinet Mesa Blvd., San Diego, CA 92123. (214) 278-3310.

ARIZONA STEREO BUYERS

AUDIOTECHNICA CARVER

ASEN JAVO REYDA

NAMACHIKI CROWN

SENHEISER YAMAHAT B.L.

STANTON THORENS A.D.S.

TSHEBA AWA

DEX SIGNET B & O

MITSUBISHI SONY SHURE

BOSE KENWOOD MICRON

J.A.E. INC., 332 E. Camelback Rd., Phoenix, Arizona 85012

Mail-order hotline Mr. WOZ 602-265-4830.

AUDIAN AUDIO


Major credit cards honored. Phone orders shipped promptly.

177 Sound Beach Avenue, Old Greenwich, CT 06870 Phone: (203) 637-3621

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
ANTI-SKATING for AR TURNTABLES!! Proven counterweight design of nickel steel & aluminum construction. In stock yourself in minutes. $7.95 postpaid. (Dealer inquiries invited.) AUDIO INNOVATIONAL PRODUCTS, P.O. Box 1407, Portsmouth, N.H. 03801.

APT/HOLMAN Preamp in Stock
Tom Holman rocked the audio industry with this revolutionary preamp. While other manufacturers charge over $2000.00 for this quality and performance, you can own an APT for under $500. Incredible Sound PLUS you control capacitance and resistance for your cartridges. Full complement of controls and there's no program leak-thru to tape circuits. The APT Preamp from DESIGNATION'S STEREO STORE, Inc. 260 Old Country Road, Hicksville, N.Y. 11801 (516) 822-6277. Write for info and a quote. Shipped prepaid and insured in Cont. USA.

New Ears in Old York
Adcom • Allison • Audio Pro • Berndt • Bryston • Connoisseur • Conrad-Johnson • Denon • Grace • Keith Monks • Kenwood Purist • Linn-Asak • Linn-IsoBarick • Linn-Sondek • Mitchell A. Cotter • NAD • Naim • Precedent Professional Systems Engineering • Pyramid • Shahinian Gbalkis • Signet • Snell • Symphonic • Thiel • V.Pj.
A new approach to presenting fine high fidelity components and recordings.

ears nova
749 middle neck road / great neck, ny 11024 (516) 466-5674

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

ANTI-SKATING for AR TURNTABLES!! Proven counterweight design of nickel steel & aluminum construction. In stock yourself in minutes. $7.95 postpaid. (Dealer inquiries invited.) AUDIO INNOVATIONAL PRODUCTS, P.O. Box 1407, Portsmouth, N.H. 03801.

APT/HOLMAN Preamp in Stock
Tom Holman rocked the audio industry with this revolutionary preamp. While other manufacturers charge over $2000.00 for this quality and performance, you can own an APT for under $500. Incredible Sound PLUS you control capacitance and resistance for your cartridges. Full complement of controls and there's no program leak-thru to tape circuits. The APT Preamp from DESIGNATION'S STEREO STORE, Inc. 260 Old Country Road, Hicksville, N.Y. 11801 (516) 822-6277. Write for info and a quote. Shipped prepaid and insured in Cont. USA.

New Ears in Old York
Adcom • Allison • Audio Pro • Berndt • Bryston • Connoisseur • Conrad-Johnson • Denon • Grace • Keith Monks • Kenwood Purist • Linn-Asak • Linn-IsoBarick • Linn-Sondek • Mitchell A. Cotter • NAD • Naim • Precedent Professional Systems Engineering • Pyramid • Shahinian Gbalkis • Signet • Snell • Symphonic • Thiel • V.Pj.
A new approach to presenting fine high fidelity components and recordings.

ears nova
749 middle neck road / great neck, ny 11024 (516) 466-5674

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

ATTENTION AUDIOPHILES: SPECIAL OFFERING OF VERION PRODUCTS
General Resistance, Inc., the ONLY manufacturer of Verion MX1 Stereo Pickup Transformers, Triaxial Audio Cables, and GS1 Ground Strips has been authorized by stipulation to sell the remaining inventory of those products.

MX1 Stereo Pickup Transformers (specify pickup impedance): $350 each,
Triaxial Audio Cable pairs: $30 per one meter, plus $5 for each ½ meter added to the pair. All Triaxial cables have RCA-type connectors, at one end, and either bare leads, RCA type connectors, or male or female DIN connectors at the other. Be sure to specify length and choice of connector.
GS1 silver-plated ¼" solid copper Ground Strips with hardware and grounding pig tail: $20 each. All above carry 5-year manufacturer's warranty. Quantities are limited since there will be no further production.

GENERAL RESISTANCE, INC. 130 S. Columbus Ave. Mt. Vernon, N.Y. 10553

ATTENTION DCM TIME WINDOW OWNERS
We now offer a convenient and attractive way to improve the sound of your speakers. The DCM Time Window, when raised 9 inches off the ground, has an arier and lighter sound: the image is raised and standing waves reduced.

The DCM Time Window Pedestals are made of heavy duty wrought iron and suit the shape and appearance of the Time Window perfectly. They sell for $45 per pair. If there is no dealer nearby, order prepaid (Master Charge & Visa accepted) from

R. S. PARK AUDIO ASSOCIATES 5 SUNRISE PLAZA, VALLEY STREAM, N.Y. 11581 (516) 561-7555
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

Audio and TV tubes factory boxed, speakers, semiconductors—low prices, free price list. Transistortronics, Inc., 1365-39th St. Brooklyn, N.Y. 11218 212-633-2800

Buy with confidence
fact: the IV does more!

Vis Type IV
Super Track IV
Stereo Dynamic Photo Cartridge
Consistent record tracking has always been challenged by such ever-present factors as warp, static, lint and dust—especially when these factors combine with today's hot recordings.

Send for Quotes & Price List on Shure & Over 100 Other Famous Brands

CARSTON STEREO
146 OLD BROOKFIELD RD Danbury, Conn. 06810
MON.-THRU WED. 10-5 SAT. 10-4 SUN. 1-5
THURS. 7-10 (6-9 SAT. SAT. 10-9 SUN. 1-5)

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
ATTENTION SOUTHERN AUDIOPHILES

Yamaha
Great American Sound
Dahlgust
Ortofon
Polk Audio
Denon
Bang & Olufsen
Kipsch
Advent
Technics
M & K
Visaton
Aiwa
Sonus
Philips

Available at Sound Advice

Victory Plaza Ruston LA. 71270 (318) 255-8000.

ATTN: DAHLGUST DO 10 OWNERS

AUDIO RENAISSANCE is now offering the RABBID AUDIO DQ 10 Modifications that exhibit a vastly improved high end. FREE samples only. Funds only. Sample copies of all issues of AUDIO HORIZONS are available for $64.50 and Mexico - S20, and outside North America - $26 (AIR MAIL). Please remit in U.S. funds only. Subscription rates to AUDIO HORIZONS for six issues are U.S. - $18; Canada - $20; other countries - $25 (AIR MAIL). Issue #3 is now available. It contains reviews of the AUDIO STANDARDS MX-10A pre-amplifier, the DENNISON Soundtracktor, the DENON MC-1000 phonograph cartridge, the JML crosstalk canceller, the JML protractor, and the THETA preamplifier. Issue #3 also features reviews of the BREUER 5C, DENON OA-307, DYNAVECTOR DV-505, and MARCOF DCM FIDELITY RESEARCH FR-64, GRACE G-714, G-714A, and G-711A, HADDOCK GST-801, JML30 Super, INFINITY "Black Window" GA-2, Audio Authority UDTRE EX-1, and OST-901. MAYWAERE Formule IV Series IX/100; LINN ASAX DC-2100M; MISSION 774; NAKAMICHE D-1000. SUBMARINE 12" and 15"; SYRINA P84; WOODESS LURE WNF-1, and ULRACRAFT AC-3000M; pickup arms; plus reviews of the DENON DL-303, GRACE G-714, G-714A, and G-711A, HADDOCK GST-801, JML30 Super, INFINITY "Black Window" GA-2, Audio Authority UDTRE EX-1, and OST-901. MAYWAERE Formule IV Series IX/100; LINN ASAX DC-2100M; MISSION 774; NAKAMICHE D-1000. SUBMARINE 12" and 15"; SYRINA P84; WOODESS LURE WNF-1, and ULRACRAFT AC-3000M; pickup arms; plus reviews of the DENON DL-303, GRACE G-714, G-714A, and G-711A, HADDOCK GST-801, JML30 Super, INFINITY "Black Window" GA-2, Audio Authority UDTRE EX-1, and OST-901. MAYWAERE Formule IV Series IX/100; LINN ASAX DC-2100M; MISSION 774; NAKAMICHE D-1000. SUBMARINE 12" and 15"; SYRINA P84; WOODESS LURE WNF-1, and ULRACRAFT AC-3000M; pickup arms; plus reviews of the DENON DL-303, GRACE G-714, G-714A, and G-711A, HADDOCK GST-801, JML30 Super, INFINITY "Black Window" GA-2, Audio Authority UDTRE EX-1, and OST-901. MAYWAERE Formule IV Series IX/100; LINN ASAX DC-2100M; MISSION 774; NAKAMICHE D-1000. SUBMARINE 12" and 15"; SYRINA P84; WOODESS LURE WNF-1, and ULRACRAFT AC-3000M; pickup arms; plus reviews of the DENON DL-303, GRACE G-714, G-714A, and G-711A, HADDOCK GST-801, JML30 Super, INFINITY "Black Window" GA-2, Audio Authority UDTRE EX-1, and OST-901. MAYWAERE Formule IV Series IX/100; LINN ASAX DC-2100M; MISSION 774; NAKAMICHE D-1000. SUBMARINE 12" and 15"; SYRINA P84; WOODESS LURE WNF-1, and ULRACRAFT AC-3000M; pickup arms; plus reviews of the DENON DL-303, GRACE G-714, G-714A, and G-711A, HADDOCK GST-801, JML30 Super, INFIN...
FOR SALE

AUDIO MAGAZINE (Germany 2/78) reports on Stan White SHOTGLASS loudspeaker. You can locate each musical instrument as it plays. The stereo effect whereby you can visually place the actual players is a UNIQUE feature of the speaker. If we may borrow a simile the effect is such that if you can picture an orchestra in the dark as each note is struck, the orchestra lights up in such a way that each separate player is spotlighted this is the effect of the SHOTGLASS. TAHCYON, P.O. Box 204, Bloomington, IL 61008.

AUDIONICS BA-150

This analog-digital hybrid (Class A solid state input tube output) amplifier offers the musical performance of the best tube and solid state designs. The BA-150 represents a new state of the art. It is THE amplifier for LS3/5a's, Quad 45, Magneplanars, Magnepons & (the armless) Beveridges. Perhaps it is THE amplifier for your speakers. We offer the BA-150 at $22950. Free air freight in U.S. We also ship worldwide. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056, 513-523-3895.

AUDIONICS-NEW PRODUCTS

We offer the NEW RS-1 preamp, the CC-2, the improved BT-2 and the INCREDIBLE BA-150. The NEW LK-1 turntable should be available in the spring. Free shipping in U.S. We also ship worldwide. Visa & M.C. honored. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056, 513-523-3895.

AUDIONICS!


FOR SALE


AUDIO RESEARCH. D-350, $1700; (608) 378-4387.

AUDIO RESEARCH D79A, silver, mint condition; $995.00. NEW output tubes; Magnepan MG-2, white, mint; $425; Tymp-ari 1-0; $875; (919) 449-6912.


Audio Research SP-3A-1 Van Alstine/Paoli mods., ADI stepped Attenuator; Grace 714; Revox B-77 1/2 track, 7/8; 15 ips extras, (615) 966-3777.

AUDIO-TECHNICA AT-1009 TONEARM $60.00. AUDIO TECHNICA AT120-Sla CARTRIDGE $40.00. (713) 779-1093.


STEAL-A-SOUNOC D-350. $1700; (608) 378-4387. 'TALK-TALK.'

BIG, SAFE, TWISTED # 12 GAUGE SPEAKER WIRE $40 per 100 Ft. Keith Monks Record Sleeves 100 for $25. FREE Shipping COD O.K., Samples $1.00. Audio House, 4304 Brayan Dr., Swartz Creek, Mich. 48473. (313) 655-8639.

SPECTRUM ANALYSIS SYSTEM

The ASA-10 is a true professional quality analyzer that offers:
- A 10-Octave Spectrum Analyzer covering the full audio range
- Built-in flat response microphone
- Adjustable dynamic range display up to 35dB
- Selectable detector response times for either pink noise or signal monitoring
- A Hold Mode for easier analysis

Analyzer ASA-10 $199.95
Pink/White Noise Generator 49.95

DEALER INQUIRY INVITED

800-243-8002
(In Connecticut 800-852-8593)

AUDIO
1 Fawcett Place
P.O. Box 8167
Greenwich, CT 06836

96
FOR SALE

BEATTY STEREO MIDWEST (K.C. MO.)
SUPER EQUIPMENT, SERVICE & FREE SHIPPING
ELECTRONICS: Levinson, Lux, Apt-Holman, Stax, Denon
SPEAKERS: B & W, Quad ESL, Magneplanar, Rogers, B & O
Dahlgquist, Visacon, R H Labs TURNTABLES: Denon, Lux Mi-
cro Seik, B & B, Q, Connoisseur TONEARMs/CARDRIDGES: Stax
(CHP) Grade, Signature, ADC, Nakamichi, Grace, Supex,
TAPE DECKS: Revox, Nakamichi, Tascam, SOUND PROCESSORS:
Ine, DBX, Burwen, Audio Pulse, Advert MICRO-
PHONO: Neumann, Semiheller, Bayer, Nakamichi Free ship-
ing, insured any place in continental U.S. 416 W. 43 St.
Kanias City, Mo. 64111 (816) 531-3109

BERNING TF-10
Pre-amplifier
• Passive network phone equalization
• Direct coupling to the output
• A High level gain stepped attenuator switch
• Electronic "Mute" is provided to allow remote control of the
mute function
• The greatest attribute of the TF 10 audio amplifier is its
ability to give the user listening experience surpassed only by a
live unamplified performance.
Contact: THE LISTENING ROOM INC., 590 Central Park Ave.
in Scandals, NY 10583 or call us at (818) 472-4558

B & O USES "ANY" CARTRIDGE with standard mounting
features after our modification kit or at factory. Effective mass
2.5 grams. Adjustable silicone damping. $199.00 with money
back guarantee. JML Company, 39,000 Meadowgate Dr., Clove-
dale, CA 94525.

BRITISH AMERICAN SOUND - SOUTH CAROLINA'S only
high-end store: Threshold, Rooppur, Qsonic, Snell, Sym-
dex, Accoustax, Linn-Sondek, GAS, K.A, Sondek, K.S, and more. Send $$$ for design, reprints, plans and
catalog (refundable with first purchase).: COMMONWEALTH
ELECTRONICS, 300 N. Allen, Pasadena, CA 91106, (213)
933-1516.

FOR SALE

CARVER Sonic Hologram PREAMP
Now in Stock at DESIGNATION
You’ve heard about it, you’ve read about it, NOW YOU CAN
OWN IT! The Carver 4000 Preamp with built-in Sonic Holo-
gram, built in Time Delay and rear amplification. Peak Unlim-
lit Circuits and the AUTO-CORRELATOR System! All this and
full control flexibility in one knock-out preamp! The CARVER
4000 from DESIGNATION'S STEREO STORE, INC. 260 OLD
COUNTRY ROAD HICKSVILLE, NY. 11801 (516) 822-5277.
SHIPPED PREPAID & INSURED in Cont. USA. Write for litera-
ture and quote.

COMMONWEALTH LOUDSPEAKERS
Fine loudspeakers also drive units, vaneer cabinet
nets, air core inductors, mylar capacitors, crossover net-
work. Choose from famous manufacturers like: Decca,
Coles, Dalesford, Richard Allan, Jordan, Schackman, Rad-
ford, and more. Send $3.00 for design, reprints, plans and
catalog (refundable with first purchase).: COMMONWEALTH
ELECTRONICS, 300 N. Allen, Pasadena, CA 91106, (213)
933-1516.

COMPONENTS FOR THE DISCRIMINATING AUDIOPHILE
Q/LC AUDIO has Precision Fidelity, Koeust, Marcof, Vanders-
teen, Hafer, Supex, Lustre, Adcom, Audionics, Nakamichi,
Bass Mint, Thorens, Hitachi and more. All at reasonable pric-
es. Write or Call: Q/LC AUDIO, 1006 Berkshire Rd., Dayton,
OH 45419; (513) 298-9330; (513) 293-7287. Worldwide Shipping.

B&B, B.C., Center, Dahlgquist, D.C.M. Time Win-
dows, Epico, Hafer, Harman-Kardon, JBL., Mitishiba,
Nakamichi, Orton, Phase Linear, Micro-Acoustics, N.A.D.
Stax, Tandberg, Yamaha, Cezik, Sonus. Will ship prepaid.
Sounds incredible, 39 Federal Road, Brookfield, CT.06804.
(203) 775-1122—phone quotes only.

CONNOISSEUR BD1 TURNTABLE Belt Drive, 37 logged
hours. w/mtg hole for Grace 707. $75 408.279-1425, 259-
6034 from DESIGNATRON'S STEREO STORE, INC. 260 OLD
COUNTRY ROAD HICKSVILLE, NY. 11801 (516) 822-5277.

FOR SALE

SOUND COMPONENTS II
200 WEST 57TH STREET, Suite 1004
New York, N.Y. 10019
9-0

CHARLOTTE, NC
Audio Salon demonstrates selected audio products by ap-
pointment only 3-9 pm daily.
Fried Hafer
PS Audio Thorens
SME Grace
Decca Supex
AUDIO SALON 2227 Greenway Avenue 28204
Prompt quotes & pre-paid shipping US & Canada 9-0

For prepaid shipment at guaranteed lower prices:
Marantz, Harman-Kardon, Yamaha, Dahlgquist, and many, many fine high-end
audiophile products. Ask us about new ways to stretch your audio dollar.
Call toll-free today
(except Alaska.
(800) 423-4885
AUDIOPHILE EXPRESS
1244 E. COLORADO BOULEVARD
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA 91106
(213) 795-3410

PERSONALLY, we're at your service.
For prepaid shipment at guaranteed lower prices:
Marantz, Harman-Kardon, Yamaha, Dahlgquist, and many, many fine high-end
audiophile products. Ask us about new ways to stretch your audio dollar.
Call toll-free today
(except Alaska.
(800) 423-4885
AUDIOPHILE EXPRESS
1244 E. COLORADO BOULEVARD
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA 91106
(213) 795-3410

At SOUND COMPONENTS, Inc.
WE’VE GOT IT ALL . . .
...Bang & Olufsen . ...Beveridge Cylindrical ..... Bryston
...DCM . ..... Denon . ...Dynavector ...Fidelity Research ...Fulton
...Grace ..... Great American Sound . ..... Hafer . ...H.O.D. Reference System
.... Janis . ..... KEF . ...Kenwood Purist ...Linn Sondek . Magnepan
.... Mark Levinson . ..... Paragon . ...Pyramid Metronome . ...Quad . ...Rega
.... Rogers . ..... Sonex . ...Spender . ...Stax . ...Verison . .... Yamaha
...Master Charge & Visa accepted
We ship prepaid within U.S.

SOUND COMPONENTS, INC.
2710 Ponce de Leon Blvd., Coral Gables, Fla. 33134
(305) 446-1659

VMPs Audio Products
div. Itone Audio
7301 Rockway, El Cerrito, CA 94530
(415) 526-7084

VMPs Minimum Phase Response loudspeakers are the widest bandwidth, most
powerful and lowest distortion production high fidelity speaker systems in the world
today. Example: the six-way VMPs Tower II. Its unique multiband bass technique with
bottom-firing, loaded slot 12 subwoofer plus additional forward-firing 12" lowbass
and 12" midbass drivers produces three times less harmonic distortion (0.7% THD
22Hz-20kHz/1W input) than the best competitors of other manufacture
regardless of size or cost.

Its bass response is flat to 22Hz (-3db); accuracy and neutrality equal or better than the
finest audiophile monitor systems. Output is minimum phase over the full musical
range, thereby eliminating another major form of distortion products.

Operational flexibility is exceptional: 50dB control range on midrange, tweeter, and
super tweeters, and the Tower II is switchable for either single amplifier (2OW rms
...or biamp use—no external passive or electronic crossover required.

Efficiency (103dB/1W/1M, maximum un-
distorted output (125dB) with rated max
power input), power handling (300W rms),
dynamic range and headroom are enor-
mous. The Tower II is the only system we
know of (apart from the larger VMPs
speakers) that will reproduce the full out-
put level, dynamics and frequency range of
a symphony orchestra effortlessly, with
vanishingly low distortion and almost com-
plete freedom from coloration.

If you have good quality electronics and
want the best possible musical repro-
duction, we think VMPs are the loud-
speakers you've been waiting for.

For the VMPs Tower II costs $5499ea fully assembled, or only $3699ea in easy-to-build kit form (including fully assembled and finished genuine walnut veneer cabinet). There are nine VMPs Minimum Phase Response loudspeaker systems priced from $729ea, including the MiniTower II ($3499 kit, $3899 assembled), the Super Tower II ($4999 kit, $5799 assembled), and the fabulous 6 ft tall Super Tower II ($7999 kit theater black, $9499 kit rosewood, $1299-$1499ea assembled). Write for our brochures.
CROWN DISTINCTION SERIES from DESIGNATON


DO YOU KNOW A MACHINE THAT TALKS? For radio documentary “Your Inhumania,” WANTED: LEADS TO phone ans. machine messages; how-to records; talking toys; games; computers; phone it’s of “Dial-A’s…”; PA anncmnts. Prefer unusual, ingenious, strange, funny. We are non-profit radio productn. co. Send info. to: RADIO FDN. BOX 884, ANSONIA STATION, NY NY 10023.

DO 10’s — DCM Time Windows & OED Owners

Three Phase Audio has developed modifications which significantly improve the performance of these speakers. Write or call for details.

104 Foreman Drive
Lafayette, LA 70503
(318) 981-4951 or 981-4952

CROWN M-600 MONO AMP $1200. 215-322-6358.

DIAMOND NEEDLES and Stereo Cartridges at Discount prices for Shure, Pickering, Stanton, Empire, Grado, Audio Technica and ADC. Send for free catalog. LYLE CARTRIDGES, Dept. A, Box 69, Kensington Station, Brooklyn New York 11218. For fast service call toll free 800-221-0906.

DISCO: MOBILE OR FIXED—CASH START

your own disco business. Complete start-up manual explaining sound and lighting systems installation, written by professional disco DJs and designers. $5. J.C. Enterprises, Dept. A1, P.O. Box 234, Apalachin, NY 13732.

DAWSON-ROYAL XG-8 Mk 111 SPEAKERS $1700 PR., CROWN M-600 MONO AMP $1200. 215-322-6358.

QUANICS MFG. CO. LTD.
Box 77068 / Seattle WA 98133

QUANICS MFG. CO. LTD.
box 77068 / seattle WA 98133

Your music will live happily ever after.

FIDELITY RESEARCH OF AMERICA
P.O. Box 5242,
Ventura, CA 93003
(805) 642-9277

*** DEAR AUDIO CONNOISSEUR ***

We manufacture prestigious audio products of the highest quality, in limited editions only, by the Northwestern designer Stephen Prosser. Innovative, Refined, Precise, Distinctively Built. Beautifully Styled, and Uncompromised. Exceptional electronic design combined with unparalleled features of The Quanics System Approach raises audio to a totally new and exciting level of professionalism making our products the pride of the most discriminating audio connoisseur.

Details about this first offering of the 1980’s can be received by sending $5.00 today to our mailing address below.

... We Thank You...

Tastefully Yours,

QUANICS MFG. CO. LTD.
Box 77068 / Seattle WA 98133

Steven Prosser - Designer

THE QUANICS PROFESSIONAL SERIES...

A new line of professional products has been designed and produced in the United States. The QUANICS PROFESSIONAL SERIES consists of high quality, precision components, which are manufactured by professional audio engineers and electronic designers. These components are designed and built to meet or exceed the highest standards of quality and performance.

The QUANICS PROFESSIONAL SERIES includes a variety of products, including preamplifiers, power amplifiers, equalizers, and speakers. Each product is designed to provide exceptional sound quality and performance, and is built to last for many years.

The QUANICS PROFESSIONAL SERIES is available in limited quantities, and is sold exclusively through select audio dealers. Each product is carefully packaged and shipped to ensure safe delivery.

FIDELITY RESEARCH OF AMERICA

PO. Box 5242

Ventura, CA 93003

(805) 642-9277

FOR SALE

DAVID HAFLER IS BACK!
The man who brought you the original Dynakits is back with the New HAFLER POWER AMPLIFIER and PREAMPLIFIER KITS. They offer the best sound for the least money anywhere! Hafler Kits are easy to assemble and the PC boards are pre-wired. Don’t wait! Write for a Quote Today: AUDIONIT, 260 Old Country Road, Hicksville, N.Y. 11801 (516) 822-5749. Kits Shipped Prepaid & Insured in Cont. USA.

DO YOU WANT A TRULY INNOVATIVE MOVING COIL CARTRIDGE?

The FR-1mk3F moving coil cartridge is one of the true state-of-the-art arms available. It’s dynamically balanced, has finite trackability and is the perfect match for moving coil cartridges. The FR-1mk3F moving coil cartridge is also one of the most advanced in the world. Pure silver wire is used for the coreless coils for greater efficiency. The FR-3g step-up toroidal transformer, switchable from 3 to 10 and 15 to 40 ohms, can accommodate the input from any cartridge. Performance is characterized by extremely fast transient response, and unmeasurable non-linear distortion—even at low levels.

Write to us for additional information, specifications and complete catalog with dealer listings.

Your music will live happily ever after.

FIDELITY RESEARCH OF AMERICA
P.O. Box 5242,
Ventura, CA 93003
(805) 642-9277

FOR SALE

FIDELITY RESEARCH OF AMERICA
P.O. Box 5242,
Ventura, CA 93003
(805) 642-9277

FOR SALE

CROWN M11 "L", LUSTRE GST 801, SUPER SDX 1000
LISTENING ROOM, INC. 2754 Hanover Circle, Birmingham, AL 35205 (205) 939-0700.

FOR SALE

Critical Record Review in bimonthly newsletters offers our renown record reviews, and much more. Subscribe now and watch us grow! Only $6/year; P.O. Box 8766, Jacksonville, FL 32211.

Get with the Audio Pros!

AUDIO CONCEPTS

- Franchised Dealer
- Full Warranty Service
- Highest Quality Lines
- Same Day Shipment

1127 W. Huntington, Arcadia, CA 91006
(800) 423-4170 or (213) 445-3663

Call for best price!
FOR SALE

**DB1 PREAMP AND DB2 P.S. $225. (609) 924-8167.**

**DYNACO/HAFLE ACCESSORIES:** Genuine walnut veneer cabinets (dramatically improves appearance) — Dyna (mention models); single, $19.95; double, $24.95; Hafler (DH-101): $19.95. DYNA ACCESSORIES, RCT-5 Preamp Relay, $29.95; FPM-5 Phono Module, $29.95; BI-FET Conversion Kit, $49.00; MB-400 Mono Bridging, $18.00; Meters; MC-2 $49.00; MC-3 $79; MC-4 $69; PBK-400 Rackmount (ST-400), $29.95, FREE LST. Postpaid! SCC, Box 8014, Canton, OH 44711

**DYNACO/HAFLE GENUINE WALNUT CABINETS** — Dramatically improves appearance! Dynaco: (single) $19.95, (double) $24.95; Hafler (DH-101) $19.95. Mention models owned. Postpaid, SCC, Box 8014, Canton, OH 44711

**DYNACO PARTS & ACCESSORIES** — Million-plus parts “in stock.” Try us! (Supply Dyna part numbers for quote). Free list. SCC, Box 8014, Canton, OH 44711

**DYNACO OD-1 Ambience Recovery Unit. Dramatically improves spatial realism! $19.95/Kit; $24.95/ Wired. Postpaid! SCC, Box 8014, Canton, OH 44711

**ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS** — ALL TYPES Updated definitive booklet describes applications, how to improve speaker systems; $5.00 postpaid, credited to first purchase. Hunt-ington Electronics, Box 2009-A Huntington, Conn. 06484.

**ELECTROSTATIC TRANSLATORS ARE HERE** Come and audition this fine new line of electrostatic loudspeakers along with: Audire, Audio Technology, Cale-stine, Clarke, Deca, Grado, Braun Satellites and subwoofer Chartwell, ADCOM, Burhoe, Toshiba, Car Fl, Monster Cable. PERSONALIZED AUDIO 723 Bound Brook Rd., Dunellen, NJ 08812 Appointments available call 201-752-3883

**FRIED SPEAKER KITS** Fried speakers are exceptional. We offer the ABSOLUTE lowest price on Fried speaker kits. Selection includes: (1) raw speakers, crossovers, hardware and assembled enclosures, (2) assembled enclosure ready for speaker & crossover attac-hment, and (3) custom built, finished complete speakers ready to connect to your amp. We have ready for delivery models BI, C, D, O, and the Super Monitor. All enclosures are made from solid wood in Oak, Birch, or Walnut. Shipping is free on several models. AUDIO SALON, 2227 Greenway Ave., Charlotte, NC 28204 (704) 377-6590.

**FULTON FSM - FULTON FSM**

**THE PREMIER, NUANCE FSM-100B and FSM-80 speakers — each one unexcelled in its class for sheer musicality. Also FULTON speaker cables, interconnects and MC Cartridge. By appointment. Write or call: PAIDE ELECTRONICS. 2028 SANDSTONE COURT, SILVER SPRING, MD 20904 (301) 384-2969 eves and weekends.**

**FOR SALE FOR SALE**


**FRANK VAN ALSTINE HAS DONE IT AGAIN. All new ZERO SLEW INDUCED DISTORTION modifications for DYNACO and other equipment. Walt Jung is right of course, but he overlooks a few things we have not, such as the small signal ef-fects of RFI and the low frequency analogy to S. I. D., which relates to the time constant ratio between low frequency cut-off and power supply stiffness after regulation (we can prove that DC coupled inputs guarantee high distortion at low fre-quencies). Our new mods guarantee zero T. I. M. and until you hear an amp or preamp achieving this, you haven't heard anything yet. For example our all new SUPERFAS mod will outplay any other vacuum tube preamp and its only our fourth best preamp design. Write for our detailed explanation that may shake the world of high end audio. JENSENS STEREO SHOP 2202 RIVER HILLS DRIVE BURNSVILLE, MINN 55337 612-890.3517

**FULTON FSMS AND FSMS**

**THE 3D ACOUSTICS LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM**

- **PHASE COHERENT DRIVER NETWORK**
- **WIDE DISPERSION**
- **SINGLE AMPLIFIER DRIVEN**
- **EXQUISITELY FINISHED ENCLOSURES**

*Optional Stands $65 pr.

5 Sunrise Plaza Valley Stream, NY 11581 (516) 561-7114
716 Madison Ave. New York, NY 10021 (212) 751-9733

**THE PREMIER, NUANCE FSM-100B and FSM-80 speakers — each one unexcelled in its class for sheer musicality. Also FULTON speaker cables, interconnects and MC Cartridge. By appointment. Write or call: PAIDE ELECTRONICS. 2028 SANDSTONE COURT, SILVER SPRING, MD 20904 (301) 384-2969 eves and weekends.**

**FOR SALE**

**GAS Grandson $265, Sonus Blue with new stylus $50. J Pearson, RR3, Washington, IA 52353.**

**FOR SALE**

**BENZMANN WIRELESS TRANSmitter**

- **WIRELESS TRANSMISSION**
- **LONG RANGE**
- **LOW POWER**
- **LONGER RANGE**

**THE MUSEUM OF AMERICAN RADIO/TELEVISION HISTORY**

- **MUSEUM**
- **HALL OF FAME**
- **LIBRARY**
- **MUSEUM STORE**

**505 Milburn Avenue Milburn, NJ (201) 467-8988**

**AMERICAN AUDIOPHILE PRESENTS**

**THE $400* MIND BLOWER**

**THE 3D ACOUSTICS LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM**

- **PHASE COHERENT DRIVER NETWORK**
- **WIDE DISPERSION**
- **SINGLE AMPLIFIER DRIVEN**
- **EXQUISITELY FINISHED ENCLOSURES**

*Optional Stands $65 pr.

**ALL SHIPMENTS PREPAID AND INSURED FREE THROUGHOUT CONTINENTAL U.S.**

**MASTER CHARGE & VISA ACCEPTED**

**AMERICAN RADIOHISTORY.COM**
FOR SALE
LINC MAYORG A & DIST. COLLEAGUES VOL 1 FACTORY SEALED ALBUM, MAYBE FIRST 100 LPs, $10 OFF 50PM CST 615-889-4614 UNTIL MAY 1, 80 WINNER NOTIFIED.

LHNN-DISC SYSTEM & ISOBARICS—NAIM
We know that some components reproduce sound much more faithfully than others. For those who can hear the difference we offer the Linn LinnSpeakers: Linn Sondek LP-12, Linn LK.VIII arm & Linn Lk akite cardboard: the Linn Isobars: PMS, DMS, & S.S.A.R.A. (unir or bramped), and Naim electronic: head amp, preamps & amps. Enough said! Free shipping. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, Box 145, Oxford, OH 45066. (513) 623-3895.

LOWEST PRICES-HIGHEST RELIABILITY. Sound Shed Hi-Fi has stereo, esoteric, auto, disco, and video. Over 150 brands: Bose, Cerwin Vega, CBL, dbx, Denon, GA, Haler, Infinity, Lux, Nakamichi Onkyo Phase Linear Pioneer, Tandberg Technics, Thorens, Yamaha and many others. All factory, fresh, all guaranteed, shipped fast with no deposit required on most items. For quotes and orders call (914) 258-4342.

LUXMAN C-1010 PREAMP, new with warranty cards, $450.

SOUND SHED HI-FI, Merrits Island Rd., Pine Island, NY 10969.

MAIL ORDER DIRECT FROM AKIHABARA TOKYO: All Japanese brands; Tonearms, Cartridges, Transformers, etc. Latest Quotations sent for free. Please write & ask! Hi-Fi Express, 2210 Wilshire Blvd: suite # 207 Santa Monica, CA 90403.

MAGNEPLANAR TYPANII—"VIRGIN SACRIFICE" New, deluxe, flawless, $600. (603) 753-3726 eve.

LOWEST PRICES ON STEREO-ESOTERIC COMPONENTS & Tapes. Over 150 brands. Send # 10 SASE for quotes. Audio Unlimited, 401 Reynolds Circle, San Jose, CA 95112 (408) 289-8875 1-6 Monday thru Thursday.

L.A. — SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
We carry the smallest selection of only the best values and the best equipment. We demonstrate by appointment to assure a meaningful demonstration. Linn Sondek turntable, Linn Azalea cartridge, Spatial Coherence TFF valve preamp, Rogers BGC LSJ/SA speaker, PSE Studio One preamp & Studio Two power amp, Stax headphones, Musical Fidelity preamp, Denon, arms, cartridges, Meridian amp, preamp, tuner, Decca Ribbon Tweeters, Koss Electrostatic speakers, Satterberg Subwoofers, SAE metal record pad & cables, Chartwell polypolyphone speakers, LiveWire & Live Wire Litz, Peterson Audio Link cables, Hater amp & Preamp, Osaka record pad.

EXECUTIVE AUDIO
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
(213) 395-6400
2210 Wilshire Blvd: suite # 207 Santa Monica, CA 90403.

MICHIGAN AUDIOPHILES
Apt Holman Hailer Revox
Bryston Hitachi Sume
Cabasso Linn Sondek Shenwood
Denon M & K Sonus
Dahlquist NAD Snell
DB Systems Nakamichi Spendor
Grace Onkyo Soundcraftsmen
Grado Signature Polk Stax
GAS Pyramid Threshold
Graylex Rega Visonik

ABSOLUTE SOUND
"Michigan's High Accuracy Audio Dealer"

Detroit, 12400 Morang Ave. (313) 527-2244
Royal Oak, 4354 N. Woodward (313) 543-7550
Ann Arbor, 312 S. State St. (313) 662-2026
Shipping Prepaid

DISCLAIMER
- Greatly enhances bass & mid transients
- Eliminates 90% of disc warp problems
- Vastly improves imaging
- All the benefits of platter weights without the weight
- Great holiday gift for the HI-FI owner

$14.00 plus $1.00 postage and handling • Check or Money Order

Name
Address

Qysonic Import Company, 920 S. Placentia, Placentia, Calif.

for SALE
MERIDIAN, MERIDIAN

MILANO-NEW YORK CITY
20 minutes from G.W. Bridge
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Metrontone 24-2 1yr. ALL MOD. $980. Mt. Clemens, MI 313-791-7683.


MILWAUKEE & WISCONSIN'S ONLY TRUE AUDIOPIE DEALER
Specialists in components by: G.A.S., Yamaha, KEF, Tandberg, Dahlquist, DCM, Fried, Quad, Stax, SAE, Connoisseur, Transcribers, Grace, Nakamichi, Infinity, Dynaco, Crown, Ortofon, Sonus, BSC, Haler, DBX, Aki, Teac, Revol, Mrx, Technics and many many more. Featuring a very unique switching system for component comparisons. Also, one of the largest tape recorder displays in the country, with over 130 machines on display. WACK ELECTRONICS, INC. 5722 W. NORTH AVE. MILWAUKEE, WI 53208. PHONE: 414-447-3441

MIXER made especially for tape duplication. Will produce enhanced high quality second generation tapes. KUHN ELECTRONICS, 1801 Mills Ave., Norwood, OH 45212.

MODULAR ACOUSTICS - newest and most innovatively exciting loudspeaker line featuring the amazing "Z" speaker and dual port Helmholtz resonator! An extraordinary product. "$19.95. Enter- tainment Sound Services Inc., P.O. Box 176, Jericho, NY 11753. (516) 921-2249.

MORAVANT SHORT PEAKERS, BEYER MICROPHONES, and also some REVOX items. Send for full literature. Entertainment Sound Services Inc., P.O. Box 176, Jericho, NY 11753. (516) 921-2249.
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<table>
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<tr>
<th>MONTANA AUDIOPHILES</th>
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<tr>
<td>NORTH CAROLINA</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACOUSTAT</td>
<td>DENON</td>
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</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CRITICAL**

The Dennen Soundtractor is a new precision cartridge alignment tool which will correctly set cartridge overhang and offset angle for maximum fidelity and minimum distortion in thirty seconds. Based on the universally recognized Baerwald formulas, the ingenious Soundtractor requires no measurements, no charts, and no graphs to achieve optimum alignment with verified accuracy within 0.003".

We believe that the Soundtractor is the single most important investment that the critical audiophile can make this year.

$35.00 prepaid and insured.

**EARS NOVA**

749 middle neck road / great neck, ny 11024
(516) 466-5674

"There is no truer truth obtainable by man than comes of music."

- Robert Browning

ARGENI

Reproducing Truth In Music.

Stereophonic Phono Cartridges

distributed by:

conrad-johnson design, inc.
1474 Pathfinder Lane • McLean, Virginia 22101
FRIED SPEAKERS & KITS
FOR SALE
State-of-the-art sound. Try our prices! Fast, free shipping. READ BROS. STEREO, 593 King St., Charleston, S.C. 29403 (203) 723-7276

GET INTO BROADCASTING! Learn how to receive free records, tapes, get an FCC broadcast license, start your own station. Free details. "Broadcasting", Box 130-NS, Paradise, CA 95969.

GRAHAM GRACE & GRAMTON SUPREX
We offer the Grace 707MK2, 704, F9E, F9L, F8L, Linn Mods
CA 95969.

GET ACQUAINTED WITH TRANSCENDENTAL AUDIO's line of exciting advanced speakers, many used in systems
by Tangent, Piatonistics, SymX, DACC, etc. Bxenone cone models in 5 to 10" most w/magnet, voice coil layer & lgh. options. Very neutral SW tweeters plus a fascinating new driver
w/1.3 gms moving mass that "traces" signal detail like the best electrostatic headphones, will definitely spoil you. Design & application assistance from our lab available to help you
realize the dream system you are planning from mini monitors, satellites, car systems to sub woofers, X' over designs & signs including Mylar caps up to 10uf. Your inquiries & orders receive our prompt attention; send $1.00 for literature. Transcendental Audio, 6550 Indiana Street, Golden, CO 80401. Innovative components & designs in high-end audio. Polydac (Audax), Decca, E.J. Brown, Dalefield. 303/420/7356.

GREAT SOUND IN JACKSONVILLE!
Tired of waiting for more. As for the "old speaker"? Properly set up, the QUAD ESL is the finest midrange speaker available. The QUAD ESL Reference consists of 2 QUADS, 2 beautiful solid oak frames featuring full vertical tilt adjustment, 2 modified Decca Ribbons, 2 oak RH Lbs subwoofers, all tube & class A electronics. Available as a complete system or in a series of "Building Blocks." Mitch Cotter's Absolutely Neutral Preamp Modules, Noise Buffers & Tuberance Isolation Platforms, Biasing/Previewer TF-10 Hybrid Preamp - it sounds like music! Conrad Johnson's Bargain Priced Amp, Preamp & Moving Coil Transformer. Threshold's High Definition Electronics • Piatonistics-Fidelity Research FR-IMK3F & FR-7 • Custom Hartley 24's • Pyramid Metronome & Ribbons • Audionics • Fulton Cables • Super Cables & Cartridges • Lustre GST-801 Silver Wire Tonearm • High Definition Speaker Cable from Mark Levinson & Hartley • Denon DP-80 • Infinity 4.5 & 2.5 R.S. • STA•KEF•BBQ • Grace • SATEL Lux 304's • Marcot • The Glassmat • Hafler • M.A.K. • Nakamich • Huge selection of Digital, Direct & Remastered Discs We rewire speakers with ultra pure tin/onyx wire for increased definition. House of Stere-o, 8169 Ariblon Expressway, Jax, FL 32211 (904) 724-4988. Most items shipped prepaid within U.S.

GREAT SOUND IN JACKSONVILLE!
Tired of waiting for more. As for the "old speaker"? Properly set up, the QUAD ESL is the finest midrange speaker available. The QUAD ESL Reference consists of 2 QUADS, 2 beautiful solid oak frames featuring full vertical tilt adjustment, 2 modified Decca Ribbons, 2 oak RH Lbs subwoofers, all tube & class A electronics. Available as a complete system or in a series of "Building Blocks." Mitch Cotter's Absolutely Neutral Preamp Modules, Noise Buffers & Tuberance Isolation Platforms, Biasing/Previewer TF-10 Hybrid Preamp - it sounds like music! Conrad Johnson's Bargain Priced Amp, Preamp & Moving Coil Transformer. Threshold's High Definition Electronics • Piatonistics-Fidelity Research FR-IMK3F & FR-7 • Custom Hartley 24's • Pyramid Metronome & Ribbons • Audionics • Fulton Cables • Super Cables & Cartridges • Lustre GST-801 Silver Wire Tonearm • High Definition Speaker Cable from Mark Levinson & Hartley • Denon DP-80 • Infinity 4.5 & 2.5 R.S. • STA•KEF•BBQ • Grace • SATEL Lux 304's • Marcot • The Glassmat • Hafler • M.A.K. • Nakamich • Huge selection of Digital, Direct & Remastered Discs We rewire speakers with ultra pure tin/onyx wire for increased definition. House of Stere-o, 8169 Ariblon Expressway, Jax, FL 32211 (904) 724-4988. Most items shipped prepaid within U.S.

Ovation AUDIO
6019 Broad St. Mall
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15208
(412) 441-4550

FOR SALE
HAFLER DH-101 PREAMP
We expect to be in stock on this exciting new preamp by Dec.
12th. Kit price is $195.95. Custom wired and tested, $299.95. Immediate prepaid prepaid shipment via UPS. THE AUDIBLE DIFFERENCE, 435 Tasso, Palo Alto, Califoria 94301. (415) 328-1081. TF

HAFLER DH-200 AMPLIFIER
Write or call for quote. AUDIO SALON, 2227 Greenway Ave., Charlotte, NC 28204 (704) 377-6990. Shipped pre-paid.

HAFLER HEADQUARTERS IN CANTON, OHIO. The Listening
Room, 1807 Cleveland Ave. NW. (216) 452-6332. TF

HAFLER IN THE SOUTH!
In stock, the superb Hafler DH-101 preamp. Kit $99, factory assembled $299. New: DH-200 amp. Immediate free shipping. Also F9, Adiunis, Vandersteen, M.A.D., Advent, Klipsch, more. READ BROS. STEREO, 593 King St., Charleston, S.C. 29403 (803) 723-7276. 7-9

HAFLER KITS NOW IN STOCK!
Q/LC AUDIO, 1006 Berkshire Rd., Dayton, Ohio 45419; (513) 296-9320, (513) 293-7287. We Ship Anywhere.

HAFLER PREAMP CABINETS. Literature. GEOMETRIX, Box 612, Mexico, 65265

HAFLER PRODUCTS AND MODIFICATIONS
We have in stock the following: DH-101K $199.95, DH-101A $299.95, DH-101AP $399.95, DH-102 head amp $74.95, DH-103 black knobs $19.95, DH-104 rack mount $24.95, DH-105 cabinet $24.05, DH-110 mod kit for pre-1919000 10's $19.95. As for the DH-2000, the supply has been low and the demand high. When this appears, we hope to have in stock the DH-200K $299.95, DH-200KE $399.95, DH-200A $429.95, DH-202AE $439.95, DH-201 rack mount $24.95 & DH-202 bridging kit $24.95. We offer the following preamp mods: OACH-1, 10k type mod using precision components, $50; OACH-2, low frequency phono mod. $22. OACH-1 & OACH-2 $62. We ship worldwide. Free shipping in U.S. Visa & M.C. honored. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056 513-523-3895.

HAVE AN AFFAIR
Listen to the PRECISION FIDELITY C7 tube preamplifier with innovative cascode circuitry. The real David against all the Goliaths. Let your ears as well as your pocketbook relax. State of the art affair at $499.

PRECISION FIDELITY, 1169 CHESS DR., FOSTER CITY, CA, 94404

HEATHKIT TV CABINET, GRA-602-25 for GR-2000 or 2001 TV's. $150. NO SCRATCHES. 408-279-1425 day. 408-259-9646, eves.

Hi-Fi Enthusiasts — Experience what in-house service facili-ties, quick shipments, low prices and brand selection can mean to you. Team your abilities with the best supplier to make selling discounted hi-fi a pleasure. Write Hi-Fi Warehouse Dept. 20, 1006 Haddonfield Road, Cherry Hill, NJ 08002.

Pacific Image, Inc. is proud to announce its appointment as the exclusive San Francisco bay area dealer for the astonishing RENAISSANCE SERIES

Electrostatic loudspeakers, brilliantly engineered and built by Dr. Roger West of SOUND LAB ELECTRONICS

If you enjoy the means to be able to indulge yourself in what will no doubt become the most sought after esoteric speaker system yet available, arrange for an audition. By appointment only.

PACIFIC IMAGE, INC.
P.O. Box 169
Woodacre, California 94973
415-488-0293
Prepaid shipping within the continental U.S.
FOR SALE
HAVING TROUBLE FINDING DIRECT-TO-DISC AND SOTA RECORDINGS? WE HAVE THEM ALL. SEND FOR FREE CATALOGUE. KNOT SO CHEAP RECORDS, 705 BIG BEND, DEPT. AM12, WEBSTER GROVES, MO 63119.

HEAR TRUE DIGITAL IN NEW ORLEANS, ultimate playback system. Recordings of Richie Heavers, New Orleans Symphony, Jazz artists, Al Hirt, and even New Wave. (recordings Not For Sale) ALTERNER AUDIO, 7323 Freest New Orleans.

HIGH-END AUDIO AT LOW L(OW PRICES! Aiwa, Allison, Audio Pulse, Bose, DBX, Czek, ES, Luxman, Micro Seiki, SAE, Technics Pro and many more! All factory fresh with full warranty. For discount price call 212-954-3125 Or send $2.00 for our catalogue and price list to DIRECT DISCOUNTS LTD, P. O. Box 941, Cooper Station, New York 10003.

HIGHEST QUALITY USED EQUIPMENT FOR SALE: McIntosh C28 preamp, $350; McIntosh MX 113 midpreamp, $600; McIntosh 2120 amp, $700; Bozak B 302A spkr.s, $110 ea; Bozak CS 4000A spkr.s, $330 ea; Crown IC 150, $175; Yamaha C2 preamp, $300; Yamaha C28 preamp, $350; McIntosh MX 113 tnr/preamp, $995 preamp and insured. For discount price call 212-254-3125. Or send $2.00 for our catalogue and price list to DIRECT DISCOUNTS LTD, P. O. Box 941, Cooper Station, New York 10003.

JANIS WOOFERS are the best universal subwoofers available. Hear them together with the Janis Interphase crossover amp at OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056, 513-523-3895. Free shipping in U.S. We also ship worldwide.

LAUGH AND THINK. The Hi-Fi Game: A board game of fun and thought. $11.95 from Penjon Games, Box 2129, Martinez, CA 94553. Dealer inquiries welcome, too.

FOR SALE
IMPORTANT PRODUCTS TO INCREASE RECORD PERFORMANCE
THE BERKSHIRE ANSWER MATCH-MAKER is the perfect way to match cartridge to preamp — a switchable adapter plugs into your-preamp and offers 18 different loading choices (from 50 to 350 pf). Includes RF filter. Only $49.95/set prepaid and insured.

THE BERKSHIRE MODEL COM CAPACITANCE METER — a precision meter that measures capacitance of tone arm cables AND preamp phono input. Ideal for audio service labs, audiophiles, etc. $99.95 prepaid and insured.

BERKSHIRE AUDIO P.O. Box 35 GREAT NECK, N.Y. 11021

IVIE ELECTRONICS REAL TIME ANALYZERS, etc. Some very slightly used demonstrators at discount. Full factory warranty. For more information and thought. $11.95 from Penjon Games, Box 2129, Martinez, CA 94553. Dealer inquiries welcome, too.

NOW IN FORT LAUDERDALE. VISIT OUR PRIVATE STUDIOS - PASSIVE BUT POWERFUL
The CPM-31 Universal Component Patching Matrix combines tape decks, equalizers and signal processors in nearly limitless combinations. • It simplifies the tasks of recording, dubbing, equalization, mixing, monitoring and signal processing. • It eliminates the "patch-cord headache." • And the CPM-31 adds no hum, noise or distortion. For more information, write to:

Niles Audio Corporation
Dept. AM
P.O. Box 160818
Miami, FL 33116
(305) 271-9181

Dealers inquired encouraged.
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Now in Fort Lauderdale... State of the art components for the audio perfectionist and serious listener.

Audio Research • Acoustat • Denon • B & W • Armstrong • Chartwell • Lux TensorFlow • Polk • GAS • Conrad Johnson • Audire • Ariston • Connoisseur ADC • Grace • Supex • Grado • Goldring • DB Systems • Quatre • Stax Theta • Plasmatics • Transcriptors • Dynavector • Vandersteen Complete selection of direct to disc recordings.

AUDIO INSIGHT
The Promenade at Bay Colony
6286 N. Federal Hwy., Ft. Lauderdale, Fl 33308 • 305/491-7677
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FOR SALE


WYCO SALES, Dept. AD, Box 887, Cary, NC 27511

NAIM NAC125 Preamp + NAP 120 Power Amp, ARC SP3A/1 Jim Lawson mod., All in excellent cond. Will Parry, (301) 526-6738 evenings.

NAKAMICHI 560 - new, $1125. (201) 350-5957. 33.8 Mon- ticello Dr., Whitin, NJ 08759

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA S

It is our goal to make the joy of music possible for everyone.

At any price we offer solid value, superior performance, and sober, highly cost effective solutions to meet your specific needs. Please stop in for a refreshing experience with music.

It is our goal to make the joy of music possible for everyone.

We operate on the theory that you as our customer will achieve the greatest long term satisfaction only through a careful analysis of your audio requirements. We strive to offer sober, highly cost effective solutions to meet your specific needs. Please stop in for a refreshing experience with music.

WE BUILD SYSTEMS FOR YOU!
FOR SALE

SIEMENS, TELEFUNKEN, GENALEX and AMPEREX and other top quality audio tubes available at very competitive prices. Contact Jim Wallace at 1203 Success St., Pittsburg, PA 15212 or (412) 322-4706

FOR SALE

SUBSONIC FILTER-ACE-INNOTECH FILTERS BELOW ORI-
NAL DEALER COST - only $45.00 including shipping costs in continental U.S. New York residents add 8% tax. Supply limit-
ed Innovative Audio 182 Henry Street Brooklyn, New York 11201

FOR SALE

SUPEX SDX-1000 UNUSED, FULL GUARANTEE $260. STE-
PHEN SUN (212) 425-2450 EXT. 219 DAY.

SupeX SDX-1000 cartridge, new $220, (201) 746-2794

TANDBERG TD 20A 100, PR. DAMLOUSTOQ $170, 2-
LN 914 AMPS $50 ea, CONNOISSEUR BD133 with SAU 4
ARM, DENON DL130 CAR. & VERION MK1 TRANSF. $550,
ALL ABOVE WITH WARRANTIES, (509) 765-5992 or JIM MIL-
LILAN, 402 CLOVER DR., MOSES LAKE, WA 98837

TAPCO and ELECTRO-VOICE, mixers, equalizers, amps, mics, and raw loudspeakers. Write for low mail order prices, Sonix Co., P.O. Box 56. Indian Head, MD 20640

HEAD REFERENCE - Precision method full frequency
response $15.00 ea. One day service. E. Maher, 5 Evans
Place, Ormond Beach, FL 32074.

Technics SL 1200 Turntable, mint condition. Call (207)
946-7079.

THE AUDIOPHILE, an independent newsletter with critical
and realistic sense of proportion for buyers of the
newest and best components. Double issue No. 13 & 14
contains:
- Snell Type A Speakers
- Symax Sigma Speakers
- INTRA Sound Rack
- Fulton Cables
- TAV 1 Amp
- Theta preamp

A new article by Paul Messenger $10/4 issues/1 year. AUDI-
OGRAM, Box 27406, St. Louis, MO 63141.

is around the corner.

THE MONITOR SERIES FROM POLK AUDIO

AUDIO BREAKTHROUGHS now has on demonstration the
remarkable new Polk loudspeakers priced from less than
$200 per pair. Compare them to the finest loudspeakers in
the world. Audiophile Audio Monitor Loudspeakers.

SOUND ADVICE & POLK AUDIO LOUDSPEAKERS We
have the incredible Polk Audio Monitor Series loudspeakers in
stock. The Polk's are definitely the best performance per dol-
lar value ever offered in a truly accurate inexpensive
loudspeaker. State of the art sound is now available from less
than $200 per pair. We ship freight prepaid anywhere in the
U.S. within 24 hours upon receipt of order. Write or call for
information on the Polk Audio Monitor Loudspeakers.

SOUND ADVICE

Village Plaza
Ruston, LA 71270
(318) 255-8000
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SOUND COMPONENTS INC.
EXCLUSIVE SOUTHEAST DEALER FOR THE
INCOMPARABLE MARK LEVINSON H.Q.D.
REFERENCE SYSTEM.
The H.Q.D. reference playback system consists of the follow-
ing components:
2 Hartley 24 in sub-woofers
4 Quad ESL loudspeakers
2 Decca ribbon tweeters (modified)
2 Levinson LNC-2 Crossovers
(100 Hz & 7 KHz)
1 Levinson M.L.1 (LEMO) preamp
6 Levinson M.L.2 amplifiers
1pr. Hand-crafted oak or ash trestle
stands (for Quads & Decca)

THE H.Q.D. SYSTEM WITH GOOD SOURCE MATERIAL,
WILL REPRODUCE A MUSICAL EVENT BETTER THAN ANY
SYSTEM WE KNOW OF.
For more information, please write or call:
SOUND COMPONENTS
2710 Ponce de Leon Boulevard
Coral Gables, Florida, 33134
305-446-1659

TWX 812-848-7627

SOUTH CAROLINA'S ONLY HIGH-END STORE the finest
audiophile equipment: British American Sound, P.O. Box
1247-186 King Street, Charleston, SC 29402

STAX DA60 power amp. Excellent condition, $1200. 313
477-5462 after 5 pm EST.

STEREO REPRESENTATIVES NEEDED!!!
Sell 100 brands! Lowest Possible Prices! Krisco—REP
DEPT. —998 Orange Ave. West Haven, Conn. 06516TF

BREATHELESS

Patented circuitry eliminates pumping and breathing.
For information write: RG Dynamics 4446 W. Howard St. Skokie, IL 60076

THE RG PRO-16W DYNAMIC PROCESSOR
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FOR SALE

THE THETA PREAMPLIFIER is a six tube device having a passive RIAA network & using NO feedbaxk! This remarkable component is the most musical preamp that we have ever heard. Hear it at OXFORD AUDIO CONSUL-
TANTS, Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056. 513-523-3895. Free shipping in U.S. We also ship worldwide.

THRESHOLD 400A, 9 mo. old, $980; DENON DP 3500 w/
ash base, 5 mo. old, $460. Both in superb cond. (302) 656-
7301 EST.

THOUSANDS OF LIKE NEW LP's and prerecorded tapes.
Catalogue $2.00. House of Records, Hillburn, New York
19931.

TONEARMS-CARTRIDGE-TURNABLES at lowest prices.
Most brands available, including MC. Send #10 SASE for
quotes. Audio Unlimited, 401 Reynolds Circle, San Jose, CA
95112.

TOP QUALITY SPEAKERS AND KITS
Send $1.00 for catalogue. Speaker Warehouse, 809 N. State
Rd. 7, Hollywood, FL 33021.

Bob Heenan Sells
Great Used Equipment

Sound Advice
Box 787
Brookline Village
MA 02147

AR
Mark Levinson

DBX
Magneplanar

KLH
QUAD ESL

Rose
Rappaport

Advent
Bryson

Mikrofren
L5A/S

API
Holman

Bang & Olusen
JBL

Audio Research
DB

Equipment bought, sold
traded & brokered
(617) 969-2727

AMERICAN AUDIOPHILE

HOME OF

JANIS
LEACH

LEIGH ECD

LUDLIE

MARK MARCOF

MAGNAPLANAR

NAD

PARADIGM

PIONEER

PREMIER

SIGNET

SMC

SPECTRO ACOUSTICS

SPECA

SPECA

STAX

HAPI

IMPULSE

IVIE

WIN LABORATORIES

REFERENCE AUDIOPHILE RECORDINGS

• AMERICAN AUDIOPHILE •

5 Sunrise Plaza
Valley Stream, NY 11580
516/561-7114

716 Madison Ave.
New York, NY 10021
212/751-9733

ALL SHIPMENTS PREPAID AND INSURED FREE THROUGHOUT CONTINENTAL USA

MASTERCARD & VISA ACCEPTED
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FOR SALE

TOP-RATED CARTRIDGES UP TO 70% OFF!! We feature just about all of the finest phonograph cartridges on the market at the lowest possible prices. Our selection includes cartridges that are normally sold for the full retail price! Our most popular lines include Acutes, ADC, Crado, Nagatron, Ortofon, Shure, Sonus, Stanton and many others that we can't even mention by name. Just call us at 212 254-3125 for more information or write to Direct Discounts Ltd., P.O. Box 941, Cooper Station, N.Y. 10003. We accept phone orders with your M/C or VISA.

TRADE UP TO THE MICRO CPU 100 fm tuner It may have been out of the question at $2500, but the new retail is $995. Subtract even more for your trade-in and this magnificent tuner can be yours at a surprisingly low price. We offer very generous trade-in allowances on your old tuner or other audio equipment. A rare chance to own the best at a reasonable price (see Audio, Nov. '77). Write us for a quote, or better yet, phone after business hours and we can discuss your trade in: (617) 874-0706, Mon.-Fri., 6-8 pm. (ask for Dick) AUDIO CALIBRATION, box 250, Dickinson, MASS, 01473. TF

Transistors are critical for low-noise. Sony makes their own. Sony HA-55 ultra low noise, ultra linear moving coil headamp. $300. Afterman Audio 1323 Frelon New York 504-834-7712

VANDERSTEEN MODEL 24 IN STOCK!
Q/LC AUDIO, 1006 Berkshire Rd., Dayton, Ohio 45419; (513) 298-9330, (613) 293-7287. We Ship Anywhere.

FOR SALE

Undergrounds/Audio's outdated (1941) Tonearm Geometry gives MAXIMUM distortion from the Critical Listening area instead of required MINIMUM. The Alignment Protractor by Percy Wilson (WK II No. 51, Stereovision 1965) Zero error points $10 Bill. Mayware, P.O. Box 58, Edgware Middle, Eng land.

USED AND DEMO EQUIPMENT: Audio Research D7A Amplifier $659; D100B Amplifier $987; B & W DM7 Speakers $795 pair; Yamaha M-2 Amplifier $820; Tim Ear, 704 Syms, Ram, 9x325; (509) 946-4459.

VACUUM TUBES, tube-peculiar parts. All kits/parts for circuits described in our 230+ page Modification Manual. Write for list to AUDIO DIMENSIONS, 888 Clairemont Mesa Blvd., San Diego, CA 92123 (714) 278-3210. 9-0

Want Hi Quality Equipment While Keeping Within Your Budget? Send your equipment specification & budget restrictions and get expert advice Send $5.00 to: Advisory, 42 W. 13th St., 6D, N.Y., N.Y. 10011

Wisconsin Hao: Audiodynamics, Denon, Luxman, Harter, Polk, NAD, Aiai, Conoetts, Braun, Stax, Nagatronics, Grado, R.G., Gray's, Soundable and more. Write or call for prices and literature: Sound Seller, Box 224, Marionette, WI 54143. (715) 735-9002.

WISCONSIN'S ONLY SENSIBLE AUDIO DEALER. PRODUCTS FROM: Audions, Audio Pro, Yamaha, Harter, Connisor, Great White Whale, GAS, Ortofon, Technics, DBX, Stax, DCM, Dahlhaus, SAE, Audio Pulse, Koss, Draco, MXR, Share/SME, Soundcraftsmen, Grace, Thorens, and much, much more. TELEMETRE RECORDERS FROM: Akai, Sony, JVC, Tangibec, Technics Pro, Revex, liher and many more. Send $5 to our "black-out" list. RECORDS FROM: Telarnc, Mobile Fidelity, Shellford, Onon/Nautlius and more. Also, one of the largest dealers for used high-end electronics in the country. WACK ELECTRONICS, INC., 5722 W. NORTH. AVE. MILWAUKEE, WIS. 53208 (414) 442-3441.

WORLDS GREATEST SPEAKER KITS, KITS, P.O. Box 12242, Jacksonville, FL 32209.

Would you like data on a hardc(otted, wideband midrange/ tweeter from England that "signal traces" like fine electrostatics & ribbon tweeters w/useful range of 150 Hz to 22,000KHz, & has only 1.3 gms. moving mass? This driver eliminates mid & upper x' over points, which rids system of phase errors, providing seamless sonic purity. Data also available on line at other exciting, advanced raw speakers, many used in systems by Snell, Symphex, Tangent, Thiel, M & K etc. Subwoofers, bextrines, & 5.1D Tweeters available along with/designs & application assistance to help you get the most from your "dream system". X' over parts incl. mylar caps to 10KHz & low QDr "Super Air Core" Inductors to 5KHz. Your inquiries & orders receive our prompt attention. Send $1.00 for Info to: Transparent Audio, 6796 Arbuth St., Arvada, CO 80004 - 303-420-7356 Innovative components & designs in high-end audio. Polydax (Audax), Deca, E.J. Jordan, Eminence. Soon available - Cylindrical, sandwich construction, "un-boa" enclosures for bextrene drivers.

WHICH TURNTABLE?

Our 9th issue reviews over 100 models to give you the answers. You would like to improve your systems sound quality by simply moving one component, or improve your listening room without rebuilding, or learn a 60 second test which tells if a speaker has proper dispersion design? It's all in our current issue Subscribe today — $15 (4 issues) $29 (8). THE SENSIBLE SOUND, 403 Darwin, Snyder, N.Y. 14226

SUPERIOR AUDIO COMPONENTS: Audio Pulse; Audio Research SP-6 tube preamp and D-110 amp; Badab 1; Celestion; Civic, Crown Diamond Range, Series DI, B & W DM7, Dayton Wright; dbx; Deca; Denon; Dynavector; EMT; Formula 4; Grace; Harter kits; KEF; Kenwood Purist; Lux LRS; Magneplanar; Mitsubishi; Mobile Fidelity records; Nakamichi; Plasmatronics; RTR; Verion; Watson speakers.

FOR SALE

YAMAHA 82 POWER AMP 100 WATTS per channel, like new, $690.00 or best offer. (614) 451-1890, (614) 261-2348


YAMAHA C-4 PREAMP $400.00, M-4 Amp $450.00, Advent 201 $180.00, Large Advents $300.00. (313) 655-6068.

2 WIPOFANE TWITTERS, 1 AUDIO RESEARCH ECA4 ELECTRONIC CROSSOVER, 1 CROWN SA30.30 POWER AMP. BEST OFFER (415) 526-3831 ELES, 727 CRESTON RD., BERKELEY, CA 94708.

SERVICES


FAST RECONING SERVICE ON ALL TYPES OF SPEAKERS. WARRANTY SERVICE ON JBL, ALTEC, EV, AND GAUDIO. ONE DAY SERVICE AVAILABLE. WE SHIP COMPRESSON STOCK. VISA AND MASTERCHARGE ACCEPTED. ANTECH LABS, INC., 8144 BIG BEND, ST. LOUIS, MO 63119 (314) 962-3920.

INDEPENDENT EQUIPMENT EVALUATION AND TESTING, FCC Certification, HYAK ASSOCIATES, 7011 Calamo St., BERKELEY, CA 94708.


Mount your Audio System professionally Send Name/Type of equipment, plus $3.50 to: J. Miller, 4336 Vanderbil Pl., Bham, Ala. 35217.

NASHVILLE RECORD PRODUCTIONS will PRESS HIGH QUALITY PURE VINYL RECORDS FROM YOUR TAPES. SEND FOR SAMPLE RECORD AND PRICE LIST. ALSO FINEST DISC MASTERING. 469 CHESTNUT ST., NASHVILLE TENNESSEE 37203.

Translation: Japanese-English Specialized in Audio and other electronics fields. Kaz Trons, 13309 53rd Ave., Everett, WA 98204.

MISCELLANEOUS

COLLEGE STUDENTS! Improve your grades. Send $1.00 for 396-page, college research papers catalog. 10,250 available. RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, Box 2918BAD, Los Angeles, California, 90025. (213) 477-8226.

SpeakerGuts

The absolute latest in advanced speaker technology. Wave Adventure™ Drivers, the Patented Neotronic WoodSystem: raw speaker components selected for their excellence. Horns, crossovers, subwoofers, tweeters, midranges, horn and dome tweeters. Over 50 in all. Build your own speaker system and we'll provide top-quality speakers and design information. Send for FREE 48-page color catalog from the largest, most experienced speaker kit manufacturer in the world. DON'T DELAY. Write today!

THE absolute latest in advanced speaker technology. Wave Adventure™ Drivers, the Patented Neotronic WoodSystem: raw speaker components selected for their excellence. Horns, crossovers, subwoofers, tweeters, midranges, horn and dome tweeters. Over 50 in all. Build your own speaker system and we'll provide top-quality speakers and design information. Send for FREE 48-page color catalog from the largest, most experienced speaker kit manufacturer in the world. DON'T DELAY. Write today!
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AUDIOPHILE RECORDS: Save 20% to 40%. Free catalog.
Foreign customers also invited. Super Sound Record Service:
P.O. Box 411237, Chicago, IL 60641

AUDIOPHILES! Direct-Disc, Digital, Mobil Fidelity—All labels
Low Prices Fast Service. Send $3 in stamps for catalog. Direc-
t P.O. Box 2245, New Hope Church Rd., Raleigh,
NC 27604.

DIRECT TO DISC AND DIGITAL RECORDINGS: All labels at
low prices. Telecine, Discwasher, Audio-Technica, Sheffield.
Dennon POM, Crystal Clear, Mobile Fidelity Labs... We HAVE
THEM ALL!! (and more!) Send for free price list and
Newsletter or $2.00 for descriptive catalogue DISConnection,
P.O. Box 10706 Tampa FL 33679.

FREE SOUNDTRACKS & CAST CATALOGS! Personalities!
ST/OC Valuebook: $4. RTSA 711 W. 17th G-1 Costa Mesa,
FREE SOUNDTRACKS & CASTS CATALOG! Personalities!

NAME-BRAND RECORDING TAPE, custom loaded. Avail-
mil. mylar, $5 ea! (box of 18)...On 7", 2400', $3 ea. (box of
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Introducing TDK's Optimum Dynamic.
Normal bias tape taken to the optimum.

TDK's answer to the need for a normal bias reference standard.
Optimum Dynamic is the outcome of the same, sophisticated technology which set the high bias reference standard with TDK's SA cassette. Its tape formulation consists of Optima Ferric particles. A needle-shaped, pure iron oxide that has been ultra refined to cover the tape surface evenly and densely. The result is a cassette with a sensitivity and MOL audibly superior to any normal bias cassette available in the market today.

Well balanced sound.
Optimum Dynamic has all the sound characteristics you've been looking for. Super flat frequency response and sensitivity with a wide dynamic range. Lower noise and higher output at critical levels. For example, you'll now be able to capture the full dynamic complexity of a classical performance as well as the sustained higher output characteristic of contemporary music. In every way, Optimum Dynamic will deliver a well balanced, reference quality normal bias performance. And you'll hear it, unfailingly, for years to come.

Optimum Dynamic has the same Super Precision Mechanism as the SA cassette, protected by TDK's full lifetime warranty.*

The test of success.
We believe we've been highly successful in fulfilling the need for a normal bias reference standard. But there's a simple test. Listen to an Optimum Dynamic just once. Compare it to anything else you've been using. From then on, you may want to use it as a reference.

*In the unlikely event that any TDK cassette ever fails to perform due to a defect in materials or workmanship, simply return it to your local dealer or to TDK for a free replacement.
The Discwasher DiscKit™
Total record care.

The DiscKit™ includes the famous Discwasher D3 Record Cleaning System, the SC-1 Stylus Cleaner, the Zerostat Anti-Static Instrument and the Discorganizer walnut storage tray with dust cover.

These products are also available separately.